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INTRODUCTION

This Meinorial is filed in accordance with the Order of the Court dated
11Octuber 1991 which fixed 10 Febriiary 1992 as the tiine-limit for the Meinorial
of the State of Qatar.
%*,

CHAPTER 1
THE PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COURT

.

ii

Qatar's Aaplicatiun filed un 8 Julv 1991 aiid Bahrain's letters of
SE~:~'ION
1.
14 Julv and 18 August 1991
As stated i1-i the Order of tlie Court, on 8 July 1991 the State of Qatar
1
("Qatar") filed in the Registty of the Court the Application institiiting proceedings
ligainst the State of Bahrain ("Bahrain") in respect of certain disputes between the
two States relating to sovereignty over the Hawar islands, sovereign rights over
the shoals of Dibal and Qit'stt Jaradah, and the delimitation of the maritime arelis
of the twu States. Paragrnphs 2 to 30 of the Application contained a very brief
indication of the geographical and historical background to the disputes, and
paragraphs 11 to 25 gave a brief description of the subject of the disputes.
Paragraphs 26 to 35) outlined the efforts to settle the disputes which until now
have failed to result in a settlement.
1.02 As stated in paragraph 40 of the Application, Qatar founds the jurisdiction
of the Court upon certain Agreements between the Parties concluded in
Deceinber 1957 ("the 1957 Agreement") and Dece~nber 1990 ("the Doha
Agreement"). These Agreements are referred tu in paragraphs 32 and 33 of the
Application and paragraphs 37 and 35 of the Application respectively 1.

1.03 For the subject and scope of the disputes referred to the Cuiirt, the
Application (paragraph 40) relies on the Bahraini formula, an English version of
wliiçli, as pruvided by Bahrain, is given in paragraph 36 uf the ~ ~ ~ l i c i i t iTlie
on~.
torrnula was proposed by Bahrain on 26 October 1988 and aççepted by Qatar in

1

2

The relevanr texis may be îuii~idin Aniiexes 11.15 and 1i.16, Vul. III, pp. 101 and 107 and
Anncx 11.32, Vol. III, p. 205 hcrcto.
See also, Aiinex 11.29, Vol. ILI, p. 191.
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i

.

Decernber 1990. It was incorporated into the December 1990 Agreement by the'
words "may submit the mütter to the International Coiut of Justice in accordance
with tlie Bahraini forrnula, which has been ücc'epted by Qatar". The furiniila as
quoted in paragraph 36 of the Applicatjon reads as follows: .
"The Parties request the Court to decide any inatter of territorial
right or ottier title or interest which lnay lx a inatter o f differeiice
between them; and to drsiw a single maritime boiindary between
their respective rnsiritime areas of seabed, subsoil and superjacent
w:iters."
1.04 The formula thus adopted by the Parties is unquestinnübly wide enough tci
cover the claims of Qatar as presented in the requests to the Court formiilated in
paragraph 41 of the Application. It is, indeed, a foriniila which inay well open the
way for Bahrain ta submit to the Court a claiin based un any relevant dispute on
which Bahrain rnay wish to seek adjudication, but it is not for Qatar to formulate
and submit any such claiin.

1.05

By letters dated 14 July 1991 iind 18 Aiigust 1991 meritioned in the Orcler
of the court3, Bahrain coiitested the Liasis of jurisdiction invoked by Qatar. The
Ietter of 14 July went even further and, relying on Article 35, paragraph 5, of the
Rules of Court, rey~iestedthat the Application should not be entered in the
General List, and that no action should be taken in the proceedings. Article 38,
paragraph 5, being cleiirly inapplicable in the present cirçumstances, the case was,
in due course, given a title and entered in the Generül List as recurded in the
Order. The equally unfounded contention made in the letter of 14 July, that the
continuation of the Mediation precluded a unilateral application to the Court, will
be dealt with later in this Memorial.
The letter of 18August 1991 çontested the jurisdiction of the Court in
strortg terms and üt some length but on grounds whiçh, as wiIl be shown
subsecluently in this Memorial, are ill-founded.
1.06

As ihese Iwo letlers are meiilioiied in the Order and now form par1 ol the record of fie
Cciurt, copies are not annexed to lhis Memorial.

iI

-.

i

SECTION
2.

The Order of the Court of 11 October 1991

1.07 The Order, innde by the President of the' Criurt on I l October 1991, tuok
account of agreement reriched between representatives of the Parties at the
meeting held in his charnbers on 2 October 1991 that questions of jurisdiction and
adinissibility should be separately deter~ninedbefore any proceedings on the ,
inerits, and fixed time-limits for written proceedings on these questions. Clearly
referring to the "questions of jurisdiction and admissibility", the Order also stated
-.
that "it is necessary for the Court to be informeci of al1 the conteiltjoils and
evidence of fact and law on whicli the Parties rely in that connection". This
Mernorial is accordingly restricted to those considerations of fact and law which
mny rissist the Court in deciding the questions of "jurisdiction and admissibility in
this case".
Ss<:.sio~
3.

Questions of 'liurisdiction and admissibility in this caset'

1.08 In the decision given in the Order these questions are more fully described
as "the questions of the jurisdiction of the Court to entertain the dispute and of
the adinissibility of the Application". It is worth noting that the Order speaks here
of "dispute" in the singiilsr. This highlights one of the features of this case, which
is that the disputes subinitted to the Court by Qatar form an integral whole, as
they were already regarded in the course of the Mediation by Saudi Arabia4.
Nevertheless, by acceptance of the Bahraini formula Qatar has also accepted in
full reciprocity the possibility of other disputes being added by Bahrain, provideci
they are existing und established disputes M i n g within the scope of thut general
forrnula. Bahrüin itself, while making no attempt tu müke use of the breadth of
the formula, has not alleged that the disputes submitted by Qatar's Application go
beyond the formula. On the contrary, the fourth paragraph of the letter frnm
Bahrain dated 18 August 1991 accuses Qatar of narrowing the scope of the
"Question" (b.,
the accepted formula).

1.09 In addressing the issues of fact and law which arise at this stage of the
proceedings, it is necessary, in accordance with the Order of the Court, to
distinguish between questions of jurisdiction and of admissibility. It is well-known
that it is difficult to draw a sharp and clear-cut distinction between these
questions, but help rnay be drawn from the Court's Statute and Rules and its

4

See, para. 3.14 below.
-

-

r

jurisprudence. The principal source of guidance on the meaning of "the'
jurisdiction of the Court" inay bbe found in Article 36 of the Statute of the Court
and in the jurisprudence of the Court. Paragruyh' 1of Article 36 reads -

.

"The jurisdiction of the Court comprises al1 cases which the parties
refer to it and ail matters specially provided for in the Charter of
the United Nations or in treaties and conventions in force."
,S..>

This provision does nut mention the question of the admissibility of wn, --.
application. Objection to the admissibility of an application is, however,
rnciltioned in Article 79, paragraph 1, of the Rules of Court under the title
"Prelitninary Objections". Therefore, the seference t o the "adrnissibiiity of the
Application" in the Order of the Court sho~ildbe interpreted in relation tu
Article 79, paragraph 1, of the Rules and in accordance with the jurisprudence of
the Court on prelirninsiry objections.
1.10 It would not be appropriate in this Introduction to dweH at length on this
matter. lt may suffice at this point tu adopt the characterization made by Sis
Gerald Fitrmaurice as accurately reflecting the essential content of objections to
the "jurisdiction" and to the "adinissibility of the appIicütionl' in the jurisprudence
of the Court. He states that, although both are, as a general rule, in the nature of
"preliiriinary objections" and their cornmun aim is "to prevent ... a decision on the
merits", there is -

"...a clear jurisprudential distinction between an objection to the
jurisdictinn of the tribunal, tind sin objection to the substantive
adrnissibility of the claim. The latter is a pleü that the tribunal
sl~cluldrule the claim to be inadmissible on soine ground other than
its uftirnclte merits: the furiner is a plea that the tribunal itself is
incotnpetent to give any ruling ~t al1 whether as to the merits or as
to the admissibility of the clüiin5 ."
Putting on one side the irregularity of the letters froln Bahrain of 14 July
1991 and 18 August 1991, including the fact that when they were despatched
Bahrain had not appointed an Agent as required by the Statute and Rules of
Court, for the purposes of the present stage of the proceedings, Qatar will treat
those letters as if'they had raised a preliminary objection. These letters "çontested
the basis of jurisdictinn invoked by Qatar" as declared in the fourth paragraph of
1.13

5

Sir Gerald Fit~maurice,"The Law and Procedure of the Internaiional Court ol' Justice,
1951-4: Quesiions uf Jurisdiciion, Coinpetence and Procedure", British Yeai Book UT
lnlernational Law,Vol. 3 4 1958, pp. 1-161, at py. 12-13 (Coolnote omillcd).

the Order of the Court. In fact, both the letter of 18 August and the Annex
thereto submit "that the Court does not have jurisdiction" in the present case.
There are essentially two grnunds given for this bbjection. Bsihrain contends, first,
that the December 1990 Agreement does not siinount to a treaty in force for the
purpcises of Article 36, pziragrapli 1, of the Statute uf the Court and, second, that
this Agreement on which Qatar relies does not authorize the Parties to siibinit a
unilateral application to the Court. Neither of these contentions, which are
rejected by Qatar, raises any objection of inadmissibility. Bahrain has also
coinplained that Qatar's Application has "narrowed the substantive scnpe of the
Question" referred tu the Court and thtlt continuation of the Mediation excludes
the possibility of unilotersil application. The exact purpose of these co~nplaintsis
not clear but they seem to be directed to an atternpt to Iend colour to the two
objections just mentioned. Al1 these matters will be addressed lüter in this
~ernoriül'.
1.12 The façt that Bahrain has n«t expressly made üny ubjeçtion on grounds of
inadmissibility does not prevent the Court from considering aspects of the case
which, while not affecting the jurisdiction of the Court in the sense indicated in
paragraph 1.10 above, nevertheless inay render the Application inadinissible.
This possibility hsis been recognized in the Order of the Court which inçludes
questions of both jurisdiction and admissibility as issues to be addressed first in
the written proceedings. The concept of admissibility is fslirly flexible, but
important relevant factors are to be found in Article 36, parsigrsiph 2, of the
Statute which limits to legal disputes the jurisdiction of the Court iy virtue of
declarations made under that paragraph, and in Article 35 which defines the
function of the Court as deciding "in accordance with international Iüw such
disputesas are submitted to it". The jurisprudence of the Court has confirmed
beyond doubt that, even if a matter hlls prima facie within the terrns of an
agreement conferring jurisdiction on it, the Court will not entertain the case
unless there is an existing fegal dispute between the parties, or, in other words,
unless the "difference" is a justiciable dispute. This ineans that the Court should
be fully informed as to the origin and nature of the dispute as well as the attempts
made to settle it and the results of any atternpt at settlement.

6

See, in general, Chapter V helow.
-

-

.

"
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Sid:r-iln~4.

Structure of Qatar's Meinoriril

1.13 I n accordance with the Order of the Court, this Mernorial is directed not
to the inerits of the disputes subinitted by Qatar to the Court but tu "the questions
of the jiirisdiction uf the Court tu entertain the dispiite and of the adinissibility of
the Aliplicatjun", The structiire of the Mei-ilorial appears frotn the Table of
Contents, but a few words of explanation msiy be of assistance to the Court.
iT

i

--j

1.14

The Metnorial is divided into three Parts:
Part 1

The Disputes Sub~nittedhy Qatar to the Court

Part 11

The Basis of the Jurisdiction of the Court in the Present
Case

1.15 Part 1 is divided into two Chzipters. Chapter II deals with the origin and
history of the disputes and Chqiter III with efforts to settle the disputes, iincluding
the Saudi Mediation. The history of Qatar and Bührain has a direct bearing on
t h e origin and nature of the disputes, especially with respect to the Hawar islands.
The generul history is deült with very briefly in Chapter II, Section 1. The rest of
Chapter II is devoted to the history of the disputes themselves, dealing in turn
with the disputes concerning the Hmar islands, maritime delimitation and the
Dibal and Qit'at Jaradüh shoals,
1.16 Chüpter III conceïning the efforts to settle the disputes and the Mediation
(if Saudi Arabia is at the heürt uf the facts of çonçern in the present stage of
proceedings in this case. It hüs direct relevalice to the nature of the disputes, their
continuünçe and the failure to find either an acceptable settlement or effective
means of scttle~nentuntil the Agreement of Deceinber 1987 was iinpleinented by
the Doha Agreement of 1990.

1.17 Part Il on the basis of jurisdiction of the Court in the present case deals in
Chüpter IV both with the interpretation of the 1987 and 1990 Agreements and
with the princjple of consent as the basis for the jurisdiction of the Court.
Chapter V contains Qatar's observations on Bahrain's contentions. The Memoriül
concludes with a Summary in Part Il1 and the Submissions of Qatar.

-

2

Attaclied to the Memorial are two Voluines of Annexes. Volume II
contains dociiinents relevant to the disputes subinitted by Qatar to the Court.
This Vuliime contains the English and Arabic versions of the documents when
buth versions were t'c~undin the British Archives, as weil as Qatar's English
trcinslations of certain Arabic original docuinents. Voluine III contains documents
relevant tu the Saudi Mediation. This Voluine contains original dvcurnents in
Eiiglish [,ut only the English translation of ciriginal Arabic dociiinents. Qatar has
-.
deposited a copy of the original Arabic documents with the Registry of the Court.
Alsci contailied in Volu~ne111 are an Opinion by Professor Ahined S. El-Kosheri
and an Opinion by Professur Shukry Ayyad. Finally, Qatar has deposited with the
Registry a copy in Ambic of docuinents relating to the Tripartite Coinmittee in
;iccordance with Article 50. parsigraph 2, of the Rules of Court, together with
Qatais Eïiglish translation.
1.18

,

1.19 Qatar presents its Meinurial in the confidence that the considerations
submjtteri will ssitisfy the Court thsit it has jurisdiction to entertüin the dispute and
t hat the Application is admissible.

.

PART 1
THE DISPUTES SUBMITTED BY QATAR TO THE COURT
CHAPTER 11
THE ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE DISPUTES
Introduction

2.01 With reference to the question of adrnissibility, Qatar considers that it has
a duty to provide inforination tu the Court concerning the existence of legal
disputesbetween Qütar and Btihrüin, so that the Court, according to its Statute.
can take çognizance of such disputes and discharge its judicial functinns.

2.02 Article 38 of the Stütiite of the Court states that the function of the Court
"is to decide in accordance with international law suçh disputes as are subinitteci
to it ...". Several conditions tnust be fulfilled in order for the Court to be in a
position to exercise its judicial Eiinctions:
there must be a dispute;
the dispute must be of a legal character; and,
it must be a dispute which is to be decided in accordance with
international. law.
2.03 The jurisprudence of the Court has on seversil occasions insisted on the
conditions which have to be fulfilled in order to show that there is a dispute.
Thus, in the Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case, the Permanent Court of
International Justice said in its Judgment of 30 August 1924:
"A dispute is a disagreement on a point of law or fact, a conflict of
legal views or of interests between two persons7!t

These requireinents were further specified by the sume Court in its Judgrnent of
25 August 1.925 in the case of Certain Germsin Interests in Polish U ~ p e Silesiu
r
where the Court observed that -

7

J udeineiil No. 2, 1924, P.C.1.J.. Series A, No. 2, p. I l .

"... a difierence of opinion does exist as soon as one of the
Governments concerned points r it that the attitude üdupled by the
other conflicts with its own views8."
2.04

Subseqiiently, the Iiiternational Court of Justice pointed out in its Advisoiy
Opinion of 30 March 1950 in the lnterpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria,
Hunr~arvand Romaniü case that:
"Whether there exists an international dispute is a rnatter for
objective determination. The inertt d ial of the existence of a
dispute does not piove its non-existenceYI
.
After a referençe to the fiicts of that case, the Court concluded:
"There has thus arisen a sitiiation in which the two sides hold clearly
opposite views concerning the question ... Confronted with such a
situüti ? , the Court must conclude that international disputes have
arisen 187.1
Similarly, in its Judgrnent of 21 Decernber 1962 on the prelimirlary objections in
the South West Africa case, the Court stated as follows:

"A mere assertion is not sufficient to prove the existence of a
dispute any more than ü inere denial of the existence of the dispute
proves its non-existence. Nor is it adequate to show that the
interests of the two parties tu such a case are in conilict. It inust be
show that the ç1siiin of one party is positively opposed by the
otherIl.I l
2.05 Tlie Court has also on several occasions insisted on the fact that it is only
concerned with legal disputes where international ltlw is applicable. For example,
in its Judginent of 20 Decernber 1983 in the Border and Transborder Armed
Actions (Nicararruü v. Honduras) case, dealing with the question of the
;idmissibility of the application, the Court expressed itself as follows:

"The Coiirt, as a judicial organ, is however only concerned t u
establish, fïrst, that the dispute before it is a legstl dispute, in the

8

Jurisdiçtion, Judemclil Nu. 6, 1925. P.C.I.J., Series A, Nu.6, p. 14
Firsi Phase. Advisorv Oi~inion.LC.J. Reaorts 1950, p. 74.

l0

Ibid.
Preliminarv Obieçliom, Jurl~rnenl.1.C.J. Rc~orls1962, p. 328.

sense of a dispute capable of being sett d by the application of
principles and rules of international law ...121..

2.06 In coinpliance with the need expressed in the Order dated 21 Octuber
1991 for the Court to he informed of al1 the relevant contentions and evidence of
fact and law. Qatar intends in the briefest possible way hereafter tu show that the
disputes referred to in its Application filed on S July 1991 are disputes of a legal
ci nd international character.
r

*

5.

-

,

2.07 The disputes submitted by Qatar to the Court relate tu sovereignty over
the Hawar islands, the delimitation of the maritime arens of the twu States, and
soverejgn rights over the shoals of Dihal and Qit'at Jaradah. In order to explnin
these disputes, it is necessary briefly to retrace the deveiopment of the separate
identities of Qatar and Bahrain iip to the 1930s, before turning to the history of
the disputes themselves.
SISCTION
1.

Qatar and Bahrain up to the 1930s

2.03 As shown on Map No. 1, facing this page, Qatar and Bahrain lie on the
southern side of the Arahian/Persian Gulf about half way between the Strait of
Horiiiw and the Shatt al rab'^. Qatar is a peninsula with a nurnber of islands
lying cluse to its coastline. Bahrain is comprised of a compact group of islands
lying some 18 nauticül miles to the west of the Qatar peninsula, and about midwüy
between it and the coastline of Saudi Arabia. As çan be seen from Map No. 2
facing page 19, which shows this area on a larger scale, Qatar and Bahrain form
two distinct geographicsil entities separated by an expanse of open sea 14.

l2

Jurisdiçtion and Admissibilitv, Judenient, LC.J. Reriorts 1988, p. 91, para. 52.

l3

This Map, reproduced here for illustrative purposes only, is an exiracl [rom a "Map r i 11he
Pcrsian Gulf. Oman and Central Arabia" compiled bctween 1905 and 1908 fur
Gazetteer of the Persian Gull, Oman and Central Arabia. The Gazetieer, prepared by
J.G. Lorimer, a senior British civil servaiit in ihe Governmeni uf India, was published in
1915, and was reprinled by Archive Edilions in 1986. The Map is taken from Volume 6 of'
thai rcprint.

l4

Map No. 2, also reproduced here for illustralive purposes only, is a copy of an extract
from Limils in the Seas. No. 94, Coiilinenlal Shelf Buundaries: The Persian Gulf, issued
on 11 September 1981 by the Officc of the Geographer. United Suies Department of
Statc. Qatar kas addcd thc location uf thc Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah shoals on Map No. 2.
Qatar has abo modifieci the Mdp lo show the meeting point of the Qatar-Iran and
Bahrain-Iran houndaries as a broken lilie in order to reflect the terms of the relevant
delirni tition agreements.
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A.

Tlie Separate Identities of Qatar aiid Bahrain in the Agreements of 1868

i

2.09 Qatar and Bahrain had einerged as distinct political and Iegal entities in
the 19th century at a time when British maritime power had established its
siipreiilacy thnliighout the Gulf. The British hüci entered into treaty relations with
a nurnber of the independent Arab sheikhs of the soutl-iern Gulf in 1320 with a ,
view t o eradicatjng pirsicy in the area. As explained in paragraph 4 of Qatar's
A]?plication to the Court, the Sheikhs of Bahrain entered into a Preliminary ,
-.
Trçuty to this effect on 5 Februiiry 18201'. and on 23 Frbruary 1820 gavr their
üdherence tu tlie General Treûty of Peace entered into by the British witli nther
Arab sheikhs16.

2.10 British efforts to presesve the maritime peace continueci after the 1820
agreeinents with the enft~rcementof a maritime truce between various warring
sheikhdoms in 1535. This truce was renewed from year to year until li Treaty of
Peaçe in Perpetuity was eiitereil iiito with effect from 4 May 185317. Although
the Sheikh of Bahrain was not a party to this treaty he became subject to tnany uf
the same treaty obligations by a separate agreement he entered into with the
British Government on 31 May 186118.
2.11 It was against this background that the events between Bahrain and Qatar
relerred tn in paragraph 5 of Qatar's Application occurred. In 1567, Bahraini
maritime forces, acting in alliance with the Sheikh of Abu Dhabi, attacked the
tnwns uf Doha and Wakrah on the east coast of the Qatar peninsula. Qatari
forces launched a retalicrtory attack resulting in a severe naval engagement. The
British regarded these events as ü serious test of their policy of maintaining the
iriüritime peace and iminediateIy clespatched a naval force tu the ürea tu reest:iblish the peace.

l5

Annex L2, Vol. JI, p. 5.

l6

Aiinex 1.3, Vol. II, p. 9.

l7

Annex 1.4, Vot. IT, p. 17.

l8

Annex 1.5, Vol. II, p. 21.
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2.12

Thereafter, in 1865, t h e British concluded twn agreements. one with the

=

Chjet of Bahrain and one with the Chief of Qatar. which bear witness tn their
recognition of the srparate status uf Qatar and 13ahrain1? Thus. on 6 Sçptember
1868, the Britlish Political Resident in the Persian Gulf, Colonel Pelly, conçluded
an Agreement with Sheikh Ali bin Khaiifah of Bahrain providing, inter alia, for
the Sheikh to pay certain reparativn in settlement of the affair and underlining
the need to preserve the maritime peace.
r

2.13 Aiter securing this Agreement, Colonel Pelly proceeded tu Qatar and, on
12 September 1868, concluded a sepanite Agreement with Sheikh Moharned bin
Thani, who was described by Pelly in his report on the conclusion of the
~ 'this
' . Agreement, Moharned hin
Agreement as "the principal Chief of ~ ÿ t u r ~ In
Thani prornised, inter aliii, nat to put to sea with hostile intention and to preserve
peaceful relationships with the Chief of Bahrain.
2.14 The importance of these events is that at least frorn 1868 Qatar and
Bzihrain were explicitly recognized by the British as distinct and separate entities,
wjth the sesi to act as a buffer between thern. The position of Sheikh Mohamed
bin Thcini as Chief of Qatar and of Sheikh Ali bin JShalifah as Chief of Bahrain
was also recognized. The AI-Thani and Al-Khalifah families with whom these
Agreements were made Iiüve ruled Qatar and Bahrüin respectively to this day.

B.

Qatar and Bahrain dur in^ the Turkish Presence in Qatar

2.15 Turkish expansion in the Arabinn peninsuln and the region of Bahrüin and
Qatar began even before 1868. In 1867, the Turks completed ci survey and
prepared a rnup showing the "boundarirs" of I3ahrainZ1. Subsequently, in 1872,
having already persuaded Mohürned bin Thani's son,Sheikh Jasim bin Thani, to
agree to their presence in Qatar and to fly the Turkish flag, they înstalled a
garrison at Doha. The Turkish presence in Qatar was to Iast until 1915.

2.16 Waving obtained Sheikh Jasim bin Thani's further agreement to act as
Kaim-Makam (the equivalent of Deputy Governor) of the peninsula, the Turkish
üiithorities repeatedly infvrmed the British during their presence in Qatür thut
19

Annexes 1.7 and 1.8, Vol. 11. pp. 33 and 47.
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Annex 1.9, Vol. 11. p. 43.
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Annex 1.6, Vol. 11. p. 27.
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they held the peninsula within their jurisdiction, and that it calne under the?
admiilistratjve control of one district of their Empire. They took steps to appoint
ofiiicers at various towns on the peninsiila and to estabIish guard posts around the
coastline. They also presented Sheikh Jasim with a stearn Iaunch to enable him tci
control the çoasts and waters within 14s jurisdiçtionZ2, and thernselves carried out
23.
;i survey of Qatar's terrirory
The British recognized the de facto Turkish cnntrol over Qatsir. I n ,
practice, British cancerns seem to have been twofold. The first concern was to
prevent any Turkish daim over Bnhrain, and to prevent Bnhrain from becoming
entaneleci in any way in the affairs of Qatar. The British sought to obtain
assurances froln the Porte thnt it had no intention of making claims over Bahrain.
They also concluded a forrn uf exclusive agreement with Bahrain on 22 Deceinber
1880, in part to prevent any arrangement being reached between Turkey and the
Al-Khalifnh Shçikhs of ~ a h r n i n * ~
A, further agreement, sirniliir in content, was
entered into on 13 March 1892 under which the Sheikh of Bahrain bound himself
tci the following conditions:
2.17

"1st. - That 1 will t-in no accnunt enter intv any agreement or
correspondence with any Power other than the British
Government.
2nd. - Thstt without the assent of the British Government, 1 will not
consent to the residence within my territory of the agent of üny
other Governinent.

3rd. - That I will on nt] account cede, sell, mortgage or othenvise
ive for o c c ~ y t i c ~any
n part of my territory Save to the British
Eovernment ."
No such agreements were entered into with the Sheikh of Qatar at the tiine due
tu the Turkish presence.
2.18 The second concern was to continue to maintain the maritime peace and
to control piracy. In this regard, the British feared thüt pirates acting frum ports
or villages in Qatar might use the Turkish jurisdiction over the territorial sea
22

Annex 1.13, Vol. II, p. 59.
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Atinex 1.1 1, Vol. II, p. 49.
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Annex 1.10, Vol. II, p. 45.
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Anncx 1.12, Vol. II, p. 55.
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line of retreat from their raids. For this reason, t h e
British repeslteclly informed the Porte of their duties under treaty tn preserve the
ilround the peninsula as

si

=

inaritime peace and to control piracy.
These events thus confirmed the continuing separate political and legal
status of Qatar and Bahrain. This was also iinplicit in the fact that the Agreements
of 1850 and 1892 dealt only with the territory of Bahrain, and was further
confirined in the 1913 Convention discitssed below.
2.1 Y

C.

Further Confirmation of the Seuarate Identities of Vatnr and Bahrriin by
the United Kingdom and Turkey in 1913

In 1911 the United Kingdom and Turkey entered into negotiations with a
view to confirming their respective areas of authority in the Giilf region. This
resulted in the signing on 29 July 1913 of the "Convention relative au Golfe
Persique et ciwr territoires adjacents" referrcd to in paragraph 8 of Qatar's
Application 26.
2.20

2.21 Aithough the Treaty ddi nnot enter into force due to the outbreak of W~orld
War 1, it contained important provisions relating to Qatar and Bahrain. The
relevant part of Article 11of the provisions relating to Qatar reads as follows:

"... Le Gouvernement Impérial ottoman ayant renoncé 5 toutes ses

réclainations concernant la presqu'île d'El-Katr, il est entendu
entre les deux Gouvernements ue ladite presqu'île sera, comme
par le passé, gouvernée par le c eikh Djassim-bin-Sani et par ses
successeurs. Le Gouvernement de Sa Majesté britannique déclare
qu'il ne permettra pas au cheikh de Bahreine de s'immiscer dons
les affaires intérieures d ' w t r , de pcirter atteinte à l'autonomie
de ce pays ou de l'annexer ."

71

2.22

Article 13 of the provisions relating to Bahrain reads as follows:

"Le Gouvernement Impérial ottoman renonce à toutes ses
rSclamations concernant les îles Bahreine, y compris les deux ilots
Lubainat-el-Aliya
et
Lubainat-e~-~tliya, et
reconnaît

26

Annex 1.14, Vol. 11, p. 63,
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This Article was confirmecl in Article III of the Anglo-Turkish Convention respecting the
Boundaries of Aden signed on 9 March 1914 and ratifid on 3 June 1914.
Annex
1.15. VoI. II, p. 81.
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I'indépendance de ce pays. De son cBté, le Gouverneinent de Sa
Majesté britannigue declare clu'il n'a aucune intention d'annexer i
ses territoires les les Bahreine."
Article 12 also defines certain rights nf the inhabitants of Bahraiil on
Zakhnuniysih island as follows:

"II sera permis aux habitants de Bahreine de visiter l'île de
Zahnounié pour Isi pêche et d'y demeurer en pleine liberté pendant
l'hiver comme par le passé, sans qu'rtucun noiivel irnpôt leur soit
inipc)s6."
2.23 Tlîe Convention thus reconfirined the separate identity of the Qatar
peninsula under Al-Thani rule, and irs sepüration from Bahrain. It is worth noting
that while Articles 12 and 13 define the Bahrain islands as well as certain rights of
the inhabitants of Bahruin on Zakhnuniyah island, they inake no reference tri the
Hawar islands.

2.24 After the departure of the Turks in 1915, Qatar entered into an agreement
with the British Governmeiit on 3 Navernber 1916~8 Thlit Agreement
recognized the territorial integrity of Qatar and the continuity of AI-Thani rule in
Qatar fIo~n1868 to 1916 and included a n undertaking by the Sheikh nnt to "have
relations nor correspond with, nor receive the agent: of, any other Power", nor to
"cede to any other Power or its subjects, land either on lease, sale, transfer?gift, or
in any other way whatsoever" nor tu grant oil concessions, without the consent of
the British Government. In return, the British Government undertook to accord
to the Sheikh, his siibjects and vessels, the same treatment as it conferreri on "the
friendly Shaikhs, their subjects and their vessels" (Article TT), ta give protection
against aggression by sea and to try to exact reparation for injuries suffered at seil
(Article X), and to grant gciod offices should the Sheikh or his subjects "be
assailed by land within the territories of Qatar" (Article XI).
2.25 As a result of the 1916 Agreement, which came irito force in 1918, Qatar
acquired treaty relations with the British to some extent similar to those held by
Bahrain and the other independent Arab sheikhdoms.
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Annex 1.16, Vol. II, p. 85.

This Agreement did not contain a precise description of the limits of the
territories of either Qatar or Bahrain. However, in his Gazetteer of the Persian
Gulf. Oman and Central Arabia, published'in 1915, Lorimer described the
2.26

peninsula of Qatar in some detail, including the Hawar islands among the
features of the western side of the peninsula29. Bahrain, on the other hand, was
described by the same source as "a compact group" of islands "alrnost in the
rniddle of the gulf which divides the promontory of Qatar from the coast of
~ a t i f ~ O lSimilarly,
'.
in a report by the British India Office in 1928 entitled 'Jtatus
of Certain Groups of Islands in the Persian Gulf', the Bahrain archipelago is
defined as consisting of "the islands of Bahrein, Muharraq, Umm Na'assan,
Sitrah, and Nabi Salih, and a number of lesser islets and rocks forming part of the
same compact geographical group31". It wiII be noted from the above
descriptions that the Hawar jslands were considered as a part of Qatar and not as
a part of the Bahrain islands.

E.

.

-

-
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Conclusions

2.27 As s h o w above, the separate identities of Qatar and Bahrain were
established during the second half of the 19th century. This was confirmed by
subsequent events and, in particular, by the various treaty relations entered into
by Britain, Turkey, Qatar and Bahrain.

SECTION
2.
A.

The Disputes

Introduction

2.28 Although from 1918 Qatar and Bahrain had somewhat similar treaty
relationships with the British, the situation of the two States was very different.
Already early in the 19th century Bahrain had been recognized by the British as a
trading centre for the Gulf. In 1904, it was considered important enough for the
British to appoint a Political Agent in Bahrain, This officer was the direct
subordinate of the PoliticaI Resident in the Persian Gulf, who was based in
Bushire (in what was then Persia) and was responsible for British interests in the
29

Annex 1.17, Vol. II, p. 95.
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m.,p. 97 (emphasis added). Qatif is a town on the coast of Saudi Arabia to the west of
Bahrain.

31

Annex LIS, Vol. II, p. 99 (emphasis added).
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Gulf as a whoIe. The importance of Bahrain to Britain was accentuated by the
creation of the post of Assistant Political Agent in 1934.
2.29 Increasingly, Bahrain was to become a strategic and political centre for the
British. With the construction of an airfield for the Royal Air Force, and with the
creation of a naval base in Bahrain after the abandonment of Basrah as a British
base in 1935, Bahrain became Britain's military centre in the Gulf. Soon after the
end of the Second World War in 1939 it had also become the political centre. The,
seat of the British Political Resident in the Gulf was transferred froin Bushire to
Bahrain in 1946.

->

2.30 This process went hand in hand with the development of oil in Bahrain. In
1925 an oil concession was granted by the Ruler, with the approval of the British
Government, to the Eastern and General Syndicate Limited, a British
corporation. In August 1930 this concession was assigned, again with the approval
of the Ruler and the British Government, to the Bahrain Petroleum Company
("BAPCO"), a company with a large element of American control. BAPCO
struck oil in Bahrain in 1932 and the first shipment was made in 1934, before
production began in any of the other sheikhdoms.

2.31 The situation in Qatar was very different. Unlike Bahrain which had a
British adviser frorn 1928, Qatar had no British adviser. It was not until 1949 that
the British Government recognized Qatar's importance and appointed a political
agent to reside in Doha. It was in the same year that the first shipment of oil was
made from Qatar.

2.32 Exclusive exploration rights for oil were granted by Qatar only in 1932, to
the Anglo-Persian Oil Company ("APOC"), with the approval of the British
Government. In 1933, APOC carried out a survey of the area over which it had
exploration rights and included the Hawar islands within the area of the survey.
A concession was later granted in 1935 because of the discovery of the potential
for oil in the area covered by the survey. A company called Petrolcum
Development (Qatar) Ltd. was formed to operate the concession, which was Iater
assignïd to itîZ, and which it operated in cooperation with Petroleum

32

The British Government and the Ruler of Qatar approved the assignment of the
concession in 1936, but the assignment was not formally efîected until April 1946.

Concessions Ltd. ("PCV), a Company of the same group. Operations began in
1938 at Dukhan, on the western side of the peninsula just south of the Hawar
islands, and oil was discovered there shortly before World War II.
2-33 The disputes between Qatar and Bahrain arose against this background
and in the specific context of the negotiations in the 1930s between BAPCO, PCL
and the Ruler of Bahrain over Bahrain's "unallotted area". This area was the area
not already allotted to BAPCO pursuant to the 1925 concession, and Bahrain's
claims to certain rights over territory lying between itself and the Qatar peninsula

were made in an effort to extend the territory to be included in that area. It was
these circumstances that led to the disputes which Qatar has submitted to the
Court.
B.

The Dispute relating to Soverei~ntvover the Hawar Islands

2.34 A brief description of the Nawar islands was given in paragraph II of
Qatar's AppIication to the Court. As can be seen from Mau No. 2, facing this
page, the islands are situated close to the western coast of the Qatar peninsula.
They lie just to the north of Qatar's main onshore oilfield, which extends to the
south of Ras Dukhan. The closest island in the group is less than one nautical
mile from the Qatar coast and a substantial number of islands (including the
greater part of the main Hawar Island) lie within three nautical miles of the Qatar
coast. In general, the waters between the islands and Qatar are extremely shallow
even at high tide. In fact, the Hawar islands are physically an integral part of the
landrnass of Qatar. Bahrain has no such links with the Hawar islands and is
separated from them by a relatively deep channel and a distance of some
12 nautical miles.

None of the Hawar group of islands is, in its natural state, capable of
sustaining human habitation and economic life. The islands are barren and there
is no natural supply of water. In the past, the islands were visited by seasonal
fishermen from the area. From 1937 onwards they have been occupied only by
Bahraini military forces.

2.35

--
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1.

Bahrain's first claim to the Hawnr islands

2.36 Until subseyuent ïesearçh, Qatsir was not'infurined of the events describecl
in paragrapl-is 2.36-2.33. In March 1936, PCL obtüined permission fi-cirn the
British Government to coinpete with BAPCO in the negcitiatirins with the Riiler
of B~ihrainover the unallotted ares. Immediately thereafter, on 28 April 1936,
Bahrain's first clairn to the Hawar islands was submitted to the Political Agent in
Btihrain by the Adviser tu the Bahrain Governrnent, Charles Dsilrymple Belgrave.

2.37 In his letter of 28 ApriI 1936, the Adviser infurmed the Political Agent that
tlie Sheikh of Bahrain had instructed him "to state to you that the Hawlir grnup of
islands lying between the southern extreinity of Bahrain island and the Coast: of
Qatar is indisputahly part of the State of ali ira in^^''. He went (in to puint out
that the Sheikh regarded his sovereignty over the Hawar islands "which includes
une of the largest islands belonging to Bahrainu sis si rnatter of "very great
importance" and that he considered that this fiiçt should be stated officially in
writing. According to the Adviser, bnth companies "appeared to attach great
value to the oil prospects of the Hawar islands-3411
.
2.35 This claim was never shown to Qatar, nor was Qatar asked about its views
on the tnutter. However, the British were predisposed to acknowledge Bahrain's
clairn i~iiinediately. In fonvarding the Adviser's Ietter to the Political Resident,
the PoliticaI Agent observed that "it might iri certain circumstances suit us
politically to have as large an area as possible included under ~ a h n i n ~ The
~".
matter was in turn psissed on to the Government of India. At a meeting on ICI
July 1936, Bahrain's Adviser wsis informeci of the Government of India's
provisional decision thlit Hawar belonged to the Sheikh of Bahrain, althorigh it
was acknawledged that the Sheikh of Qatar inight have a clailn to the islands and
that this might have to be heard before a final decision could be made3'.
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Siinilarly, PCL, wko were interested iii the negotiütions over the ui-iallotted area, -were also inforined oi: the d e ~ i s i o n ~However,
~.
Qatar was not informecl of the
provisional decision.
2.

Bahrnin's nttempt to annex the Hawar islnnds and the protests of
Qatar

2.39 In 1937, after being informed of the provisional decision, Bahrain began a
programme of building on the Hdwar islands, which included the building of a fort
and u çjstern on the main island and the erection of beslcons for navigationiil
purposeson a number of the small islets.

i
--a

2.40 It was the Ruler of Qatar's protests against these infringements of his
sovereignty that rnarked the beginning uf the dispute relating to sovereignty over
the Wawar islands. In February 1935, the Ruler of Qatar complained orally to the
Political Agent in Bahrain against the various actions of Bahrain on the main
Hawar island, including the fact that "the Bahrain Government were building and
were drilling for water in ~awa?". On 10 May 1938, he followed this up with a
written protest against these "interferences" which he regarded as a "deliberate
ençroachrncnt" on his territoly3'. Referrilig implicitly to the British obligations
under the 1916 Agreement to preser-ve the maritime geace and to protect Qatar
ügninst aggression, the Ruler ended his letter of 10 May 1938 as fullows:
"1 prefered [sic] to inturm you, as it is necessary for me to do, and
hope that you will let me know of your decision as it is necessary ta
take prompt action and to prevent the aggressors who ventured to
take these actions without my knowledge. 1 am quite confident that
you will, in order to k e 3 !he
~ peace und tranquility
du what is
necessary in the mattex .

[u,
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This conversation is reporled in a letler frnm the Political Agen1 in Bahrain lo the
Polilical Resident daled 15 May 19.18. Anne%1.25, Vol. II, p. 131.
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Annex 1.24, Vol. Il, p. 126. The citation here is from the British translalion of ibe original
Arabic of the Ruler of Qatar's letter, as appearing in the British Foreign Oîûce files. It
should be noled lhai lhe British Archives very nHen contain both Arabic and English
versions or the same tex1 prepared inlernaily by the British Aulhorilies.
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3.

The procedul+eadopted by tlie British in making their clecisiûn of:
11 July 1939

At the tiine the British received the Ruler ot Qatar's protests, they were
iliso beins gressecl by the uil companitrs as tu their final position on the ownership
of the Hawiir islands. This led them to contact both Bahrnin and Qatar in this
regard.
2.41

.

i
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2.42 In ü letter dated 20 May 1938 from Weightmnn, the Political Agent in
Bahrain, the Ruler of Qatar was told that Bahrain hüd a prima facie clairn tn the
islands and was in açtual occupation of thein4'. The Ruler wiis asked tu stiite his
claiin if he hsid one, but he was not inforined of the substance of Bahraiil's case
nor was he given a copy of Bahruin's 1936 claim. He was told to produce Iiis claiin
and evidençe "at the earliest pvssil>le moment". A copy of this letter was sent to
the Adviser tu the Bahrain Government by the Political Agent, with the promise
that he would be informed if it becatne necessary to request the Government of
Buhrain to submit a çuunter-daim 42.
2.43

The Ruler of Qatar replied within one week on 27 May 1 9 3 % ~ He
~.
asserted his long-held sovereignty over the Hüwar islands, pointed out that
Bahrain had only recently occupied the islands, and requested that the Bührüin
Government be ordered to cease its interference jn the islands.

2.44 On 14 August 1938, the Government of Bahrain was formsilly asked to
state its counter-claim to the islands. It was a h sent a copy of Qatar's letter of
27 May 1938 and no tiine-limit was irnposed on its reply44. The formal counterdaim was presented over four rnrinths later on 3 January 1 9 3 9 ~ Huwever,
~.
un or
sihout 29 May 1938, and before Bahrain had been requested to make its counterclaiin, the Political Agent hsid already received a detailed but undated

-
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145.

~neitioründurnfroin the Adviser tu the Bahrain Government, Belgrave, settiiig out
Bahrain's position as well as tlie evidence on which it relied for its ciüim to
sovereignty46.

2.45 On 5 Januiiry 1939: Bahrain's counter-claim was sent to the Ruler of Qatar
who wes iigain asked to reply as soon as possible47. He was not sent a copy of the
1936 claiin or of Belgrave's memuranduin delivered in May 1938.

2.46 In March 1939, the concession negotiations for Bahrain's unnllotted area
were coming to a head and the British began to insist that the Ruler of Qatar give
his answçr. On 17 Mürch 1939, he was intormed that he had 14 days in which tci
r e ~ ~ o n Despite
d ~ ~ . his further protestations at the procedure being followed by
the ~ r i t i s h and
~ ~ ,despite the fact that Bahrain had had significiintiy longer in
whiçh to submit its counter-claim, the Ruler submitted his reply on 30 Murch
1939~'. Belgrave subsequently wrote to Weightman ainending in certain respects
Bahruin's claims51, although the Ruler of Qatar was not informed of this.

2.47 The outcorne of these events wüs the British decision comlnunicated to the
Rulers in the letters dated 11 July 1939. The letter to the Ruler of Qatar stated in
relevant part as folIows:

"...on the subject of the ownership of the Hawar Islands 1 am
directed by His W~jesty's Governinent to inform you that, after
careful consideration of the evidence adduced by you and His
Highness the Shaikh of Bahrain, they have decided that these
Island beiong ta the State of Bahrain and not to the State of
Qatar 32."
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4.

The aftermath of the decision of I l July 1939

2.48 Whereas Btihrain readily accepted the British Government's decisions3,
Qatar iinrnedizitely rejected it and has continueci ta protest against it and tri
inaintain that it is invaUd. In his first letter of protest of 4 August 1939, tlie Ruler
of Qatar, whilst reserving his rights to the islands, noted that no reason or
rxplÿn;ition hiid heen given for the d e ~ i s i o i i ~He
~ .reiiewed his protests in lrtters
dated 18 Noveinber 1939 and 7 June 1940, in whicb he again expressed his refusal,
2
to sribrnit to the decision and reserved his rights5 5 .
2.49

As indicated in paragraph 16 of Qatar's Application, Qatar's view is that

the 1939 British decision cannot have modified Qatar's sovereignty over the
Hawar islands: it ignored the fdcts, the appIicsible law, and local custrims, as wüs
acknowledged even by sorne British officiais; in any event, it went beyond the
powrrs of the British in relation in the two States, it cannot be construed as an
arbitral decision, and cannnt ever have houncl the State of Qatar.

2.50 The senior British officia! in the Gulf recognized imrnediately after the
decision was made nol only that it was iinhir but also that it was substüntively
wrong. Lieutenant-Colonel Pi-ior,who took office as British Pofitical Resident in
tlie Persian Gulf in Septeinber 1939, after the decision had been made, had to
deal with the RuIer of Qatar's protests against the decision. In a minute dated 25
September 1939, Prior had nlready stated, referring to the question of Hawar,
that he had "little doubt that a grave miscarriage uf justice kas ciccurred" but that
it was "too late tu do anything n ~ w ~ And
~ " indeed,
.
despite his serious misgivings,
Prior wrote tn the Ruler of Qatar on the same date informing him that the inatter
could not be reopened5'.

Annex 1.39, Vol. II,p. 229.
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2.51 In a letter of 26 October 1441 to the India Office, Prior outlined his views
more explicitlYS8:

--

"The inoment 1 saw the decision on the Hawar Islands case 1 told
Fowle that I thought it rnost unfair to Qatar and the explanaticins
he gave me for his recoinmendations were not ones which would
cary any weight with any Arab.

The Hawar Islands case hzts been decided according to western
ideüs, and no allowançe has been made for 10çal custorn i ~ n d
sentiinent. During 3 1/2 years in Bahrain [Prior hüd been Political
Agent in Bahrain frorn 1929 to 19321 1 never heard anything to
suggest that these islands belonged to Blihrain, and believed thein
to belong to Qatar, a view supported by Lorimer."
Prior then went on to look at Bnhrain's claiins, noting that such clairns "may carry
weight in western minds but mean nothing to an Arab". He summed up his
position as follows:
"The view of independent Arabs is that Hawar belongs to Qatar
and 1 ain convinced the decision is ine uitable, but 1 do not feel that
it is practical politics to reverse it now.fl
2.52 Despite later questioning of the decision amony British officiais, it was to
be given effect in the maritime delimitation carried out by the British in 1947. As
will be seen in subsection C below, both Qcitür and Bahrüin protested the part of
that delimitation concerning the f-lawar isliinds. However, Qatar has been furced
to submit to the de facto occupation of the islnnds by Bahraini military forces
since 1937, while continuing to reserve its rights. As will nlso be shown in
Section 1 of the next Chapter, on 21 April 1965 Qatar addressed a Note Verbale
tu the British Government rejecting claims by Bahrain concerning maritime
delimitation and, in an effort to settle the disputes, recommending arbitration
between the two tat tes^^. Qatar also insisted un the fact that the Hawtir islaids,
not expressly rnentioned in these Bahraini claims, should form part of the existing
disputes to be submitted to arbitration. The process of arhitrntion over the claims
of the two States gained the suppon of the British ~ o v e r n m e n t ~ ~ .
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2.53 These events show that a legal dispute between Qatar and Bahrain 06
sovereignty over the Hawar islands began in 1938. Such a matter is indisputably
an issue governed by international law. The views of the Parties on this subject
confIict in matters of fact as well as in matters of law,. and the dispute has
continued until now.
C.

>..,

The Dispute relatinp;to Maritime DeIlmitaiion
3

.

:

2

2.54 The area involved in this dispute is shown on Map No. 2, facing page 19. It
runs from the mouth of the Dawhat Salwah in the south (shown as "Bahr as
Salwa" on Mari No. 21, up to the Gulf median line between the Islamic Republic
of Iran on the one side and Qatar and Bahrain on the other.
1.

The British decision of 23 December 1947

2.55 After their 1939 decision, the British authorities came under further
pressure from the oil companies operating in the area to effect a seabed
delimitation between the two States as soon as possible, so that the limits of their
respective concession areas could be determined. The question was suspended
for the duration of World War II and only revived in mid-1946.
2.56 As subsequent research has revealedo1, the British considered that three
main issues had to be dealt with in respect of the seabed delimitation: f u , the
general principles upon which the delimitation would be based had to be
determined; second, a solution had to be found for the Hawar isIands which,
although they had been declared by the British in 1939 to be under Bahraini
sovereignty, lie very close to Qatar's western Coast. The third issue, which will be
discussed in subsection D below, related to the two shoals of Dibal and Qit'at
Jaradah, over which Bahrain had asserted a claim of sovereignty but which lie
closer to Qatar than to Bahrain.
2.57 The British Government, by letters of 23 December 3947 issued by the
British Political Agent in Bahrain, informed the Rulers of Qatar and Bahrain of
its decision to delimit the seabed boundary in accordance with a line on a map
enclosed with the said letters62. The letters further stated that the delimitation
-

&,in general, Annexes L48,1.50,1.51and 1.52 in Volume II.
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accordance with equitable principles and corresponded to a median
line bnsed rsenerallv on the configuration of the coastlioes of the inain island of
Bührain and of the ueninsula of Qatar. The sedbed to the West of the Iine would
in future be regarded as being under the sovereignty of Bahrain. and the seabed
to the east as under the sovereignty of Qatar. The letters stated two exceptions to
this general rule concerning areas where the Sheikh of Bahrain was recugnized by
the British as having sovereign rights on the Qatari side of the line. The first area
related to the shoals of Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah. and will be discussed in
subsection D beluw. The second is described as folluws:
was made in

:

a

2

"Hawar Island, the islands of the Hawar group and the territorial
waters pertaining thereto and delirnited a ain in accordance with
the usual principles of international law. hese islands and their
territorisil waters are shown on the msip enclosed by the line A, B,
C1D1E,F? G, H. 1: J, K. and L. As this delimitation will, however,
leave a narrow tonsue of water (formed by the points M, J, and 1)
pertaining to Qatar it lias been decided tu alter the line H, 1, J, to
H, P, Q, thus exchanging an erlual aren P 1 O for O J Q. It should
be nuted that Jannn Island is not regarded as being included in the
islands of the Hawsir group."

"r

The line referred to in the letters, including the line clround the Hawar group, is
shown on Mau No. 3, facing this page.
2.

The nftermnth of the 1947 decision

The reaction of the Ruler of Qatar to the British decision may be found in
:i letter dated 21 February 1948 to the Political Agent in ~ a h r a i nAs
~ ~menticmeci
.
in paragraphs 20-22 of Qatar's Application, Qatar has not opposed the part of the
line whiçh the British Government stated was based on the configuration of the
coastlines uf the two States and was deterrnined in accordance with equitable
principles. On the other hand, Qatar has rejected and continues to reject that
part of the line which enclaves "Hawür Island, and the islands of the Hawar
group". Qatar has also rejected and continues to reject the treatment of the Dibül
and Qit'at Jaradah shoals.
2.55

2.59 Bahrain has protested agüinst the line itself as well as the treatment of the
Hawar islands and of Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah, The reaction of the Ruler of
Bahrain was communicated to the Political Agent in a letter dated 31 December
c.
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1947'~. While tlie Ruler macle general claims t» ;il1 the seas lying hrtween the
coast of Bahrain and the Qatar peninsula, he also asserted that the Dibal and
Qit'at Jaradüh shoals shnuld have fdlen on the Bahraini side of the line, sincl
vbjected tci the enclave around the Hawar islands, arguing that it should bave
been extended tb incliide Jsinün island. I n ccinclusion, the Ruler conteildeci that -

"... the delilnination [sic] described in your letter should

be
reacijusted and the dividing line should run from and including
Jinan up to the north east corner of Dibal, including the whale
length of the shaal which stiirts at Sitra and wliich appears above
the surface at Dibal aiid Jarudali."

2.60 As will be expIajned in inore detail in Section 1 of Chapter III belriw, in
September 1964 Bahrain again requested the British to make a inodification of
the line indicated in the 1947 decision, moving it eust and extending it into the
maritime area to the north of the Qatar peninsula. 1t also alleged that Dibal and
Qit'at Jaradah were islands with territorial waters and belonged to ~ahraiii'~.As
noted above, the British Government concurred in Qatar's proposal that such
lnatters ke referred to arbitration66.

2.61 These events show that ü legal dispute began in 1947 between Qatar and
Bahrain over the extent and delimitation uf their respective areas of seabed as
originally defined by the British Government. In additiun, the two States have not
reached an agreement for the delimitation of the disputed northern area hetween
the Bahrain Light Vessel, which is the northernmost point of the line indicated in
the 1947 decision, and the Gulf median line. Such a matter, bearing on sovereign
rigl~tsover maritime areas and the deIimitntion thereof, is indisputilbly an issue
governed by international Iaw. The respective protests of Qatar and Bahrain to
the delimitation of the seabed made by the British Government and the opposed
claims of both States with regard to the northern area which had not been
delimited by the British Government show that the views of the Parties on this
issue contl'lict in matters uf fact as well as in matters of Iaw. This dispute has
çontinued until today.
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D.

The Dis~uterelating to the Dibal and Oit'at Jaradai?Shoals

-

2.62 Although dealt with by the British iii the context of the delimitation
described above, the dispute over the Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah shoals involves
different considerations of law and fact and thus has to be dealt with separately.
The two shoals, which lie close to each other, are shown on Mau No. 2, facing
page 19. Dibal Iies some 11nautical miles from Qatar, and 15 nautical miles from
Bahrain. Qit'at Jaradah lies approxiniately I l nautical miles from Qatar, and a
12 nautical miles from Bahrain. Dibal is a coral reef, and Qit'at Jaradah is part
coral reef, part sand bank. Dibal remains completely submerged at high tide, and
the only features permanently above water are or were artificial structures. This
is confirmed by the 1982 edition of the Persian Gulf Pilot which States that "Fasht
ad Dibal ...dries in places and its N edge is fairly steep-toa7". The southern edge
of Qit'at Jaradah, which is a sand bank, varies in shape and elevation with the
wind68. However, the whole of the shoal is usually covered by water at high tide,
and the only features which remain permanently above water are artificial. Thus,
as for Dibal, the Persian Gulf Pilot reports that Qit'at Jaradah "dries in patches".
The shoals were and are still today in their natural state totally incapable of
sustaining any human habitation or economic life.

'

1.

i

The British decision of 23 December 1947 on the Dibal and Qit'at
jaradah shoals

2.63 During the negotiations over the unallotted area, Bahrain had alleged that
Dibal lay within that area. However, the question of Dibal was left pending after
the 1939 decision on Hawar.

2.64 In a letter of 26 March 1940 to the Political Resident, the Political Agent
set forth what amounted to Bahrain's case for its daim to sovereignty over Dibal
and Qit'at Jaradah. He stated that he had found no evidence that the Ruler of
Qatar had ever claimed Dibal, and that Bahrain had erected a "national markt' on
both Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah in the winter of 1937-38, with no protest from the
Ruler of Qatar. This in his view was sufficient to establish Bahrain's rights over
the shoals, although he added that if he were instmcted to enquire from the Ruler
of Qatar whether he claimed them, the Ruler would undoubtedly accept the
c
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iniplied suggestion and make a claim. The Pulitical Agent aIso repcirted tliat he 1
h;id been informed that at al1 states of the tide a sinal1 part of both shoals
rcinciined exposedo

2.65 After the Wnr Belgrave, the British Adviser to the Government of
Bahrain, sent a series of letters to the Political Agent, which contained an
increasing nuinber of allegatiuns in support of Bahrain's claiin to soveleignty mer
the Dibal and Qit'at Jararlah shouls. Meanwhile, in a letter of 13 Juiy 1946, the
Ruler of Qatar had put to the Political Agent the bslsis fur his own claiin to the
shoals 70.

On 2 Deceinber 1946, the Pvlitical Resident stated that the question of
ownership of Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah was not a separüte issue but should be
deiilt with in the context of the maritime delimitationil'. However, i l s noteci
ahuve, the idea that Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah should cause any deviation of the
line of delimitation was ultirnately rejected by the British authorities. It was iilso
decideù that the shoals should not generare territorial waters, but that Bahrain
should be recognized as having sovereign rights over them.
2.66

2.67 The relevant part of the British decision of 23 December 1947 reads as
foIlows in this regard:
"His Highness the Shaikh of Bahrain is recognised as having
sovereign rights in

(i)

The areas of the Dibal and Jüradah shoals which are above
the spring tide low-water level. After a full exainination o f
the position under international law, His Majesty's
Government are of opinion that these shoiils shfYld not be
considered tu be islands having territorial waters ."

Gy

Annex 1.44, Vol. II. p. 251. At tliis time. therc was doubt as to the physical nature of
thcse Iwo fcatures. It bad earlicr been assumed thal Dibal was an island. Howcver, in the
Political Açenl's leuer ieSerred 10 herc il was slaled that borli îealures were reeîs.
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2.

The aftermnth of the 1947 decision on the Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah i
shoals

As stated above, bot11 Bahrain and Qatar have objected to the British
decision on Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah contained in the letters of 23 December
1 9 4 7 ~In
~ .a Mernorandum of Septe~nher1964, Bahrain alleged that these two
2.68

shoals were islünds and should cürry territorial waters for the benefit of Bahrain.
This was denied by Qatar both in fact and in law and the British Government
concurred with the proposal of Qatar that this rnatter be referred to
arbjtration 74.
2.69 These events show that a legal dispute between Qatar and Bahrain
çoncerning their sovereignty cir their sovereign rights over the features called
Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah began in 1947. Such a matter is indisputably an issue
governed by international law. The views of the Parties on this subject conflict in
inatters of fact as well as in inatters of law, and the dispute has continued until
t oday.
C

Conclusion s
2.70 In view of the zibo~ve,Qatar maintains that the three subjects on which its
Application requested the Court to pronounce are disputes of a legal character
which are governed by international law and which remain outstanding. They are,
therefure, in Qatar's submission, admissible disputes in accordance with the
Statute, the Rules and the jurisprudence of the Court.
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See, paras. 2.582.59 above.
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W. Section 1 of Chaprer II1 below.
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persons chosen as i~eutrr-ilarbitrators and abiiiit their terrns of
rekrence, 9 1 should he kept informed of the course of the
negotiations ."
The British Govrrnlnent thus acknowledged the fact that neitl-ier its July 19.39
decisiun on the Hawar islands ilor the Deceinber 1947 decision delirniting the
seabed between Qatar and Bahrain and granting Bahraiil sovereign rights over
the Dibal aiid Qit-at Jaradah shoals had been üccepted !>y the Parties, and thüt
there wüs a continuing dispute. It therefore gave its blessing to proposuls to have
the dispute settIed by arbitration. It was now 21 question of consulting with the
British Government with a view to choosing arbitrators. 011S November 1965, the
Government of Qatar inforined the Political Agent in Dohü that it had üppointed
Prafessrir Chiirles Rousseau as its a r h i t r a t ~ rOn
~ ~ 12
. Decemher 1965, the British
approved this nomination 79.

2

3.04 On 30 January 1966, the Government of Qatar sent a letter to the Political
Agent in Doha enclosing a draft arbitratiun agreement. Article 3 of this
ktgreement contained two questions to be addressed to the arbitral tribunal. The
first cnneerned the delimitation of the maritime areas, the second the attribution
of snvereignty over the Hawar islandsso. However, progress on this procedure
was suddenly halted when on 29 Marçh 1966 the Political Agent informed the
Government of Qatar that the Government of Bahrain had now taken the
position that, if there was to be recourse to arbitration, it should be liinited to the
issue of the line of delimitation and shouIJ not include any question reluting to the
Hawar islands81.

3.05 As a result of this infor~nation,si protest was addressed by the Government
of Qatar to the British Political Agent in Duha, in a letter düted 13 April 1 9 6 6 ~ ~ .
It was inaintained by Qatar that the two States hcld already ugreed on arbitration
to cover both the issues of the Iine of delimitation and the Hawar islands and thsit
jt was unacceptable for Bahrain now to try to limit the issues in question just tu
77
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the liilt) of delimitation. Qatar went on to insist that direct amicable means coiild
not settle the dispute and that arbitratiun was necessas., and that Bahrain and
Qatar had previously been in agreement on this issue. There was no response to
this froln Balirain who thus frustrated this attempt at arbitration.

:

3.06 In April 1967, however, negotiation did hriefIy recommence with a
Bahraini proposal concernjng the maritime areas under dispute, but this proprisal

was rejected by Qatar in July 1967 inter alia becnuse again it gave n o a
:
consideration to the status of the Hawar islands. Instead, Qatar made an
>ilternativesuggestion which included proposals relüting to the Hawar islands.
3.07 Frnm July 1967 to May 1969 no response was given by the Government of
Bahrain to Qatar's proposals. On 6 May 1969, the Government of Bahrain finally
replied, rnaking certain further proposals concerning the maritime areas between
the two States but again excluding the Hawar islands. These were therefore also
found unacceptable by Qatar.
3.08 No significant further progress was made until the commencement of the
Saudi Mediation which is discussed in the next Section, although protests at the
de facto situation cuntinuedS3. In the interim, the British, having annuunced
their intention to withdraw their forces from the Gulf in 1965, finally left the areü
east of Suez in 1971. Thus, when the British presence in Bahrain and Qatar
ended on 15 August and 3 September 1971, respectively, the disputes between the
twti States remained outstanding.
SECTION
2.
A.

The Mediation of Saudi Arabia

The 1978 Principles for the Framework to rench a Settlernent

3.09 In view of the pre-eminent position of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
the high regard and esteem in which it is held by al1 the Arab Gulf States, Qatar
decided to seek the &ngdomTs guidance and help in achieving resolution of its
existing disputes with Bahrain.
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la 1975, during a visit to Qatar of His Highness Prince Fahd bin Ahdiil:
Aziz, the Heir Apparent of Saudi Arabiel, issues relating to the disputes were
niised with him. Soon üfter this visit the Ainir uf ~ a t a r , Sheikh
'
Khülifa bin
Hamaci Al-Thani, addressed a letter dated 21 September 1975 to His Majesty
King JShalid of SaiicIi Arabia in which I-ie stated:
3.10

"1 have zilready spoken to His Royal Highness, Prince Fahd bin
Abdul Aziz on this subject of the dispute raised without any
legitimate or acceptable authority by sisterly Bahrain. 1 presented
to H.R. Highiless a brief memo on the sirhject, explaining that we,
on our part, have donr all that is brotherly possible, and offered al1
possible proposajs for a cordial setthment of the subject, which
wciuld restore to the rightful his due. But al1 those attempts and
proposais were to no avail.
Sincc the question of the suvereignty of any state over its territory is
a mntter that cannot be coinpromised, but rather it is the most
iinportant duty of the state t o safcgiiard this suvereignty, 1 deçided
that my brother Siihaiin hin Hamad Al-Thani should ha
honour of meeting with you and listening tu your sound views83.,ihe
The issues-in the pending disputes were again taken ~ i pwith King Khülicl
during his visit to Qatar early in 1976. Al1 aspects of the disputes with regard to
the Hawür islands, the Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah shoaIs and the enclave around
the Hawar islands were disciissed witli him.
3.1 I

3.12 Thereafter, as a result of meetings diiring 1975 and 1476 between King
Khalid, the Amir of Qatar and the Amis of Bahrain, it was agreed tbat the
Kingdoin of Saudi Arabia would undertake ~nediationbetween Qatar and
Bahrain to resolve the outstanding disputes.
3.13 During the fvurteen years that folluwed, in the process of the agreed
Mediatiun, the h n g of Saudi Arabia took varivus initiatives and actions, outlined
belaw, to seek a rescllution of the disputes and to prevent a deterioration in the
traditional friendly relationship between Qatar and Bahrain. These efforts by
Saudi Arabia as Mediator were directed, at cljf'rent tiines. at securing a
settlement cif the substance of the pending disputes, at submitting the mütter to
adjudication, and at preventing or resolving incidents creating tensivn between
the Parties.
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3.14 In the course of the Mediaticin, King Kh~rlidof Sa~idjArabia propr)sed, =
early iii 1 ~ 7 8a ~set~ of. "Principlrs for the Fren~eworkfor Readiing a Settleinent"

-

[hrrrafter referred to as "the ~ r a r n e w o r k " ) ~The
.
First Prinçiple of the
Frarnework provided thnt:
"Al1 issues of dispute between the two countries, relating to
sovereignty over the islands, inaritiine boundaries and territorial
waters, are t n be considered as complementary, indivisible issues, to
be solved comgrehensively together."
This First Principle demonstrated the understanding of the Parties that the
siibject matter of the dispute between Qatar and Bahrain included questiuns of
sovereignty over certain islands, maritime boundaries, and territorial waters.
3.15 The Second Principle pruvided for the maintenance of the status q u u and
declareci that any act to change the status uuo would have no legal effect. The
Third Principle incorporated undertakings by the Parties to refrain from engaging
in propaganda activities against each other or to do anything to sully the cordial
atmosphere necessary to facilitate fruitful negotiations and not to present the
dispute to any international organisation. The Fourth Principle envisaged the
formation of a Committee with representsitives from Qatar, Bahrain und Saudi
Arabia "with the aim of reaching solutions acceptable to the two Parties on the
basis of justice, good neighbourhood, balance of interests and security
requirements of both Parties".

3.6

The Fifth Principle, as originally proposed, provided that:
"The Parties shall undertake to settle ail disputed matters by cordial
and peaceful means by agreement throu ~h negotiations. Should the
Partles fail to reach a reeinent on any o the disputed matters, they
will uuthorize the !hngdom of Saudi Arabia to ropose ri
comprrirnise on the point or points disputed, whic shall be
considered to be the solution agreed upon between the Parties."

k

k'

,

s5

The original draft of the Eramework wüs daled 13 March 1978, and not 17 April 1978
(which was the date of ils rweipt by Qatar) as meniioned in paragraph 28 of Qavar's
Applia tiun.
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The draft of the Frarnework was disçussed o n various occrisions and by a

-

u-

Verbale of 10 June 1981, Salidi Arabia fcirinally sought the views of Qatar on the
puposed ttextX7. In a Note Verbale in respuiisé of 2 July 1981 to Saildi Arabia,
.
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Qatar submitted that "Since the circumstances of the dispute under consideration :ind the
efforts tci resolve it are extreinely sensitive clue to the fact that the
two dispiiting States are linlred by very intiinate ties of brotherhuod
and strung relations of coininon interest. and are also linked tu
their bigger sister Saudi Arabia by the siime ties and relations; and

Since the dispute is a prirely legal one, as has already been made
çlear;
For al1 these reasons, and in order to avoid any embürrassment
wliich could arise froin the above-mentioned sensitivity in case uf
t'ailure to resolve the dispute through the fraternal Saudi good
offices:

... the sesolution of the dispute be Ieft to the rule of law, t&t is to
the principles and rules of international law which govern itc ' ."
Qatar consequently proposed the fullowing atnended text of the Fifth Principle:
"ln case of failure of the negotiatinns providecl for in the Fourtli
Principle to reach agreement on the solution of one or more of the
tif('orementioned disputecl matters, the Governments cif the twu
Parties undertake to consult the Government of the Kingdoin to
determine the best possible ineans to resolve that matter or matters
in accordance with the provisions of ii~ternationallaw. The decisicin
rX the authority, which will he agreg,# upon for this purpuse, shall
be final and binding on both Parties ."

3.17 The consideration of the proposed Framework extendeà over a period of
ycars until May 1983". During this period Bahrain engaged in various acts and
made provocative media statements which heightened tension between Qatar and
Bahrain. Soine of these are described in the Amir of Qatar's letter of 1April 1950
to King ~halid". The worst incident during this period occurred on 3 and
4 March 1982, when Buhrain inslugurated a bsittleship called "Hawar" and carried
o7
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out rnilitary exercises with ljve ammunition in the area of the Dibal shoal. Qatar =regisiered a strong prntest ügainst these actions which were also the subject of

letters exchanged between the Ainir of Qatar and King Khalid on 6 and 16 March
198292.
B.

The Guîf Couwration Council Resolutions of 1982
,..>

3.18 These events and the disputes between Qatar and Bahrain were brought
to the attention of the Gulf Cuoperütion Counçil ("GCC") whiçh, at a Ministerial
meeting on 8 March 1952, resolved as follows:

"Firstlv: The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is requested to resume its
pood offices im~nediatelyfor the purpose of ending the dispute
between the two countries.
SecondIv: The agreement reached hy the States of Bahrain and
Qatar to undertake to freeze the situation and avoid any action that
might escalate the dispute, is to be reçorded at the General
Secretariat of the Coopercition Counçil.
Thirdlv: Cessation of the reciprocal media campaigns between the
two countries, and abstention from recourse to 'propaganda'.
Fourthlv: Confirmation of the continuation of fraternal relations
between the wo countries, and restorütion of the situation tn its
former state95.
11

C.

The Meetinp. in Mav 1983

3.19 Pursuant to an agreement, reached at the time of the GCC summit in
Bahrain in November 1982, between His M~ijestyKing Fahd bin Abdul Aziz of
Saudi Arabia (who succeeded King Khalid in June 19821, the Arnir of Qatar and
the Amir of Bahrain, Saudi Arabia convened a meeting of the Parties in Riyadh
on 22 May 1983 "to discuss the dispute on Hawar Islands and the maritime
b«undariesg4". The meeting wus attcnded by representatives of Saudi Anibia,
Qatar and Bahrsiin. This meeting finally approved the Frümework proposed by
Saudi Arabia in 1978, but incorporating the amended Fifth Principle proposed by
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Annexes 11.5 and 11.7, Vol. 111, pp. 25 and 27.
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Annex 11.6, Vol. III, pp. 35-36.

g4

The Saudi Arabian cornmunicalion of 10 May 1983 and Qalar's leuer of accepiance ol
11 May 1983 are Annexes 11.8 and 11.9, Vol. III, pp. 41 and 45.
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$

aatarg5. The meeting aIso recoinmended, inter alia, thnt Prince Naif bin Abdul:
Aziz ot' Saudi Arabia would visit Qatar and Bührain to continue the Saudi good
o f ices pursuant to the Fourth Pi-inciple of the Ffainewnrk.

3.20 Driring the period following the meeting of 22 May 1983, despite efforts
inade by Saudi Arabia and in particular by Prince Naif, no signifiçant progress
was made in achieving a settlement of the disputes. Ili the rncantiine there were ü
number of occs\sions when Qatar found it necessay to protest against actions un a
1,
the part of Bahxsiin which were considered by Qatar to be contrary to the Second
and Third Prinçiples of the Fi-ainework requiring the Parties to maintain the
status quo and t o refrain from acts that woirld impede or sully the atmospliere for
negotiations 96.
D.

+

The 1986 Incident cuncernina the Dibal Shoal

3.21 By April 1956, Qatar had discoverecl increasjng evidence that, contraiy tu
the Second PrincipIe of the Frarnework, Bahrain had undertaken sume
construction work on the Dibal shoal in an attempt to transforin it into an
artificial island, and had built on it a hcility tu make it a post fur its çoastguard.
On 26 April 1056, Qatar sent a security force to put an end to this violation. Saudi
Arabia immedisitely intervened by diplornatic action and increased its efforts tu
resolve t h e dispute between the two States.

3.22 In order to find a solution to the irnmediate problem, King Fahd of Saudi
Arabia made a number of proposüls for steps to be taken and terms to be
observed by the Parties on the bais of which troop withdrawsils could take place.
The proposüls were considercc1 and finalized in an exchange af letters between
tlir Anir of Qatar ancl King Fahd in April and May 1 9 8 6 ~These
~ . pri>pusiils(the
acceptslnce of which by the Parties was confirrned in King Fahd's letter of 22 May
1 9 8 ~envisriged
~ ~ )
inter dia, the establishment of a joint cornmittee to study al1
matters relating ru boundary questions and the continuation of Saudi Arabia's
Mediation.
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The lext of the 1983 Framewurk is Annex II. 10, Vol. 111, p. 49.
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A summary of Lhesç actions is conuiined in a leiter OC IG February 19% h m the Amir of
Qatar l u King Fahd which is Annex II. 11, Vol. III, p. 53.
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3.23 ln respunding to the proposa1 for such si joint comrnittee. the Ainir of
Qatar statecl as folIows in his letter of 6 May 1986:

"... 1 need not say tto Yoiir Majesty that 1 do welcome such a
committee tu try to find for these rnatrers the desired, and cordilbl,
just solution for which we have done our best, as Your Majesty is
aware, to reach with the brothers in Bslhrain who have met our
efforts and approach with disregard and nepleçt. My only requcst is
that a specific reasonable term be laid down for this cornmittee to
çoinplete its task. If it succeeds in attaining that dear wish during
the set period, then it would be inost blessed. But should it fail - and
we do sincerely hope it wil1 suçceed - then 1 would like to reinind
Yoiir Majesty that the State of Qatar has already pruposed, while
expressing its viewpoint on the Saudi proposal containing the five
Principles constituting the Framework fur the soliition of this
dispute, that in the event of the impossibility of finding through
negutiütion a solution acceptable to the two Parties, the rnatter
should be settle$Jn accordance with the principles and rules of
international law ."
3.24

King Fahd also made it clear in his letter of 14 May 1986 that -

"In case Saudi Arabia is unable to find a solution acceptable to both
Parties, the matter will be submitted to an urbitrsition commission
to be sanctioned by both Partie
and binding upcin the two farties

c i whuse rulings shall be final

.

S@ll

3.25 No joint committee as envisaged in the proposals mentioned above was
however formed. Only a Joint Military Cornmittee was formed to monitor
irnpiementation of the agreement on troop withdrüwals. The events of April 1986
were also considered by the GCC. It is relevant to mention that in a
Memorandurn to the GCC on 27 August 1936 Bahrain reaffirmed its adherence
to the necessity of soiving the disputes between the States of Bahrain and Qatar in
accurdance with the principles of international law and the United Nations
Charter, which cal1 for the resulution of disputes between countries by peaceful
means and prohibit recourse tu force for their solution.

Annex 11.12, Vol. III, pp. 73-74.
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The Agreenieiit of 1987 ;icceptiiir tlie Jiirisdiction of the Cotirt

-

Tlle Agreement of December 1987

3.26 During the year thiit followed, various cornplaints by both Parties about
infi-ingeirients ni' tlie Secoiid frinciple of tlie Frainework, reqiiiririg the
inziintenance of the status quo, ctintinued ta be made. Ssiudi Arabia increased its
efforts to mediate and on 15 Jiily 19557 conveyed some of its ideas on resolving the a
:
prohleins of "the disputed Hüwar Islands, Dibal and Jaradah Shoals and the sea
territuries" and sought the virws of Qatar iind E3shrain1°1. 111 his response of
24 August 1987, the Amir of Qatar reiterated Qatar's position that -

"... for the reüson that the siibject of the dispute is the right of
wvereignty, which is a purely legal subject, settling it in a friendly
way can oniy be achieved by referring it to internatiolial arbitratinn
s11 as t« apqb2the establislied international legal i-ules wliich govern
tlie subject
."

3.27 Thus, efforts in the course of Saucli Arabia's Mediation over the past
eieven years to secure an agreement on the substance of the disputes had not yet
been sucçessfu1. In view of this, King Fahd of Saudi Arabia wrote identical letters
to the Ainirs of Qatar and Bahrain on 19 Decernber 1987 in whiçh he stüted 103..

"The contacts made by the Kirigclum of Saudi Arabia with the two
brotherly countries resulted in a proposal, presented by the
Kingdom of Süudi Arabia and approved by the two countries, thüt
the matter be referred to arbitration in accordance with the fifth of
the principles of the framework for a settlement. which you saw
that it should read as follows:
'ln case that the negotiatinns provided for in the fourth
principle ftiil to reach agreement on one or more of the
aforesaid disputed inatters, the guvernments of the two
countries shall undertsike, in consultation with the
Government of Saudi Arabia, to determine the best means
of resolving that matter or matters, on the basis of the
provisions of international law. The ruling of the authority
iigreed upon for this purpose shall be final and binding.'

lol

Aliticx II. 13, Vol. III,

p. 9 1.

lU2
Annex II. 14, Vol. III. p. 96.

Iu3

See, Annex 11.15, Vol. III, p. 101. Bahrsin acknowledged that it received an idcntiail
K e r to that rcceived hy Qaiar at pdge 1of the Anncx attached to its leiter 0118 August
1991,

c

In the light of the foregoing. 1 am happy to present to Your
Highness and dear brother. the following proposais as a basis for
settling the dispute:
Firstlv: Ail the disputed rnatters shall be referred to the
International Court of Justice, at The Hague. for: a final ruling
binding upon both parties, who shall have to execute its terins.
Secondly: Until a fins1 settleinent for the disputed matters is
reüchecl in accordance with the preceding Article, the two sisterly
States of Qatar and Bahrain shall abide by the principles of the
frümework for a settlement on which they agreed on 10/5/1403 H corresponding to 22/5/1983 - and by the following in partiçular:

(a)

Each party shall undertake from to-date to refrain from any
action that would strengthen its legal position, weaken the
legal position of the other party, or change the status quo
with regard to t h e disputed rnatters. Any such action shall be
regarded nul1 sinci void and shail have no legal efkct in this
respect.

(b)

The parties undertake to refrain frcim to-date frorn any
media uctivities against each other whether in conneetion
with this dispute or any other lnatters and until such time as
the desired settlement is reached.

(c)

The parties undertake to refrain from any action thot would
impede the course of the negotiations or disturb the
brotherly atmosphere necessasr for the achievement of their
objectives.

Thirdl~:Formation of a cornmittee comprising representatives nf
the States of Qatar und Bahrain and of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arübia for the purpose of approaching the International Court of
Justice, and satisfjling the necessary requirements to have the
dispute submitted to the Court in accordance with its regulations
und instructions so that a final ruling, binding uyon both parties, be
issued.

Fourthlv: The Kingdoin of Ssiiidi Arabia will continue its good
offices to guürantee the implementution of these terms."
Together with his letter King Fahd also enclosed a draft of a proposed public
announcement to be made by the Saudi Arabian ~overnrnent''~.

Annex 11.15, Vol. III, p. 105.
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3.28

Both Qatar and Bahrain accrptrd tliis pruposa1105. The Governinent of:
Saudi Arabia thereafter proceeded to make a public announcement of the
Agreement on 2 1 Deçernber 1957 in terxns of tlie draft previously coininunicated
to Qatar and al ira in'"^. There hes Iiçeii no denial of this Agreement 17). rifheiParty.
B.

The Purpose and Content of the December 1987 Agreement
a

3.29 It wi1l be seen frain the terms of the Agreement set out in King Fahd's
lettei of 10 Decernber 1987 above that the first item of the Agreement, k..
that
"Al1 the disputed matters shall be referred to the International Court of Justice, at
The Hague, for a final ruling binding upon both parties, who shall have to execute
its terinstfis clear and unclualifitrd. Both Qatar and Bahrain gave their uncliialified
consent to this proposal.
3.30

The second item is essentially directed towards maintenance of the status

gg.
3.31 The third item ~îrovidedfor the formation of a coininittee coinprised of
representatives of Qatar, Bührain and Saudi Arabia "for the purpose of
approaching the InternationaI Court of Justice". This Colnrnittee (hereinafter
referred to as the "Tripartite Corninittee") was to ensure coinpliance with the
regulations and instructions of the Court so that a final and binding ruling could
be obtained.

3.32 It will be noted that the terins of this itein are "enabling" and procedural in
nature and do not in any sense detract from the consent and commitinent of the
Parties under the first item to refer their disputes to the Court. There is no
implication here that üny particular method or procedure is to be followed tn
invoke the jurisdiction of the Court as agreed under the first item. The
participation of Saudi Arabis in the Tripartite Cornmittee was clearly intended to
help the Parties to work out the rnodalities so as to approach the Court hy any of

The Amir of Qatar's lelter of accepiance daied 21 Decemher 1987 is Annex 11.16, Vol.
III, p. 107.

Annex II. 15, Vol. III, p. 105.
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the rnethods available in accordance with the Statute and Rules of Court. This is =fui-ther siipported hy the fourth item whjch provided for the continuation of Salidi
Arzibia's good offices "to guarantee the iinplernehtation of these terms".

3.33 This ~ i r e e m e n tof December 1987, by expressly invoking the Fifth
Principle of the Framework, was thus ciearIy intended as a final and effective
..
basis for achieving resolution of the long existing and established disputes
between Qatar and Bahrain. This Agreement secured by Siiudi Arabia did not " $
>
envisage failure or frustration.
,

>

Sec~ios4.

The Work of the Tripartite Committee on Methods to approoch the
International Court of dustice

Pursuant to the Agreement of December 1987, the Tripartite Comrnittee
consisting of high level delegations including the Foreign Ministers of Qatar,
Bahrain and Saudi Arcibia, held a prelitninary meeting in Riyüdh during the GCC
summit meeting in December 1987. At this meeting each Party presented a draft
agreement, with the aim of effecting the seisin of the Court in cornpliance with
the rcquirernents of the ~ o u r t ~ " . A forinal First Meeting of the Tripartite
Curnmiftee wes held in Riyedh on 17 January 1988''8 In opening the Meeting
Prince Saud Al-Faisal of Saudi Arabia stated that the deliberations of the
Committee were governed by what had been agreed either in the Five Principles
of the Framework or in the Deceinber 1987 Agreement and defined the main
purpose of the Meeting as being the consideration d ways and means fur
referring the disputes to the Court in accordance with the conditions and
procedures of the Court. The Meeting considered the drafts of the proposed
agreements thnt had been presented at the preliminary meeting by Qatar and
Bahrain as well as an amended draft from Bahrain in regard to the method to he
adopted to implement the Agreement of December 1987 to approach the
~ourt'". No agreement could hauever be reached at this Meeting. In view of
these differences Prince Saud reminded the Committee of the commitinents
incorporated in the Decernber 1987 Agreement and the legal and inortif duty uf
3.34

lU7&,Annexes 11.17 and 11.18. Vol. III, pp. 113 and 119.
lU8A copy of the eniire Minuies of lliis Meeting in Arabic has been deposiied with ilie
Regisiry in accordance wilh Arlicie 50, paragraph 2, uî the Rules 01Court, l o g l h e r wiih

an English translation.

Iü9

A copy OC Btlhrain's amended dralt is conlainecl in Annex Il. 19. Vol. III, p. 123.
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the Coininittee to transfurin these into a coinrnunication to be subinitted tu the:
Coiirt. He observed that there could be rlo pussibility uf hijure il1 dischsiiging tliis
duty as otherwise the Coinmittee woulcl not be hbncluring its commitments.
3.35 In the final Minutes (-if the Meeting signed by the Foreign Ministers of the
three States, it was stated:

"The Cornmittee met to consider rneüsures through whiçh the
coinmitinent of the State of Bahrain and the State of Qatar Ici
subniit the dispute existing betw 1 thein to the Internatinna1
Coilrt of Justice will be carried out fi?!
.
1)

The Minutes further recoi-ded a decisirin to hold the next meeting on 2 April
1988, and in the ineantilne the Parties were to exchange by 19 Mürch 1988 drafts
of u proposed agreement for rei'erring the disputes to the Court.
3.36 The Parties duly submitted such drafts of a possible text of a special
agreement. Qatar's draft dnted 15 Mtirch 1988 saught in Article II tu have the
f(illowing referred to the Court:

"The questions for the decision of the Court in accordance with
Article 1 are:1.

To which of the two States does sovereignty over Hawar
Islands belong '1

l0
111

2,

What is the legal status of the Dibal and Jaradeh shoals ? In
particular, dries either State have suvereignty, if any, over
the Dibal or Jaradeh shoül or any part of either shoal !'

3.

By a letter dated 23 Deceinber 1947, t h e British Political
Agent in Bahrain informed the Ruler uf Qatar and the
Ruler of Bahrain of the decision of the British Guvernment
estahlishing the existing mediün line which at present
determines the respective continental shelves of the two
States. Does that median line represent the right boundary
between the said continental shelves '?

4.

Having regard to the answers to questions one, two and
three, what should be the course of the boundnry or
boundaries between the maritilne areas uppertuining
respectiyry to the State of Qatar and the State of
Bahrain
?"

Annex 11.20, Vol. III, 11. 131.
Aiiiiex 11.21, Vol.

111, p. 136.

3.37 However. Bahrajn's draft of March 1988 praposed in Article IlCl) and (2) =of a possible text of a special agreement the following for reference to the Court:
"1.

2.

The Partics request the Court

(a)

to draw a single inarititne boiindary between the
respective 1n;iritime cireas of Bahrain and Qatar;
such boundary to püss between the easternmost
featiires of t tie Bahrain archipelago including inost
pertinently the Hawar Islands, Fasht ad Dibal and
other adjacent or neighbouring features and the
coast of Qntar. and tu preserve Bahrain's rights in the
pearling banks which lie to the north eüst of Fasht ad
Dibal, and in the fisheries between the Bahrain
archipelago and Qatar.

(b)

tu determine the rights of the State of Bahrain in and
around Zubara.

The Court is recluested to describe the course of the
maritime boundary in terms of geodetic lines ccinnecting
ieographic cciordinates of points on Revised Nahrwan
baturn. The Court is also reqiiested. for illustrative p r oses
only, to depict the course of the boundary on a çhart 1Yi'Ii.

Furtherinore, by Article V Bahrain sought to include the following in the
agreement:
"Neither Party shall introduce into evidence or argument, or
pubticly disclose in any manner, the nature or content of proposals
direçted to a settlement of the issues referred to in Article II of this
Agreement, or responses thereto, in the course of negotiations or
discussions between the parties undertaken prilir to th
te of this
Agreement, whether directly or through any mediation .

r

Thus Bahrain's draft of the subject matter of the disputes to be referred to the
Court in effect required an implied recognition by Qatar that the Hawar islands
and the Dibal and Qit'at Jaradali shoaIs belonged to Bahrain, and the questions
proposed by Bahrain only asked fur a decision of the Court on a maritime
boundury based upon such recognition, despite the fact that the December 1987
Agreement clearly envisaged that disputes relating to these islands and shoals
were pending. Furthermore, for the first time Bahrain raised a claim - which at no
time had been the subject inatter of Saudi Arabia's Mediation since 1975 - fur the
determination by the Court of Bahrain's alleged rights "in and around Zubara" on

Annex 11.22,Vol. 111, pp. 141-142.
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the western cnast of Qatar, wjtllaut any indication of the nature or basis of such:
rights. In addition, in its draft, Bahrain also soiight an agreement that neither
Party would make any reference during the prokeedjngs before the Court tci any
proposais directed to a settleinent of the issues in dispute.

Tn his letter to King Fahd of 25 Marc11 1988 written immediately after
receipt of Bahrain's draft, the Ami1 of Qatar expressed grear surprise at the
flagrant violativn by Bahrain of the Agreement reached between the three States
in 1957. ln cornmenting on Article II(1) of Bahrain's draft the Amir of Qatar
stated inter alia:
3.38

"1)

T11e Bahrnini draft - instead of presenting the dispute
actually existing between the twci States with re ard to
sovereipnty over Hawar Islands and Dibal and faradah
Slioals, and over the legal status of these two Shoals as
regards their being islslnds or shoals, and consecluently
whether they have or nut territorial waters, as should have
been done, and :is the Qatari draft did and as is the practice
in a11 siinilar agreements - it asserts with regard to the said
dispute deterlnining that Hawar Islands? Dibal Shoal and
other adjacent or neighbouring areas existing between the
cciasts of the two countries belong tu the Bahrnin
archipelago. Not only this, but the Bahrain draft goes tu the
extent of expressly stating that the State of Qatar joins the
State of Bahsain in requesting the Court to draw a single
maritime buiindary line between the respective maritime
areas of the two ç ~ ~ g t r iun
e s the grounds that the said areas
belong to Bahrain ."

With regard to the proposecl Article V of Bahrain's draft, he observed:
"lt is obvious that this provision of the Bahraini draft, in addition to
its imglied contradiction to al1 the public appreciation voiced by
Balirain of the Saudi inediation and its results, leads to dissi~nulate
from the Court positions to which the two Parties could have
ccimmitted theinselves during the Saudi rnediatiun and which could
reveal established facts of great iinportance in enlightening the
Court while considering the dispute. One of these positions, for
instance, is the agreement by the two çutintries on the subjects of
dispute, whicqlgs already statcd, is inçluded in the doçuinents of
the mediation ."

l4
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Suinining up his views on Bahrain's draft, the Ainir of Qatar concluded:
"lt is clear tram these coinments, thlit tlie:B;ihrüini drcift can only be
inet by our total rejection coupled with our strongcst protest. It is
qi~ite:obvious that the purpose of subrnitting that draft, in the
extremely abnormal form in which it was written, is to block
intentionally the measures for sublnitting the dispute to the ICJ,
and to rüise obstacles before this objective which has been
definitively agreed upon by a11 of us. This woiild keep the disputed
aresis in a position which, on the grounds of the strungest historical
and iegal evidence, cunstitutrs a flagrant aggrtjypn on the
inaljenable rights of Our sovereignty over those areas ."
3.39 Furtherinore, ü Memorandum dated 27 Mürch 1988 incorporating Qatar's
detailed views on Bahrain's proposed special agreement wns also circulated to the
Tripartite ~ o r n r n i t t e e l l In
~ . surnrnnriziy the views enpiessed, Qatar submitted
that -

"lt is clear... that the main articles of siibstance (Two and Five) in
the Bahrain drslft are based on extremely strange rovisicins which.
in brief, mean the imposition on the Stüte of atar of express
adinission of the non-existence of the dispute which actually exists
between it and the State of Bahrain over the areas effectively
disputed between the two countries sinçe a long time ago, and of
conceding al1 Bahrain's claims as well as abstaining frorn inciuding
in the evidence and arguments presented by it any documents
whose dates precede the date of the Special Agreement.

6

In the face of al1 this, the Governrnent of the State of Qatar cannot
but totally reject the Bahraini drcift, and couple this rejection with
the strongest possible protest."
3.40 Qatur obviously could not accept the wording of the Bahruini draft
proposal as to the nature of the dispute to be referred to the Court. Qatar also
rejected any suggestion that no reference could be made before the Court tu any
negotiations during Saudi Arabia's Mediation or earlier efforts to settle the
disputes. Furthermore, Qatar strongly objected to the introduction of an entirely
new issue relciting to Bahrain's so-called rights in and around Zubarah.

Annex 11.XZ.Vol. III, p. 154.
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The drafts stibmitted by Q:it:ir sincl Bahrein were extensively cliscussed w t ;
tliç Second Meeting uf tlie Tripartite Coininittee held on 3 April 1988' 18. but in
view of the wide divergence of views regarding the definition of the subject inatter
of the disputes to be subinitted to the Coiirt. no agreement could be reached. In
a stateinent at the Meeting. the leader of Bül~rain'sdelegation stated that 3.41

"lt is cleür tl-iat the essence «t-'the ditferences between the two draft
Spw"i11Agreements lies in the formiilation of the Question to be
put to the Court. 1 see little difficulty in r olviiig the other
. If
differences between t h e two ciraft Agreements 1B

3.42 In view of the differences between the Parties, Prince Saud of' Saudj
Arubia sought their opinian on whether it would be possible "merely to inform the
Coiirt that disagreernents exist between the two countries as Qatar claims so and
su, while Bal-irain claims sci and s ~ ~ * ( ~Wiile
".
Qlitiir stated that it did not consider
lhat Z ~ ~ b a r acould
h
be included within the subject matter of the dispute to be
referred to the Court, Bahrain sought tiine to consider its response. Prince Saud
coi~cludedthe Meeting by stating -

"To summarize the discussion: the subject inatter of this meeting
was the definitian of cases at issue to be p ~ i t before the
li~ternationülCourt of Justice. Both cciuntries have expresscd their
points of view regarding this matter (article 2).

Regarding other questions, bot$ff;~ntries
other disagreeinents are marginal .

have agreed that al1

3.43 The Third Meeting of the Tripartite Corninittee was held on 17 April
l988I2* where discussions continued on each of the drafts submitted by Bahrain
and Qatar. However, the Meeting was inconclusive, with Qatar and Bahrain

A copy UT Lhe enlire Miiiules of ihis Meeiing in Arabic Iias heeii deposiled wilh Lhe
Registry in accordalice with Arlicle 50, liüragtoyh 2, ol'the Rules 01 Court, togetlier wiih
an Englisli translation.
I9
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reaffirming their cornmitment tu the Five Principles of the Frümework and to the =1987 A~reementto refer their displites tu the Cuurt and also to the continiiation
of Saudi Arabia's Mediation.
3.44 In a letter addressed to King Frihd on 7 May 1988, the Ainir of Qatar
repeated Qatar's objections to the wording of the question for reference to the
Conrt as proposed by Bÿhrain in Article II of its ~ I r a f tand
l ~ ~also stated:
"As for the second objection relating to Qatar's position concerning
Article V of the Bahraini draft, the Qatari delegation has stated
that what Qatar cloes not accept is the exclusion froin hearing hy
the Court of the aereements actually reaçhed tiy the two sides,
which are included in the documents of the Saudi mediation, and
not the proposais, contacts, negotiations, correspondence or the
like. lt is the agreements that were actually reached which are
meant here, such as the agreement to refer the dispute to the I.C.J.;
the agreement on subjects of dispute; the agreement on prohibiting
uny of the two sides from undert;iking any act tu strengtfit, its lepiil
position or weaken the legal position of the other side ...

Referring to the past discussions of the Tripartite Committee, the Amir of Qatar
further stated "lt is clear from these facts and djscussions that the Coinmittee has
failed to reach agreement on u form for the speciul agreement
whereby to put into effect the commitment of the two sides to refer
their dispute to the I.C.J.

The last meeting of the Committee, which was its third, wüs
adjotirned without fixing a new date. Hence, it seerns us if the
mission of the Committee has been frozen, and the prptedings to
refer the matter to the Court have run into a bIind alley ."
The Fourth Meeting of the Tripartite Committee was thereafter convened
and held on 28 June 1 9 8 8 ' ~ At
~ . this Meeting, each of the States also presentrd a
second drüft of Article 11 of its proposed special agreement, but these were agziin
fnund unacceptable.

3.45

123

See, para. 3.38 above.
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3.46 The revised version of Article II of Bahrain's draft on the matters ta be
referrecl tu the Co~irtread as follows:

"The Court is requzsted:

1)

t d deterinine the exrent to whiçli the two States have
exercised sovereignty oves the Hawar Islands ürid have thus

estal?lishtrci such sovereignty.
2)

to deter~njnethe leçal statils of and sovereign and other
rights of both States in any features, other than Fasht ad
Dibal and the Baliraii~i island of Qitat Jaradah in the
Bahrain archi pelago, or in any mit ural resources both living
and non-Iiving which inay affect the deliinitation referred to
in paragraph 3) below.

3)

to determine tiny other matter of territorial right or other
title or interest claiined by either State in the land or
maritilne territory of the other.

4)

having regard to the deteriniiltition made pursuant to the
preceding pnragraphs tu draw a single maritime boiindary,
which shall pass tu the east of the features in the Bahrüin
archipelago known as Fasht ad Dibal and the Bahraini
isIancl of Qitnt Jai-adah, between the respective maritime
areas of the Bahrain archipelago and the Qatar peni
wcording tu the relevant principles of international law~ 5 ~. ' ) ' n

3.47 In a letter addressed to King Falid of Saudi Arribia on 9 July 1988, the
Amir tif Qatar, coinmenting oti Bahrain's second draft of Article II, stated that "Bnhrain has presented a draft - a copy of which is herewitli
enclosed in which it followed the very course it took in preparing
its first draft. It is a cuurse that involves total disregard of the
established facts relating to the history of the dispute between the
two countries and the circumstances thrciugh whjch its stages
pnssed, and a total disregard for the position of Qatar ttowürds the
subjects of that dispute and the claims it made, as well as for the
agreement reached under the Saudi rnediatiun to refer the agreed
upon subjects of dispute to the International Court of Justice fur its
decision slccarding to Internatinna1 Law. These subjects are defined
by the first principle of the Saudi rnediation and have been
reaffirmed in the score of messages which Your Majesty, my
brother, has exchanged with the State of Qütar and Bahrain. The
new draft, like the previous one, states that Qatar and Bahrain are
in agmement to deny the existence of tlie agreed upon subjects of
dispute, which actually exist between the two countries, and to issue
ü prior decision by both of them on the validity of al1 the claims of
Bahrain. The new draft goes further than the first one in that it

-
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makes Qatar participate in dictating the will of Bahrain on the
court tu Jecide the siibjects of dispute in t
5E. anner that serves the
interests of Bahrain and realizes its claiinsP
The Ainir of ,Qataï also expressed his frustration nt Bahrüinis tactics and stated in
the letter:

"In presenting their seconcf draft, which comprises the same
provisions contriined in their first draft, if nut worse, the brethre~iin
Bahrain seem to be pursuing, in spite of everything, a plan that will
block the way to reaching a joint. genuine formula for the Special
nt, and hence preclude referring the dispute to the

i'?F???If

3.48 Eventually, as ü result of a Saudi Arabiün initiative, Sheikh Hamad bin Isa
AI-Khalifah, the Weir Apparent of Bahrain, during a visit to Qatar, transmitted to
Sheikh Harnud bin Khalifd Al-Thnni, the Heir Apparent of Qatar, on 26 October
1988, u general formula for reference of tlie ciisputes to the Court, us follows:

The Parties request the Court to decide any matter of territorial
right or other title or interest which may be a rnatter of difference
between them: and to draw a sinrile maritime boundarv between
fheir rpybective maritime areas ofieabed, subsoil and sbperjacent
waters ."
The proposed general formula was discussed at the Fifth Meeting of the
~ ~ . welcomed the
Tripartite Cornmittee held on 5November 1 9 8 5 ~ Qatar
proposed general formula as a gond step forward. However, it was of the view
thüt the proposed text entitled either of the Parties to daim sovereignty over any
area of land or maritime territory of the other Party, and this unlimited right was
unacceptable: Qatar continued to hold the view that any clairn such as the one
re1;iting to Zubarah could not be rnised and that the only disputes that could be
referred to the Court were already well-defined in the course of Saudi Arabia's
Mediation.

lZ8
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A copy of the entire Minutes of this Meeling in Arabic has been deposited wilh the
Regisuy in accordance with Arliçle 511, paragraph 2, oî the Rules of Court, iogelher wilh
an English iramltition.

In comrnending the idea of a coininon forinula tn the Parties, Prince Saud
of Saiidi Arabin stated:
3.49

"... I would Say that there is a hasis tor discussion to reach

a

colninon fortnula to refer the dispute instead of considering the
proposals that had been sirbmitted by the two countries and
rejecteci. In the comin~inicationthe Ciistodian of the Two Holy
Mosques has had with the leaders of the two countries, he felt thüt
there was a ïnoveinent. Undoubtedly, without these contacts we
would iiot have reached tu the püper subrnitted by Brihrain
recently. The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques is keen t
should acçept what we have reaçhed atid pruceed from there ,we

M

There was nu further discussion of any of the previnus proposals including those
relating to withholding frotn the Court information about the Mediativn or any
other efforts to settle the disputes 133.
3.50 Towards the cluse of the Fifth Meeting of the Tripartite Comii~ittee,
Prince Saud stated:
"1 ain direçted to submit a report on the progress of our
Coinmittee. The Custodiün of the Two Holy Mosques considers
that the date of the beginning of the CCASG [GCC] summit is the
date for terininating the Comrnittee's mission
ether or not it
succeeded to tichieve what was requested from it fit."

Accordingly, the Sixth Meeting of the Tripartite Cornmittee held in Riyadh on 6
and 7 December 1988, shortly before the sumrnit was the last effort to achieve an
rigrcement on a rnethod for approaching the Court. At this ~ e e t i n ~inl the
~ ~ ?
course of a further discussion of Bahrain's general formula, Qatar siiggested that
it could accept the idea of a general forinulsi if any claîm in relation to Zubarah
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It may he stated that cnntrary to what is suggested by Bahroin, Qatar neve.r receivcd nor
was a discussion ever held on the document which is Attachment 7 to the Annex to
Bahrain's leller to thc Court of 18August 1991. i
.
c
,a copy of a su-called drafi special
açreement incvrporaiing ilie Bahraiiii general formula. Qntar only received lie
"Quasticiii"(&, the general rormula lraiisniitted by Bahrain) on a seprale piece of ]~d]wr
o n 26 Octohcr 1988.5&. para. 3.48 above.
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A copy of the enlire Minules of thls Meeting in Arabic has heen depi~siledwilh the
Registry in accordance with Article 50, paragaph 2, of the Rules o f Courl, together wiih
an English translation.
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was restricted to claims of private rights and not sovereignty. The suggestion was
net accepted by Bahrain. Qatar proposed an amended version of Bahrain's
peneral fcvinula and also sugçested that the refei-ence of the disputes to the Court
could be made on the basis of such generül formubu üçcompanied by two annexes,
one froin each Party, with each Party setting out in its annex the subjects of the
disputes it wislied to refer tu the Court 136.
The Bahraini delegation sought further time tn study the Qatari proposal
and the amended text of the general formula. A record of the position of eüch
Party at that time can be found in the signed Minutes of the Sixth Meeting dated
7 December 1958 which set out the Bahraini genersl fc)rmula and the amended
version of the for~nulasiiggested by Qatar 137.
3.51

3.52 Thus, by the time of the opening of the GCC suminit meeting in Bahrain in
December 1988, the Tripartite Cornmittee had failed to achieve an agreement
between Bahrain and Qatar on the method to be üdopted for the purpose uf
approaching the Court, the task entrusted to it under the third item af the
December 1987 Agreement. In the GCC summit in Bahrain, King Fahd proposed
and it was ügreed by the Parties that Saudi Arabia be given a further period of six
rnonths to try to achieve an agreement on the substance of the disputes through
its Medicition. As no agreement wüs achieved during 1989, the unresolved
situation wüs agüin discussed during the GCC surnmit meeting held in Muscat iri
December 1989. Once again it was agreed that the Saudi Arabian Mediation be
given a further period of two months to achieve an agreement on the substance,
and the irnplementation of the 1.987Agreement to refer the disputes to the Court
was deferred for that period.
SECTION
5.

A.

=-

a

a
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The Doha Agreernent

The Backrciund and Nenotiation of the Agreement

3.53 The next GCC summit meeting was held in Doha in December 1990. It
took pIace against the background of the recent invasion and occupation of
Kuwait (one of the GCC Member States) by Iraq, and the United Nations
Security Council resolutions authorizing the use of al1 necessary rneans to secure
136
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the withdrewal of Iracli forces fruiil Kuwait. The Meinber States had condelnnecl
Iraq's violations of inter~~titiorisil
law in connection with a boiindary dispute with
Kuwait, and were meeting durinç a tirne of hectiç preparations iri the area for an
iinpending war to secure the liberatiun of Kuwait in iinplementation of the
Security Council resnlutions. They were deeply conscious of the need to resolve
al1 boundaiy and other disputes between the Member States by mutual
agreeinent or other peaceful means.

> 8

a

2

<

Following the understanding reached at the Deceinber 1988 GCC siirninit
in Bahrain and again at the December 1989 summit in Muscat allowing Saudi
Arabia further tiine to secure settlement of the substance of the disputes, Saudi
Arabia's Mediation efforts during 1989 and 1990 had not resilltrd in a settlelnent
uf tl-ie existing and established disputes lxtween Qatar and Bahrain.
3.54

3.55 Qatar therefore raised this subject at the opening session of the GCC
surrimit meeting in Duha on 23 December 1990. Bahrain stated that Saudi
Arabia's Mediation should be further extended without Liny time-lirnit. This wsls
strongly opposed by Qatar. King Fahd of Saudi Arahia expressed the view that
the basic agreement reached in the past was that, if a solution was not achieved I7y
other efforts, the Parties wouid refer their disputes tn the International Court of
Justice for a final and binding ruling. As the proceedings of the Court would take
soine tilne, during this period Saudi Arabia's efforts at reaçhing a settlement on
the substance çould be continued. He also indicated that he wished that he had
not sisked for a further extension of time at the December 1989 summit in
Muscat, as otherwise the disputes would now be before the Court. During the
discussion, the Sultan of Oman observed that it was clear that the principle of
going to the Court prevailed but that the Parties seemed wiIling to allow the Saudi
Mediation a further short period, until after the month of Ramadan, before the
matter be referred to the Court. ln order to reach a solution on the subject and
scope of the disputes to be referred to the Court, the Arnir of Qatar stated that
Qatar now accepted the Bahraini general for~nula.King Fahd obsented that now
t h ü t Qatar had accepted the Bahraini formula, there was no excuse for Bahrain
not to refer the dispute to the Court.
Atter the end of the opening session of the summit meeting, the Omuni
delegation took the initiative to finalize and incorporate intu a written document

3.56

the agreement on reference of the disputes ta the Court after the mvnth of
Shawwal (i.e.,after 15 May 1991) resulting froin the previous discussions. In the

-.

'

ot t w c ~days, Lin 24 and 25 Decernber. the Foreign Minister of Oman held
discussions with the two Parties separately. He finally secured their agreement on
the draft which became the basis of the document that was eventually signecl on
25 Deceinber 1YYO. This Agreement in the form of Minutes (hereinsifter reterred
tu as the "Doha Agreement") followed the general conclusion reached at the
opening session of the surnmit tneeting to the effect that Saudi Arabia's
Mediütion would be extended up tu 15 May 1991 (Shawwal 1411 H.), and that, :it
the end of that period, the matter could be submitted to the International Court
of Justice. It was further agreed that the scope of the referençe woirld he in terms
of the Bahraini general forinuIa that had been accepted by Qatar.

.

cr)urstt

B.

The Contents d the Duha Azreement

3.27 The Doha Agreement was signed by the Foreign Ministers of Bnhrain,
Qatar and Saudi Arabia. The Bahraini delegation present in Doha çonsisted of
the Prime Minister, representing the Head of State, and the Foreign Minister,
who were joined by the Minister of Legal Affairs. The Agreement stated as
foIlows:
"Within the framework of the good offices of the Custodian of the
Two Holy Mosques, King Fahd Ben Abdul Aziz, consultations
concerning the existing dispute between Bahrain and Qatar took
lace between H.E. Shnikh Mohamined Bin Mubarak Al-Khalifa,
ahrain's Foreign Minister, and H.E. Mr. Muharak Ali Al-Khnter,
Qatar's Foreign Minister, and were attended by H.R.H. Prince
Saud Al-Faisai, Saudi Arabia's Foreign Minister, on the sideIines of
the I l th Summit of the Co-operation Cvuncil for the Arab States of
the Gulf in Qatar from 5-7 Jumada Ai-Akher, 1411 H.

A

The foliowing was agreed:
1)

To reaffirm what was agreed previously between the two
parties;

To continue the gond offices of the Custûdian of the Two
Holy Mosques, King Fahd Ben Abdul Aziz, between the two
çountries till the month of Shawval, 1411 H., corresprinding
to May of the next year 1991. After the end of this period,
the parties may subrnit the matter to the international Court
of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini formula, which
has been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings arising
therefrom. Saudi Arabia's good offices will continue during
the submission of the matter ta arbitration;

?

+

3)

Should a brotherly solution :icceplnble to the twci parties be
reacl~ed,the case wili be witfidrawn froin arbitration.

Written in Duha on 8/6/3 41 1 H.
Corresponding to 25/12/ 1990.
Forejgn Minister,
State of Bahruin
(signed)
Mohciinined ibn Mubarak
Al-Khalifah

Foreign Minister,
State of Qatar
(signed)
Mubarak ibn Ali
Al-Khater

Foreign Minister
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(signed)
Saud Al-Faisrtl 13511
will be noted that this Agreement was reached within the Frainework
previously accepted and was in the nature of a final agreement and was clearly
ii~tendedto take effect upon signature and by its own force. It did not envisage
any M u r e in its implementation. lt was reaçhed on the basis that each Party had
separate claims tu moke and that the Bahraini general formula accepted by the
Parties would enüble each of tlietn to frame anil pursue its own separate claims by
filing an application before the International Court of Justice.
Ii

3.58 Qatar subinits that the Doha Agreement amounted to a final cornpliance
with the requireinents tu be fuifilled so as tu enuble the Court to exercise
jurisdictiun in relation to the disputes between the Parties. Under paragraph 1 of
the Agreement, the coininitment and consent of the Parties ta refer the c-iisputes
to the Court, incorpurated in the Agreement of December 1987, was reüffirmed.
Under paragraph 2, the subject and scope of the disputes tu be referred tu the
Court as well as the rnethod of seisin of the Court were also agreed.

3.59 The sole condition to be fulfilled before any reference coiild be made to
the Court was that Saudi Arabia's Mediation would be given another chance, up
to 15 May 1991, to try to reach a settlement of the disputes. Although Saudi
Arabia's good offices were to continue up to 15 May 1991, us weIl as thereatter,
tliese were now çlearly tu be directed at resolving the disputes on the merits.
Tliere was to be no further effort with Ssiudi Arübian participation through a
Tripartite Cornmittee or othenvise "for the purpose of approaching the

International Court of Justice. and satistyinç the necessary requireinents tu have
the dispute submitted to the Court in accordance with its regulütions and
instructions...", as provided in the Decernber 1987 Agreement 139.
3.60 As shown above, Qatar has always sought the amicable settlement of the
disputes but has also maintained sit all tiines that the subject matter of the
disputes between the Parties involves questions of sovereignty, which are purely
leyI subjects, and that, Fdiling an amiçable settlernent. a solution should be
achieved by referring the disputes tu international arbitration and by the
application of international law. Qatar and Bahrain agreed in Decernber 1987 to
seek adjudication by the Court of the disputes. However, they were unüble to
resolve differences over the description of the disputes to be referred to the
Court. On 26 October 1988, Bahrain proposed its generül formula enabling each
Party to raise any relevant clailri. before the Court. EventuaIly, Qatar accepted the
Bahraini formula and the Doha Agreement was concluded on 25 December 1990.
SECTION
6.

Fmrn December 1990 tu 8 Julv 1991

3.61 Aiter the signature of the Doha Agreement neither Party sought any
further meeting to discuss or sigree on any special agreement or uther procedure
for approaching the Court. This was clearly because no such discussion or further
agreement was necessary to enable submission of the disputes to the Court.

3.62 lmmediately after the signing of the Agreement, on 30 December 1990,
the Amir of Qatar wrote to King Fahd of Saudi Arabia sis follows:

"1 am deeply confident that implementation of what has been
agreed upon in our abrive-mentianed meeting for putting an end,
once and for all, to our dispute with our brothers in Brihrain,
whether through your good offices or through the International
Court of Justice, wil1 surely guarnntee what we al1 care fur... in the
best interest of
mutual good and the general goud of Our
region as a whoIe ."
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After t h e elid of the arrned action in the Iraq/Kuwait area, the Amir of Q a t n r ,
again wrote tu ICing Fahd, on 6 May 1991, stating:
"As the agreed periocl is approaçhi~lgits end, 1 felt 1shorild write to
you h'ciping that you will kindly renew your gond offices in the
nearest possible tinie in accurdünce witl-i otir latest agreement i1-i
Duha and in piirsiiance of the sincere efforts you have persistently
undertaken to resolve this dispute that have over-shddowed
relations tietween Qatnr and Bahrain and their brotherly peuples.
In pursuance of the above agreement, we intend tu take the
riecessaiy ~neasuresto subm t ie illatter to the I.C.J. at the eixd of
the ahove-mentiontid period
."

i 4Y

3.63 Saudj Arabia therefore increased jts efforts as Mediütor to reach a
settleinent on the substance of the disputes. The Heir Apparent of the State of
Bahrain expressed his optiinisin about the progress being made in an interview
publislied in "Asharq Al-Awsat" un 20 Junr 1991142.
3.64 After a ineeting with King Fahd in Dahran on 5 June 1991, the Ainir of
Qatar. in a letter nf 18 June 1991 üddressed to King Fahd, stated:
"1 would like to take tliis opportunity to affirtn to yuu once again iny
statement tu you during our fruitful ineeting at Dahrün on June 5th
1991, regilrding our positive attitude and Warin welçome towzirds

your last pr«posals with a view to settling this dispute, brought to us
by H.R.H. Prince Saur! AI-Faisal (in his visit to Doha on June 4th
1991, hoping that your good efforts in this sense shall be crowned
with the coiispicuuus suçcess that they deserve, thus adding to your
tremendous achievements in the service of clur Giilf peoples and
our Arab and Islainic nations a new historiç açhieveinent.

While hoping that we açhieve in the nenrest tilne the friendly
desired settlement, 1 wnuld like to pojnt out that, in the light of the
history ni' our former negotiations with our brethren in the sister
State of Bahrain, we cannot await their iinswer to our last proposals
for more than the peririd of three weeks which we agreed upon at
our last meeting in Dahran on June 5th 1991, as we resolve, after
the lcipse of this peririd, to take the necessary measures to submit
the dispute tn the International Court of Justice in accordance with
the agreement of Deceinber 25th 1990 referred tn above. This
measiire will nut prevent the continuation of yoirr honourable
efforts aiming at arriving to the fr'riendly settlement contained in
ycmr last proposals, as the said agreement stipulated to continue
the gnvd endeavours of the 1Gngdoin of Saudi Arabia during the

lJ1 Anncx 11.34, Vol. 111, p. 215.
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submission o f the dispute to the International Court of Justice and
~chievementof a brtitherly
to withdraw the rnatter in case of t

9%

settleinent acceptable to both parties

."

3.05 Despite the continuing efforts of the Kingdoin of Süudi Arabia. no
settlernent of the outstanding disputes between Qatar and Bcihrain could be
re;iched in the course of the Mediatirin by Shawwal 141 1 H. (corresponding to
15 May 1991) ar during the further period of three weeks fsoin 5 June 1991
agreed upon in Dahran and mentioned in the Amir of Qatar's letter of 18 June
1991 cited above,
3.66 On 28 June 1991, Qatar requested the registration of the Agreement of
December 1987 and the Doha Agreement of 25 December 1990 in accordance
with Article 302 of the United Nations Charter 144.

Qatar filed its Application on S July 1991 in accordance with Article 40,
pnragraph 1, of the Statute of the Court.
3.67
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PART II
THE BASIS OF THE JURISDICTION OF THE COURT IN THE PRESENT
CASE
'

CHAPTER IV
THE CONSENT OF THE PARTlES IN THE 1987 AND D O M AGREEMENTS
AND THE COURTS JURJ SDICTION

S O N1
A.

-

-

*

,

Introduction

The Question of the Court's Jurisdiction

4.01 The question of the Court's jurisdiction is "an objective question of
~ a w ' ~ ~In' ' .the Judgment of the Court of 2ODecernber 1988 in the case
concerninç Border and Transborder Arrned Actions (Nicaragua v. Honduras),
J urisdiction and Admissibility, this characterizütiun of the issue of jurisdiction was
also confirmed when the Court dealt with the arguments of the Parties on the
onus uf prooving of the court's j u r i ~ d i c t i o n ' ~ ~ .
4.02 ln Qatar's submission, three inaia propositions arise froin these
pronouncements of the Court.
"The existence of the jurisdiction of the
Court in a given case is... not a question of fact, but a question of law to he
resolved in the light of the relevant f a ~ t s l ~Second,
~ " . facts which are relevant to
h related to the "basis
the Court's jurisdiction are the acts or conduct of e ~ Party
of jurisdiction" that a Party has reIied upon before the Court. For Nicaragua and
Honduras, according to the 1988 Judgment, these were "the existence of the
Parties' declarations under Article 36 of the Statute, the signature and ratification
of the Pact of Bogota, etc.148". Third, "The determination of the facts may raise

m,

lJ5 Anpeal Relatine. 10 tlie Jurisdiction of the ICA0 Council. Jud~menl,I.C.J. Reooris 1972,

p. 54.
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I.C.J. Reaorts 1988, p. 76.
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Ibid. Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice has considercd that

proof of consent "should be a simple
malter. U consenl exisls al all. i l musi be evidenced hy something lairly conçreie - a
trealy, a deciaration of acceptance, a comoromis, a diplomaric nute, or even hy conduct,
as where an arbitraior is appointed, or an agenl tu sonducl prweedings. or a mernorial is
flled. About the existence or non-exisience of some such factual piece of unequivocal
evidence as one of these, there should normally be no doubt." "Hench Lauterpacht - The
Scholar as Judge. Part II", British Year Book of International Law, Vol. 38, 1962, p. 34.
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:

qilesiiuns of prouf149". Bot i l tlie relevant facts çoncerning the jiirisdiction of the

7

Court are duly ascertained and are not iii dispute between the Parties, "the issue
is. what are the legal effects to be attached to thérn150 ? I f

In the present case, the relevant facts to be ascertained with respect to the
yiiestion of jurisciictiun relrtte tu the basis of jurisrtiction refied upon by Qatar in
its Application. That is, i n addition tu the other antecedents in Saudi Arabia's
Mediation, the following:
4.03

I

a

2

The existence of' the proposals made in the letters frorn King Fahd of
(i)
Saudi Arabia to the Arnirs of Bahrain and Qatar, respectively, dated
19 December 3987, and the Annuuncement made pulilic by Saudi Arabia on
21 December 1957 that Qatar and Bahrain had agreed to the proposals made by
tlie Kingdoin of Saudi Arabia in the said letters; and

The existence of the Minutes dated 25 December 1990 incorporslting the
(ii)
Bahraini formula and signed in Doha by the Minister of Foreign Mfairs of Qatar,
the Minister of Foreign Atfiiirs of Bahrain and the Minister of Foreign Affiiirs of
Saudi Arabia.
As was the position in the case cuncerning Border and Transborder Armed
Acticins (Nicaragua v. Honduras), Jurisdiction and Admissibility, Bahrain, in its
letter of 18August 1991 addressed to the Registrar of the Court, has not disputed
the existence of the text of these instruments although it contests their Iegal
character and effects (a matter whiçh will be deaIt with in Chapter V).
Consequently, given that the existence of the text af these instruments is not in
dispute between the Parties, Qatar is entitled to consider that the issue before the
Court is a question of Iaw, &.,to determine the legal effects to be attached to the
1937 and 1990 Agreements in accordance with the principles and norms
gvverning the Court's jurisdiction.

B.

Consent as the Basis of the Jurisdiction of the Court

The principle of consent of the Parties sis the basis of the jurisdiction of the
Court to decide in contentious cases is embodied in Article 36 of the Statute and
4.04
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LCJ. Revorls, 1958, p. 76.
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Ibid.

:

h:is been confirmed by the Co~irto n nuinerous occasions. lndeed, in 1927 the

=-

.

Pern-ianent Cuurt declared that "the Court's jurisdiction is always a limiteci one.
existirig only in s o far a s States have accepted it15': a n d it was early adrnitted by
t h e jiirispruclence of t h e Perinanent Court that

-

"The Court's jurisdiction depends o n the will of t h e Parties. T h e
Court is always coinpetent once the latter have acceptcd its
jiirisdiçtiun. sincr t h r r r is no dispute y&h States entitled tci
."
a p p e a r before the Court cannot refer t o it
SC

Z

Sirnilarly, in its Judginent in t h e case concerning the Factorv a t Chorzow, Merits,
t h e Permanent Court referred t o the above J u d g ~ n e n ta n d stated thsit "Article 36
of the Statute establishes the principle thot the Court's jurisdiction depends on
t h e will of t h e Parties 153.7.
The principle of consent has been contïrmed by t h e present Court on
several occasions154. In recent yenrs, t h e Court has also had occasion t o recoll t h e
principle of the consent of the parties a s the basis of its jurisdiction, in its
Judgments concerning requests by third States for permission t o intervene under
Article 62 of the Statute in cases between two other States brought before the
~ o u r t T ~h e ~r e ~is thus
,
n çontinuity and consistency in the jurisprudence of the
4.05

lS1

Factorv at Chorzow, Jurisdiclion. Judement No. 8. 1927. P.C.I.J.. Series A, No. 9, p. 32.

lS2

Richts or Minorities in U ~ o e rSilesia [Minoritv Sçhools). Judamcnl Nu. 12. 1928,
P.C.I.J.. Series A, No. 15, p. 22.
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Judpment No. 13. 1928, P.C.i.3.. Series A, No. 17, p. 37.
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See, for examplc, Corfu Channel, Prelirniniiiv Ohicction. Judarncnt, 1948. I.C.J. Reports
1947-1948, p. 27; Revaration fur Injuries Stiffered in the Service of ihe Uniled Nalions,
Advisorv Ovinion, 1.C.J. Revorts 1949, p. 178; Interwetation of Peace Treaties with
Bukaria, i-lun~arvand Romania, Firsi Pliase, Advison O~inion,1.C.J. Re~oris1950,
p. 71; Anglo-lraniün Oil Co.. Judement, I.C.J. Renoris 1952. pp. 102-103: Nottebohrn,
Preliminary Obieclion. Judemenl. LC.J. Revorts 1953. p. 122; Monetan Gold Rernovcd
Crom Rome in 1943. Judgmenl, l.C.J. Re~orls1954, p. 33; Border and Transborder
Armed Actions ( N i a r a e u v. Honduras), Jurisdiclion and Admissibilitv. Judamenl. I.C.J.
Revorls 1988, p. 76.
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See, Continental Shelf (Liban Arab Jamahiriva/Maltal, A~ulicationfur Permission to

Inlervene, Judamenl, LC.J. Revorrs 1YM, p. 22, and, in particular, the Case Concerninq
the Land, lsland and Maritime Frontier Disvute (El SalvadorBIondurasl. Apdicalion bv
Nicaragua for Permission to lntervene, Judament of 13 Seutember 19W, paras. 94-95.
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J

Court, including that of its predecessor? whjch is clearly evidenced in the
Judgment of 2(1Deceinber 1985, whete the Judprneiit in the Factorv nt Chorzow,
Jurisdiction case is y uoted 156.

-

*

4.06

Qatar sribmits that the consent of the Parties to confer jurisdiction upon
the Cuurt in the present case in respect of defined and established disputes
existing with Bahrain is clearly evidenced by the Agreement entered into by
Bahrain iind Qatar in Deceinber 1957. This Agreement, which provides that "Al1 a
2
the disputed inatters shall be referred to the Internütioilal Court of Justice, at The
Hague, for a final rulinç binding upon bot11 parties, who shall have to execute its
terms", hüs not been disputed by Bahrain. The Decemher 1937 Agreement has
subsequently been col-ifirmed by the Minutes signed in Doha on 25 Dece~nber
1990, where the Parties not only reaffirmed what hsld been previously agreed, but
;ilsu provided that üfter 15 May 1991 "the parties may sublnit the matter to the
International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bshraiili formula, whictl has
been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings arising therefrom".

C.

5

Heads of lurisdiction under Article 36 of the Statute

4.07 As noteci above, "Article 36 of the Statute establishes the principle that the
Court's jurisdiction depends on the will of the ~nrties"~".An expression of
consent by the Parties further to the one represented by their participation in the
Statute of the Court is required in order for the Court to be in a position to hear
and decide a contentious case between States. However, Article 36 of the Statute
provides that this further expression of consent inay manifest itself in varivus
ways. The mariner in which consent is given, as well as the stage at which it is
given, inny differ from case to case. These possible variatioiis in the inanifestution
of the further expression of consent reyuired by Article 36 of the Statute allow
distinct "heads or titles of jurisdiction" to be distinguished in the jurisdiction
exercised by the Court.

154

lS7

Border and Transborder Aimed Actions (Njcaraauü v. Hondurasl. Jurisdiction aiid
Admissibilitv. Judmanl, I.C.J. R c ~ o r l s19S8, p. 76, referring 10 Jud~mentNo. S. 1927,
P.C.I.J., Serim A, No. 9, p. 32.

See. para. 3.04 above and Factuw al Churzuw, Mcriis, Judemenl No. 13, 1928, P.C.l.J,
%ries A. No. 17, p. 37.

.
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In ascertainirig the existence of consent, the moment when it was given is
relevant. If çiven ante hoc by a treaty provision or by a declaration made under
Article 36. paragraph 2, of' the Statute 4.08

3

,

"lt rnay well happen. and has happrned. that when eventually a
dispute arises which is alleged to be covered by a consent or an
acceptance thus gjven. it arises inany years later, in relation to
circumstiinces which the consenting or accepting Statf3Qid not
foresee, and possibly could niit have foreseen, üt the time ' ."

*
0

f

On the other hand, if consent is given post hoc or ad hoc, and it is clearly
evidenced by act or conduct or by an agreement referring the case to the Court, it
is difficult to admit that the submission of the dispute to the Court was not
foreseen by the parties.
4.09 Furthermore, the existence and recognition of different heads of the
Court's jurisdiction introduce an eletnent of flexibility into the operation of the
principle of consent einbodied in Article 36 of the Statute. This flexibility,
developed in the jurisprudence of the Court, is a respanse to the needs of States
in respect of the judicini settlement of disputes. As has been said by Sir Hersçh
Lauterpacht, in matters of jurisdiction and of adjective law generally "the Court
has endeavoured to steer ü middle course between rule and discretion". Although
he states that "The will of the parties is its charter", he adds that "It is that will
which the Court respects rather than the üttempts, büsed on formal and
procedural objections, to render nugatory an undertüking once given I5Ylf
4.10 In the present case, Qatar relies upon Article 36, paragraph 1, of the
Statute. It submits that by the Agreements concluded between Qatar and Bührain
in 1987 and 1990 under the Mediation of King Fahd of Saudi Arabia the Parties
have agreed to refer to the Court their disputes on territorial questions and
maritime delimitation.
4.11 As shown in Chapter 111 nbove, when those Agreements were entered into
in 1987 and 1990, disputes between Bahrain and Qatar were already in existence

with respect to the territorial questions and maritime delimitation at issue whiçh
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Sir Gerald Fitanaurice, ou. cit., British Yearbook of International Law. Vol. 38, 1962,
p. 35.

Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, The Deveiopmeni of Inlernational Law hv the lnlernational

Court, London, Stevens Sr Sons, 1958, p. 209.
-
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had k e n subxnitted to the Mediation of Saudi Arabia prior to 1987. The consent
to refer suçli disputes to the Coiirt was given by the two States in the December
1987 Agreement and reaffirmed in the Doha Agreement. It is an ad hoc cuilsent.
The jurisdiction of the Court stems, thesefore, from the will of both States to refer
tci it, in accordance with ArticIe 36, psiragraph 1, of the Statute, their existing and
established dispiites.

D.

The Essential Aspects of Consent

.

y

f

9

3-12 Three essential aspects of the consent given under the 1987 and Doha
Agreements need to be considered: first, the consent of both States to refer the
disputestto the Court; second, their consent tu the subject and scope of the
disputes; and.
their consent to the seisin of the Court. These three aspects,
tcigether with the relevant circumstance of the Saudi Mediation, which cnnstitutes
the general frarnewurk within which consent was given by Bsihrain and Qatar in
1987 and 1990, will be exainined in detail in Section 3 below.

m,

SECTION
2.

A.

The Realitv and Extent of Consent in Treaties and Conventions
under Article 36, aarngraah 1, of the Statute

The lnterpretation uf Consent

4.13 Consent to the jurisdiction of the Court has been given under the
Agreement made in 3987 and reciffjrmed in the Doha Agreement. With regard tn
the first Agreement, Bührain has denied neither the existence nor the content nf
the consent. On the other hand, with regard to the Doha Agreement, Bahrain hm
not only denied its validity and effect, but has argued that reference of the case to
the Court must be made by a joint subinission.

'

4.14 However, as observed by Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, when two States give
their consent to the Court's jurisdiction and conclude a treaty or make
declarations accepting an obligation to have recourse to judicial settlement, "these
are deliberate operations, and the consent given is unlikeIy to be unreal or
vitiated 16Uf1 on grounds invalidating the obligation assumed. Therefore, tlie
question is not usually whether consent exists, but "what and how rnuch is çovered
<

lGO

Sir Gerald Fitxmaurice. "Thc Law and Procedure of lhe International Court of Justice,
1951-4: Questions of Jurisdiction, Cornpetence and Proceciure", British Ycar Book of
International Law, Vol. 34. 1958,p. $7.

.

by the consent given'61'1; and this issue resolves itxlf intu ii questioii of
interpretation uf the treaty or convention relied upon as the basis of the Court's
j urisdictjon.
1.

--

.

Appronches to interpretation

If the question of the Court's jurisdiction resolves itself into questions of
interpretation of treaties in order to determine the reality of the consent and its
extent, the interests involved in the process of interpretation rnay be appraised
either from the point of view of the parties' interests or uf the interests of the

4.15

legal order within which the judicial settlement of disputes entrusted to the Court
operates.
4.16 If the interests of the parties in international litigation are considered, the
reality and extent of consent may bbe interpreted in either a liberal or a restrictive
manner, but the results of interpretation müy differ to a great extent, depending
on whether they concern the applicünt or the respondent Stüte. Thus, a liberal
interpretation of consent by the Court has been considered unfair to the
respondent State "by irnputing to it a consent which it inay not really have
intended to give, or realized it was givingi'. On the other hand, a restrictive
interpretation is unfair to the applicant State "by depriving it of a rneans of
recourse the benefit of which it was entitled to expect under the clause in
question". Consequently, it has been suggested that what is required, "if injustice
is not to be done to the one party or the other, is neither restrictive nor liberal
interpretations of jurjsdictional clauses, but strict proof of consent"162

.

With respect to the interests of the legal order within which the Court
operates, soine major points arise for consideration.
there is the relevance
of peaceful settlement of disputes in present day international law, as evidenced
by Article 2, paragraph 3, of the United Nations Charter, whereby the Members
of the United Nations have agreed to resolve disputes by peaceful means. Second,
there is the position of the Court as the "principal judicial organ of the United
Nations" according to Article 92 of the Charter. Third, there is the fact that al1
4.17

161

162

m,

Ibid.
m..pp. 87-88.

'

r
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Metnbers of the United Nations are ipso fitcto parties tu the Stutute tif tlie
Internaticinal Court of Justice, according tn Article 93, yaragraph 1: of t h e

1

Charter.
In view of these commitinents, the hiilance of interests shitts in fiivuur uf
ttie appliccmt State. Conseyuently, it l-ias been said thüt "The policies expressed by
these provisions can be constriied to support the view that the scope of consent to
jurisdiction should be iriterpreted liberally or, perhaps, nei~trnlfy".and that in any z
2
case "They do not support the view thslt they should be interpreted narrowly or
r e s t r i ~ t i v e l ~l "n ~regard
~ ~ . to declarations made u n d c r Article 36, puragraph 2. uf
the Statute, t h e generul consent which a State party t o the Statute has given to the
existence and tunctioning of the Court, "a consent which lies behincl the
declsiration it~elf~'~'',
has alsn to be taken into account as an efernent for tlie
interpretation of such deçlarations. Thris, it has been submitted that "in those
circiinistances a theory which holds that a priori the declarations are given to
restrictive interpretation is sirigularly unçonvincing 16511,
4. I X

4.19 It is worth nvting the words of Sir Hersch Lauterpacht in commenting
upon the theory of restrictive interpretation of jurisdictional clu~isesin tlie light of
ilie jurisprudence of the Court up to 1958:

"In fact, it is significnnt that notwithstanding the frequency of pleris
tn the jurisdiction - yrobably the majority of the Jiidgments given by
the Court has been concerned with them in one way or another there are, as has been sl~own,only two obiter observations of the
Court which appear to give countenance to the argument of
restrictive interpretation of jurisdictioncrl clauses. As a rule, the
Court Jiinits itself to the stateinent thai consent of the parties is the
essential requisite of its jurisdicti
and proceeds tu inquire
whether such consent has been given786.
II

l(j3

Jonatlian 1. Charney, "CompromiçsoryClauses and the Jurisdiction of the 1nternatioli:il
Court oî Justice". American JournüI of lnlernatiunal Law, 1957, Vol. 81, No. 4, p. 864,
foolnvte 22,

lh4
S. Rosenne, The Law and Prücticc OC the International Couri, Vul. 1, Lcycten, A. W.
Sijthuff, 1Y65, p. 408.

lbid.
-

lu6

Sir Hcrsch Laularpchl. #P. cil.. p. 341 (Toutnote cimiitcd). This conclusion is supporied
tiy Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, OP. cit., Brilish Year Book of Internaiional Law, Vol. 34,
1958, pp. 90-91.

i

Froin thkit date until now, although recourse to restrictive intespretsition has
appeared in soine dissenting opinions167. no seferences whatsoever have heen
made to it, either directly as indirectly, in Judginents of the Court dealing with
jurisdictional issues. This negative conclusion js reflected in the k i c t that the
restrictive theo~yof interpretation did not find a place in Articles 31 and 32 of the
Viennsi Convention on the Law of Tresities even with regard to the presumed
fc~undationof the theory. namely, a State's sovereignty.
#

2.

I

The aim d the Court's interpretatian in relation to questions of

jurisdiction
4.20 l n its Judgment of 1927 in the Façtorv at Chorzow. Jurisdiction case, the
Permanent Court referred to the contention of the respondent State that "in case
of doubt the Court should decline jurisdiction1@'". However, after admitting thut
"the Court's jurisdiction is always a lirnited one, existing only in so far as States
have accepted it" and that "consequently, the Court will, in the event of an
objection... nnly affirm its jurisdiction provided that the force of the arguments
rnilitating in favour of it is preponderant", the Court went on to answer the
respondent State's contention in the following terrns:
"The fact that weiphty arguments çün be advanced to support. the
contention thüt it kas no jurisdicticin canntit of itself çreate a douht
calculated to upset its jurisdiction. When considering whether it has
jurisdiction or not, the Court's airn is always to ascertain whether an
infggtion on the part of the Parties exists to confer jurisdiction upon
it ."
This passage of the 1927 Judg~nentwas quoted in the 1988 Judgment in the case
cnncerning Border and Transborder Armed Actions (Nicaragua v. Hondurasl,
Jurisdiction and Admissibility, where it was added that -

lG7

See, the Dissenting Opinion o l Judge Armand-Ugon in the Barcelona Traction, Lipht

and Power Complinv, Limited, Preliminarv Obiections case, ZCJ. Reports 1964, pp. 147148; and the Dissenting Opinion oi'Juttge Nayendra Singh in the Au~ealRelalinr! to lhe
Jurisdiclion olthe ICA0 Council case, LCJ. Reports 1972, p. 164.

Judpment No. 8. 1927, P.CLJ., %ries A, No. 9.p. 32.
16$

Ibid.
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will of the parties inight seem to irnply a choice by the Court in favour of the
"subjective" tlpproiiçh or mrthod uf interprettltiun, cxcluding any o t h e r ~ " ~ .This
would not, however, be an accurate conclusion Ss to the position of the Court in
the inatter. The "aim" of the interpretation and the "method" followed to achieve
such an "aiin" shhould not be confused. Su für sis the inethod of interpretation is
concerned, ever since its early decisions the Court has evidenced an objective
albeit flexible approach. Two points clearly bear out this conclusion.

m9

4.24
the Court's reliance on the "intention" or the "will" of the parties is
directly related to the "text" of the treaty or of the declaration. In deterrnining its
meaning, the text is presuined to be the expression of the intention of the parties.
In the Advisory Opinion concerning the Polish Postal Service in Danzig, the Court
referred to the text to be interpreted, stating that -

,

,,.

-'

9

"It is a cardinal principle of interpretation that words must be

interpreted in the sense whicli they would norrnally have in their
çontext, unless siich infgrpretation woiild lead to something
unreasonable or absurd ."
Therefore, as declared by the Permanent Court, "solne valid ground" is reyuired
~~~;
in order to depart from a text which is "free from arnbiguity or o b ~ c u r i t y " and
a statement has also been made by the present Court in the following terms: "To
warrant an interpretation other than that which ensues from the natural meaning
of the words, a decisive reason would be required whiçh has not been
e ~ t a b l i s h e d ~The
~ ~ "Court
.
agnin evidenced its relianee on the objective approach
when it stated that -

"... the first duty of a tribunal which is called upon to interpret and
zipply the provisions of a treaty, is to endeavour to give effeçt to
them in their naturai and ordinary rneaning in the context in which
they occur. if the relevant words in their natural and ordinary
173

Sce. Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, "Del'interprétation des traités", Annuaire de l'Institut de
droit international. Vol. 43, 1, 1450, pp. 366-434; EG. Jaccihs, "Varielies oi'approach to
treaty interpreraliun with special relerence io the drift Convention ijn the Law ol'
Trcaties before the Vienna diplornatic conference", International and Cornmirative Law
Quarter1y. Vol. 18, 1969, pp. 318-344.

174

1925, P.C.I.J., Series B, No. 11, p. 39.

175

Intervretation of the Convenlion of 1919 concerninp. Ern~lovmentof Women durin2 the
N i ~ h tAdvisorv
.
Ouinion. 1932 P.C.I.J.. Series AB, No. 50, p. 373.

176

Condirions of Admission of a Srate i o Mernhership in the United Nations (Article 4 or
Charter). Advisorv Ovinion, 1948,I.C.J. Rçuoru 1947-1948, p. 63.

- ,

;ilsi>and mure especiiilly (if the function which. in the intfgtion of
the contracting Parties, is to be attributed to this provision ."

Second, in the Corfu Channel, Merits case, the provisions of :i speciül
agreement were jnterpreted by the Court in the following terins, with reference to
other decisions rendered on the inatter by the Permanent Court:
4.27

"lt woiild indeed be incoinpatihle with tlie generally accepted rules
of interpretatjan tu admit thüt ü provision nf this sort ricçurring in 2 )
special agreement should be devuid of purport or effect. In this
connexion, the Court refers to the views expressed by the
Permanent Court of International Justice with regard to siinilar
cluestions of interpretation. Tn Advisory Opinion No. 13 of July
23rd, 1926, that Court said (Series B., No. 13, p. 19): 'But, so far as
concerns the specifjc
of cornpetence now pending, it may
suffice to observe that the Court, in determining the nature and
scope of the measure, must look to its praçtiçal effect rather thaii to
the predominant motive that may be conjectured to have inspired
it.' In its Order of August 19th, 1929, in the Free Zones case, the
Court sriid (Series A., No. 22. p. 13): 'in case of douht. the clauses of
a special agreement by whiçh a dispute is referred to the Court
must, if it does not involve doing violence tci their terms, he
construed in a ma
r enabling the clauses themselves to have
appropriate effects

$

.Y85.

In fact, treaties and conventions in force within the meaning of Article 36,
paragraph 1, of the Statute are agreements between States governed by
international law, and they must be interpreted in accordance with the general
rules on interpretation now embodied in Articles 31 and 32 of the Viennü
Convention on the Law of Treaties, In its Judgment of 12 November 1991 in the
case of the Arbitral Award of 31 Julv 1989 IGuinea-Bissau v. SeneaaI), the Court
has expressly declared thüt an urbitration agreement is "an agreement between
States which rnust be interpreted in accordance with the general rules of
And
" . nfter quoting
international law governing the interpretation of t r e a t i e ~ ' ~ ~
passages on interpretation from its Advisary Opinion on the Cornoetence of the
4.28

lS2

Judgmcnt No. û, 1927, P.C.I.J.. Series A, No. 9, p. 24.

lS3

Judernent. 1.CJ.Reports 1949, p. 24.

lSJ

Jud~mentof 12 November 1991, p. 20, para. 48.

.

Ceilrira1 Assen~blvfur the Admissiciii of

State to the United ~ a t i o n s and
l~~
from jts Judgmtrnt in the South West Arica, Prelilninarv Obiections case 1863the
Court stateci that "These principles are reflected in Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties, whicl-i inay in inany respects be
considered
codificiition of existii~gcustoinaiy international law
on the pointTi?.
1,

+
,.

*

Article 31, paragraph 1, of the Viennsi Convention cin the Law of Treaties stutes
the genertil rule of interpretation as foilows 188..

"A treaty shall be interpreted in gui~clfaith in accordance with the
ordinary meaning to he given to the terms uf the treaty in their
context and in the light of its object aiid purpose."
4.29 It follows from the above that the former discussions about the subjective
versus objective approüches as iiietl~odsof interpreting treaties or treaty clsiuses,
as well as the foriner discussicins ccincerning restrictive versus extensive
interpretation, referred to above, now appear tu be a inatter of history. It was
agreed at the Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties that no differentiation
shorild be made in that respect o n the hasis of any of the various pcissible
classifications of treaties, with the single exception of the additional rules for
"~nultilingualtreaties".

4.30 Moreover, application of the rules of interpretation of treaties under the
Vienna Convention, with the various elements of interpretation contsiined
tl-ierein, wüs conceiveci as a single combined operation. As the International Law
Commission stated in its commentary on cfraft Articles 27 and 28:

"AI1 the various elements, as they were present in üny given case,
would be throwii into the c r u ~ i b l e ~ ~ ~their
i i f dinteraction wuuld givç
the legülly relevant interpretation '- ."

lH6

I.C.J. Rc~orts1962, p. 336.

188

Neithçr Qalar nor Bahain is a party to the Viema Convention on the Law of Trealies of
1969.

lSy

Ycarbook of the Interiiaticinal Law Cuinniissiot~,1966, Vol. II, pp. 219-220, para. 8.

This applies, as indicated, to treiities referring a given dispute or disputes to the
Cuurt as in the case of any other kind cif treaty. The various elelnents of
interpretatjon adopted in the Viennri Convention are supposed to operate not
cmly in the describecl cornhiiied manner but alsn with al1 its accepted implications.
For exainple. as indicated in paragraph 6 of the International Law Coinmission's
commentary, insofar sis the mcixim ut res maais villerit uuam aereat reflects "a truc
general rulr of interpretatir>n19", it is reflected in Article 31, paragraph 1, of the
Vienna Convention which requires, inter iiliu, that a treaty should be interpreted
"in good faith" as well as "in the light of its object and purpose".

B.

.c

g

Form of Consent

4.31 The titles of jurisdiction invciked by Qatar are the December 1987
Agreement and the Doha Agreement witli Bührain. With respect to their forin,
the 1987 Agreement was entered into hy the sicceptance by Bahrain and Qatar of
the proposais made by Saudi Arabia in its identical Ietters to them of
1S)December 1957, as evidenced by Saud3 Arabia's Announcement of
21 Drçembrr 19871g1. The Doha Agreement was entered into in the form of the
Minutes of agreement signed in Dohü on 25 Deceinber 1990 by the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs of Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.

4.32 The acceptance by the two States of the Court's jurisdiction to decide aver
the disputes covered by the Bahraini formula was not made subject to the
observance of any pslrticulsrr or specifiç furms. Thus, the Parties ücted in
conformity with the Statute of the Court and other rules of international Iaw.
Bnth the jurisprudence of the Couri interpreting Article 36 of the Statute and
Articles 2, 3 and 11 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties fuliy justif)i
this conclusion.
in the Mavrornmatis Palestine Concessions case, it was stated in general
terms thut "The Court, whose jurisdiction is international, is not bound to attach
to matters of fQrm the same degree of importance whiçh they might possess in
municipal law192f: Moreover, it is preciseiy in the domain of jurisdiction that the
Court, without departing from the fundamental principle of consent as the basis
4.33

lY0

M.,p. 219, para. 6.

lY1

P.
See Annex IL15, Vol. 111, p. 101.

lY2 Judgmenl No. 2, 1924, P.C.I.J..Series A, No. 2, p. 34.

'

of its jiiiisdiction, has been most ready to piit aside objections relating to the forln
in which the consent is given or has heen given. It could not have been othenvist.
in the light ol' the psinciple of freedom sis to the 'forrn governing the expression cif
consent nt the internationsi1 level generally and the very wording of Article 36,
paragraph 1, (if the Statute of the Court. Suine instaiices taken frrirn tlie
jurisprudence of the Court clearly evidence this conclusion.

4.34

m,at a n early date the Permanent Court declared in its Judgrnent in the?

case riE the Rirrhts of Minorities in U p ~ e SiIesia
r
[Minority Schuols) that "The acceptance by a State of the Court's jurjsdiçtioi~in a particulas
case is not, under the Statiite, suburdinated to the observance of
certain forins, sucb,y, for instance, the previous conclusion of a
special agreement ."

Thus, the Court held that the submission of arguments on the merits in the
counter-mernorial, without making any sesemation in regard to the question of
tlie Court's jurisdiction, must be coiisidered "as an uneqriivocül indication of the
desire of a State to obtain a deïisiuii on the merits of the suit194". This irnplics,
according to Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, "that the consent of a State to the
submissiori of a dispute may not only follow upun an express declaration, but rnay
ülso be inferred frorn acts çonclusively establishing it195t'. And the learned author
added that "There is no ruIe of international law - and none can be found in the
Statute of the Court - whiçh reyuires compliançe with defiinite forms in açcepting
the jurisdiction of the Court or which rules out the conduçt of a State or of its
representatjves as a source of its obligations IYOll.

4.35 Second, in the Corfu Channel, Preliminarv Obiection case, the Albünian
Government, atter the adoption by the Security Council of a recommendation to
the effect that the dispute with the United Kingdom shuuld be referred to the
Court, by a letter of 2 July 1947 fully ciccepted this recominendation und "'the

Judameni No. 12,1928. P.C.LJ.. Series A, No. 15. p. 23.

-

lY4 Ibid., p. 24.

195

Sir Hersch Lauterpaçht, The Dçvelonment of lnternalional Law bv the Inlernational
Court London, Stevens & Sons, 19.58, pp. 202-203.
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lY6 Ibid.

jurisdiction o f the Court for this casem197': With respect to this unilateral act of
the Albanian Governrnent, the Court stated in its Judgment of 25 March 1948
t llüt -

"The letter of July 2nd. therefore. in the opinion of the Court,
constitutes a voluntary and indisputable acceptance of the Court's
jurisdiction.
While the consent of the parties confers jurisdiction on the Court,
irire that this consent should
neither the Statute nor the Rules
.1,
be expressed in any particulür forin

5%

-*,

d

4.36 Third, the possibility that consent may be expressed in the must various
forms is a factor which in concrete situations. where cornpliance with the principle
of the consensual buis of jurisdiction is to be verified, excludes allegcitions based
iipon rigid representations as to the form in which the consent concerned has
been given'9'.
This is evidenced quite clearly in the position adopted by the
Court in the A e ~ e a nSea Continental Shelf case. The Communiqué of 31 May
1975 was issued directly to the press by the Prime Ministers of Greece and Turkey
after the conclusion of their meeting of that date, and it did not bear any
signature. For the Turkish Government, it was evident that "a joint çurnmuniqué
does not arnount to an agreement under international lawZoo". However. the
Court did not accept this contention, stating that -

"On the question of form, the Court need only observe that iit
knows of no rule of international Iaw which rnight preclude a joint
coxnrnuniqué from cunstituting an international agreement to
submit a dispute to arbitration or judicial settlement (cf. Arts. 2, 3
and 11 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treüties).
Accordingly, whether the Brussels Communique of 31 May 1975
does or dues not constitute such an agreement essentinlly depends
un the nature of the act or transaction to which the Communiqué
gives expression; and it does not settle the question simply to r e k r
to the form - a communiqué in which that act or transaction is
embodied. On the contrary, in determirihg what was indeed the

-

19'

Judement, 194S.1.C.J. Reports 1947-1948. p. 27.

lys

Ihid.

199

B.S. Rosenne, ov.

2üû

Judpment. 1.CJ. Reports 1975, p. 39.

cil., Vol. 1, p. 319, considering at p. 320 that "The increasing
informalily required for the expression OP consent to the adjudication is, o n the whole, a
welcome developrnent".

-

;

such as 'agreement', 'exchange of notes', 'exchange of letters'.

'inçinorandiim uf a m n e n t ' . or 'sprrrd minute' tnay be Inore
cointnon than nthers .

4.39 In addition, in the above-mentioned decision in the Aegean Sea
Continental ~ h e l fcase, reference was also made to Article 11 of the Vienna
Convention un the Law of Treaties. According to thlit provision:

"The consent of a State to be bound by a treaty rnay be expressed
by signature. exchange of instruments ccinstituting a treaty,
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, or by any other
means if so agreed."

$

Tlie Minutes agreed in Doha on 25 December 1990 were signed by the Ministers
of Fnreign AfPüirs of Bahrain and of Qatar - as well as of Saudi Arabia - and no
other means of expressing the consent was required in this Agreement. The
f arties to the Doha Agreement chose the means of expressing consent that they
deeined preferable in the çirçumstances, in accordance with the generül freedom
admitted in this respect by Article 11 of the Vienna a on vent ion^^^. Such
freedoln is not restricted in any way by Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute of
the Court.
C.

Reciprocity of Consent

4.40

When two States conclude an ad hoc treaty or convention within the

meaning of Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute, the essence of such an
agreement is tu refer u case tu the Court for de ci si or^^^^. That is, it is a consent
given in respect of an existing "legal dispute", nccording to the technical terms
used in paragraph 2 of the saine provision and in the jurisprudence of the
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Ihid. On the terminolog, E, D.P. Myers, "The name and scope of ireatics", Americün
Journal of International Law, 1957. Vol. 51, pp. 574 W.and, on the practice of Staics,
B.inter alia, the "Agreed Minutes Regarding the Resloration of Friendly Relations,
Recognition and Relaled Matters", signed al Baghdad on 4 October 1963, rel'erred to in
Security Chuiicil Resolution 687, 3 April 1991, registered as an internaiional agreement
pursuant to Article 102 of the United Nations Charter and published in Unilcd Nations
Tieatv Series, No. 7063,1964, pp. 325-329.
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See. A. Bolintineanu. "Expression of Consent

IO be Bound hy a Treaty in the Lighi of i he
1969 Vienna Conventionn.Ameriwn Journal of Internalional Law, 1974, Vol. 68,No. 4,

pp. 672 -.
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Sw.para. 4.08 above.
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~ o u r t ' " ~ .Such an agreeinent. indced. is purportecl ta create legal rights and
obligations between the ~xirtiesin respect of its specific object, k.,
the Court's
jiirisdiction to decide t h e dispute. However, as has heen indicated in doctrine, "it
js nnt sufficient to establis11 the vesting in the Court of general jurisdictiun to
decide, hetween the parties, a dispute of the generic class that has been brought
before it": it is necessaq to go furtlier and establish "that there is complete and
iridividuiilized reciprocity of obligation" in respect of the ccincrete dispute which
the Court is sisked to ciecide207.

,i

$

4.41 It l ~ ü sbeen said that the independence or autonomy of this elelnent of'
reciprocity asserts itself in the case of the Court's jurisdiction under decl~~rsitions
made in accordance with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute. while in cases
where the jurisdiction rests on a treaty in force according to Article 36, parcigrsiph
1, it is largeiy absurbeù by the tresitYZo8.However, although absorbed in the
hoc agreement referring the existing dispute ta the Coiirt, the general
recluire~nentof reciprocity sliould be inet, and questions of reciprucity inay ürise
particuîarly in connection witli the interpi-etation of the ad hoc agreement
concerned, as evidenced in the Court's jurisprudence. Thus, in the Corfu Channel,
Merits case, the Court was to interpret the çomprornis concluded by Albania and
the United Kingdom after the Judgiiient of the Court in the preliminary stage of
the proceedings. Under the second part of the ad hoc agreement, cornpetence
was given to tlie Cuurt to decide what kind of "satisPwtion" was due to Albanjü,
but that State denied the coinpetence of the Court with respect to the amount of
ccimpensation due to the United Kingdom under the first part of the agreement,
which referred to the international responsibility of Albania. In this context, the
Court declared that -

"The clauses used in the Special Agreement are paraIlel. It cannot
be supposed that the Parties, while draftinng these clauses in the
saine forrn, intended to give them oppusite meanings - the one as
giving t h e 2 0 ~ u r t jurisdiction, the otber lis denying suçh
jurisdiction
."

u..

Z06

S. Rosenne,
Vul. 1, p. 332, slating that "the Court's juriscliction is the product of
lhe consent oi' Lhe Parties 10 the disoule".
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W.,p.303.
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Judprnent, I.C.J. Reports 1949, p. 2 6

4.42 ln the present case, however, the reciprocity element of consent given
hoc by the Parties in the December 1937 and ûoha Agreements may be dearly
siscertaineci buth in respect rif the disputes subiiiitted to the Court and the
rnailner o f selsin of the Court:

In the Doha Agreement, it was agreed to sub~nit"the inatter to the
(i)
International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bühraini formula", this
expression incorporating by reference into the Agreement the content of the text
trunsinitted to Qatar by Bahrüin on 26 October 1988, whiçh reads us follows:
"The Parties request the Criurt to decide any matter of territcirizil
right or other title or interest which rnay be a rnatter of ciifference
between them; and to draw a single maritime boundary between
their respective maritime areas of seabed, subsoil and superjacent
waters."

Hsiving regard to the reciprocity eleinent in the consent given by hoth States, two
points should be observed with respect to this definition of the legal disputes tu be
referred to the Court for decision under the Dohn Agreement.
when
defining the disputes to be submitted to the Court, the Bahraini formiiln is
worded in neutral Ianguage, both with respect to disputes concerning "territorial
right or other title or interest" and with regard to disputes on rnsiritiine
delimitation. Therefore, under the Bahraini formula, each of the Parties has the
perfectly reciprocal right to file before the Court any clairns, insofar as they are
covered by this definition uf the dispute. Secund, the legal disputes submitted by
Qatar to the Court for decision are covered by the terms of the Bahraini forrnula.
This is the case, first, of the clailn on sovereignty over the Hawar islands and of
scivereign rights over the Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah shoals, since these questions
are undoubtedly n "matter of territorial right". Second, the claim concerning
maritime delimitation, as well as that concerning the status of Dibal and Qit'at
Jaradah, are to be decided by the Court in respect of the "single maritime
boundary between their respective maritime areas" to be drawn by the Court.
Therefore, the concrete disputes referred to the Court by Qatar's Application
filed on 8 July 1991 do not extend the jurisdiction which has been recognized by
the Parties in the Doha Agreement and in this respect the reciprocity of the
consent given is fully maintained210.

m,
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See, paras. 5.75-5.82 below.
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I n the present case. the Parties have also given each other pei-l'ectly
(ji)
reciprocal rights concerning seisin of the Criurt in the Minutes signed on
25 Deceniber 1990. ln paragraph 2 of the Minutes they agreed, first, 21 period
dui-inç wliich the elfurts tci settle the disputes on the nierits through the S:iiidj
Mediaticin would be continued up t o 15 May 1991. Second, it was also agieed that
"After the end of this pericid, the parties inay sub~nit the matter to the
International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini forinula, whjch l-ias
a
been acçepted by Qatar. and the proceedings arising therefrom".

4.43 The seisin uf the Court, therefore, is a right granted by the Doba
Agreement to each of the Parties. Bahraiii was also entitïed to institute
proceedings before the Court after 15 May 1991, as Qatar did on 8 July 1991,
after twice announcing its intention to do so to the Mediator, King Fahd of Saudi
Arabiii. In the Fisheries Juriscliction (United IGnadum v. Icelnnd) case a situation
of this kii-idwas considered by the Court, stating that -

"... the comprnrnissnry clause has a bilateral chüracter, each of the
parties being entitled to invoke the Court's jurisdiction; it is clesir
that in certain ç i r ~ t ~ s t a n c ite scould he to Icelnnd's advantage tu
apply to the Court ."
The Minutes signed on 25 December 1990 are also bilateral in character insofar
as the seisin uf the Court by each of the Parties is concerned, but they do nut
prescribe any particulcir procedure for such a seisin. Both Parties are, therefore,
free to seise the Court, for exainple by means of an application, as Qatar has
done.

D.

Irrevocabilitv of Consent

Consent given by the parties in an üd hoc agreemen.t to refer a legül
dispute tu the Court implies, finüily, n further çonsequence: the irrevocability by a
p a r s of the consent given. As put by Judge Sir Garfield Banvick in his dissenring
opinion tci the Judgment of the Court in the Nuclear Tests (Australia v. France)
case 4.44
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Jurisdiclion of the Court. Judament, I.ChJ.Repuris 1973, p. 16.

J

g

"Whether it is given hy a mmiiltilateral treaty or by a çornpromissory
clause in a bilateral treaty the consent to jurisdiction is irrevocable
zind invariable except as prnvided by the treaty, sti Ion8 @ 'he treaty
.
reinains in force in accordance witli the law of treaties

I n connection with the question of the irrevocability of consent: the date of
instituting proceedings before the Court is particularly important. As Rosenne
has put itl "when consent hus been given, it may not be withdrawn, at least if
tinother State hss acted on the basis therenf and has instituted proceedings before
the C O U I I ~ ~ ~ The
':
author:was dealing with the inatter with regard mainly to
jurisdiction on the basis of Article 36. parügraph 2, of the Statute and the doctrine
of forum proro~atum.In füct, however, the effect which the institution of
proceedings has on the irrevocsibility of consent is general in character, the airn of
the rule of irrevocability being, as Rosenne indicsites, "tu introduçe un eleinent uf
stability in recourse to the judicial process and to create a distance between the
conduct of a case before the Court, and ephemeral considerations based upon
.
irnmediate fluctuations in a political situation21411
In the present case, the Parties agreed in the December 1937 Agreement
to refer "Al1 the disputed inatters... to the International Court of Justice, at The
Hague, for a final ruling binding upon both parties, who shall have to execute its
terms", and this Agreement was reaffirmed in the Doha Agreement.
4.45

4.46 Qatar therefore submits that Bahrain gave its consent to refer to the Court
the existing legcil disputes between itseif and Qatar in the 1987 and 1990
Agreements. Qatar on 8 July 1991 thus instituted proceedings before the Court tu
decide upon the disputes on the basis of the said Agreements. Accordingly, the
consent given is irrevocable and, as was accurcitely affirmed by Sir Hersch
Lauterpacht in his dissenting opinion to the Judgrnent of the Court in the
lnterhündel case, "Admittedly, once that consent hns been given the Court will
not allow the obligation thus undertaken, or the effeçtiveness of that obligcitiun,'to
be defeated by technicalities or evasion21511.
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SC(..~ION
3.

A.

The Essential Aspects of Consent aiven under tlie December 1987
Agreement and tlte Dolia Aareenient

The Circumstance of the Saudi Mediation

4.47 In the present case, the Minutes signed on 25 Decelnber 1990 cleai-ly
evidençe that the relevant circumstance2l6 is tlie Mediation conducted hy Sniidi

Arabia at least since 1976. It is worth noting, first, that under paragrsipli 2 theParries ügreed that the gond offices of Saudi Arabia should continue until May
1991: and, second, that under paragrüph 1 they agreed to reaffirin "what was
agreed previous1y between the two parties". Therefore, the consent given by the
Parties to refer the dispotes to t h e Court is to be ctinsidered not only with regard
to the "ordinary meaning to be given to the terins" of the Doha Agreement "in the
Iight of its object and purl3oseu but also with regard to the various agreements
entered jnto by the two States in the course of the Saudi Mediation,
4.48

The Mediatjon conducteci by Saudi Arabia with regard to tlie existing and
estoblished disputes between Bahrain and Qatar has heen exnmined in detail in
Chapter 111 of this Mernorial. lt therefore suffices to indicilte here very hriefly t h e
relevant dates and results of this Mediation:

On 13 March 1978, a set of "Principles for the Frarnework for reaching a
(i)
Settlement" was proposed by Saudi Arabia, and which, as ürnended, was
siibsequently accepted by Bahrain and Qatar in May 1983'~'.

On 19 December 1957, King Fahd of Saudi Arabia addressed identical
(ii)
letters to the Arnirs of Bahrain and Qatar in which it was proposed that "Firstly:
AI1 the disputed rnatters shall be referred to the International Court of Justice ..."
and that tu this end, there would be "Thirdlv: Formation of a cornmittee... for the
piirpose of approaching the International Court of Justice, and ssitisfying the
2L6

In its Judgment in the Fisheries Jurisdiction (Unîtcd Kin~domv. Icclünd), Jurisdiciion of
the Court mse, the Coufi, in order io ascertain whelher the intention oi' [lie parties
exisred to cvnler jurisdiçtion upon il, fouiid il appropriate tu refer to "the object and
purpose of the 1961 Exchange of Notes, and therehre the ciicumstances which
cunstituled an esscnlial basis of thc consent of bolh parties io he buund" (1.C.J. Rcvorts
1973, p. 17). Similarly, in the Aeeean Sea Cvnlinental Shelf case reference was made in
the Courl's Judgment of' 1978 liot only Lo the "actual terms" of the Brussels Communiqué
of 31 May 1975 bui also tu "theparlicular circumslances in which ii wüs drawn up"
Reports 1978, p. 39. para. YB).
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See, paras. 3.09-3.20 abuve.
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necessary reyuirernents to have the dispute subrnittecl to the Court". These twri

proposals for the judicial settle~nentof the disputes, like those included in the
seccind and foiirth items of the letter, were "stin'ctioned by the two countries", as
stated by Saudi Arabia in the Announcement of the Agreement between Bahrain
and Qatar, dated 21 Deçernber 1 9 8 7 ~ An
~ 8 Agreement. reached through Saudi
Arabiri's Mediation, hiis therefnre existed between the Parties since 1957, the
principal objeçt and purpose of which is tn subinit the disputes to the Court.

.
,i

3

In the course of the worlc of the Tripartite Coinmittee, Bahrain submitted
(iii)
proposals for a draft special agreement in March and June 1 9 8 8 ~ Hmuever,
~9
given Qatar's objections to the provisions of those drafts defining the subject
rnütter of the disputes tu be decided by the Court, on 26 October 1988 the Heir
Apparent of Bahrain transrnitted to the Heir Apparent of Qatar a new text for
tiiç definition of the disputesZZo,this text fur the definition of the disputes being
known as the Bahraini forinula. Diiring the 11th GCC suminit meeting held in
Doha from 23 t« 25 December 1990, Qatar declared that in order to refer the
disputes to the Court, it accepted the Bahraini formula defining the disputes to be
submitted to the Court. As a consequence. Minutes of agreement were signed on
25 December 1990 by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Bahrain, Qatar and
Süudi ~ r ü b i a ~ " .

'

4.49 It may be concluded, first, that according to the very terms of the Dohn
Agreement, reference must be made, on the one hand, to the previous December
1987 Agreement where the Parties comrnitted thernseives to refer al1 matters in
dispute to the Court; and on the other hand, to the definition of the subjeçt
inatter of the disputes in accordance with the Bahraini formula, accepted by
Qatar in December 1990. Second, the text of the Doha Agreement and the other
texts accepted by the Parties and incorporated therein by reference (the
December 1987 Agreement and the Bahraini formula), should be considered, in
the Iight of the circumstance of the Saudi Mediation.
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Annex 11.15. Vol. III.p. 101.
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Annexes 11.22 and 11.27, VoI..III, pp. 139 and 181.

a.
also Qalar's draH in Annex 11.21,

VOL III,p. 133.
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See, paras. 3.55-3.56 above.
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B.

Consent to refer the Disputes to the Court

Treaties and conventions in force within the rneaning of Article 36,
paragraph 1, of the Statute of the Court have a precise abject and purpose: ta
refer the case or the existing dispute to the Court for decisiun. With regard to
similar agreements, i.e.,those submitting disputes to arbitration, this conclusion
has been clearly stated by the Court in its Judgment in the case concerning the
Arbitral Award of 31 Julv 1989 (Guinea-Bissau v. Senegal) in the following termg
4.50

i

"...when States sign an arbitration agreement, they are concluding
an agreement with a very specific object and purpose: to entrust an

arbitration tribunal with the task of settling a dispute in accordance
with the terms agreed by the parties, who define in the agreement
the jurisdiction of the Tribunal and determine its limits. In the
performance of the task entrusted to it, the tribunal 'must conform
to the terms by which the Parties have defined this
task'(De1imitation of the Maritime Boundaw in the Gulf of Maine
Area, Judgment. I.C.J.Reports 1984, p. 266, para. 23)LLL.'I
4.51 In the present case, the Parties agreed in 1987 to entrust the Court wjth
the task of settling the existing dispute, as they also did in the Minutes of
Agreement signed on 25 December 1990 to irnplement the former. Thus, the first
item of the proposal made by Saudi Arabia in 1987 and accepted by both Bahrain
and Qatar States that -

"AH the disputed matters shall be referred to the International
Court of Justice, at The Hague, for a final rding binding upon both
parties, who shall have to execute its terms."

Qatar submits that these terms are clear and unequivocal, and are in fact very
close to the language used in Articles 36, paragraph 1, 59 and 60 of the Statute of
the Court. And the third item of the proposa1 agreed by the Parties in December
1987 once more made reference to the International Court of Justice, its
the Statute and Rules of Court) and the final
constitutive instruments (k.,
character of its judgments. In implementing the Agreement of December 1987,
the Doha Agreement, incorporating by reference the Bahraini formula, also
clearly expressed the specific object and purpose of the Parties' agreement. Thus,
it was agreed, in paragraph 2), that "After the end of this perîod, the parties may
submit the matter to the International Court of Justice in accordance with the
Bahraini formula, which has been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings arising-
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Judprnent of 12 November 1991, p. 21, para. 49.

l i

therefroin". Qatar submits that t h e terms of this provision are clear and
unambiguous: and that their precise object and purpose are directly linked with
ArticIe 36?paragraph 1, of the Statute of the Court.
C.

Consent 'tu tlie Suhiect and Scoi>eof the Disputes

4.52 ln the passage of its Judginent in the case of the Arbitral Award of 3 1 July
1989 (Guineü-Bissau v. Seneaal) quoted abtve, the Court stiited that when the
arbitration agreement of the parties entrusts an arbitral tribunal with the task of
settling a dispute, the parties "define in .the agreement the jurisdiction of the
~ ~ ' 'respect
.
to the Court's jiirisdiction, the
tribunal and deterinine its l i r n i t ~ ~With
same statement would be fully applicable when a dispute is referred to the Court
by the parties in an ad hoc agreement under ArticIe 36.1 of the Statute. Thus, in
the case concerning Delimitation of the Maritime Boundaw in the Gulf of Maine
Area, the Chamber of the Court affirmed that "The Court, and consequently the Chamber, having been seised by
means of a specisil agreement, no prelimi
,question arises in
regard to its jurisdiction to deal with the case .

yg

If the agreement of the parties gives jurisdiction to the Court and "determines its
limits", the reason is that "the Court's jurisdiction is always a Iirnited one, existing
only in so far as States have accepted it225". One of those limita is the definition
of the concrete legal disputes to be decided by the Court, such definition
determining the scope of the Court's jurisdiction ratione materiae.
4.53 In the present case, a first reference to the subject of the existing dispiites
between Bahrain and Qatar was made in the "Principles for the Framework for
reaching a Settlement" proposed in 1978 by Saudi Arabia and accepted by the
Parties. The First Principle stated that -

"Al1 issues of dispute between the two countries, relating to
sovereignty over the islands, maritime boundaries and territorial
waters, are ta be considered as comqign,entary, indivisible issues, to
be soIved comprehensively together .
223

Jud~menlof 12 Nuvember 1 9 1 . p. 21. para. 49.
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Judemcnt, 1.C.J.Rcuorts 1984, p. 265, para. 19.
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The second reference is contaiiied in the identical letters addressed by King Fahd
of Salidi Arabia tu the A~nirsof Bahrain and Qatar on 19 Deceinber 1957, which
~nentioned"the long standing clispute between tlie sisterly states of Qatar ;ind
Bahrain over the sovereignty over Hawar Islaiids, the maritilne boundaries of the
two hrotheriy coiintries, end s n y other rniitter~~~'''.
Tliis reference was çcrtainly
connected with the first item of the proposals accepted by the Parties according to
which "All the disputed inatters" were tu be referred to the Court. Finüllv, thei
proposals tabled by Bahrain and Qatar in the Tripartite Corninittee durjiig 1985
certainly al1 incliided definitions of the siil>ject anri scope of the disputes to be
submitted tu the Court.

4.54 Nevertheless, alnong those proposais, the one transmitted to the Heir
Apparent of Qatar by the Heir Apparent of Bührain on 26 October 3458 is of
particular significance. That propusal, entitled "Question", is as follows:
"The Parties requtist the Court to decide aliy Inatter of territorial
right or other titIe or interest which inay be a rnsitter of difference
between thein; and to draw a single maritime boundary between
tlieir r 2 p c t i v e inaritiine areas of seebcd, siibsoil and superjaçent
waters ."

It is worth noting, ,&f
that this text refers oniy to the issue of the subject and
scope of the disputes to be submitted to the Court, and that it was never included
in any of Bahrain's proposals for a drsift special agreement tabled in the Tripartite
~ o r n r n i t t e e Second,
~ ~ ~ . although it was disçussed in the last meeting of the
Tripartite Committee, held on 6 December 1988, it wuras not agreed upon by Qatar
zit that tirne. Finallv, the reaI significance of the Bahraini formula dues not relate
to the work of the Tripartite Cominittee but to subsequent events. As lias been
shuwn a h o ~ e ~ ~the
' , work of the Tripartite Committee was hrought to un end in
Deçetnber 1988. During al1 of 1989 and 1990, Saudi Arahia was attempting to
reach a solution on the substance of the dispute, but in spite uf its renewed
brotherly efforts it faileri in its atternpt. Therefore, sit the time of the opening of
the 1 Ith Sum~nitof the GCC, held in Doha from 23 to 25 Deceinber 1990, Qatar
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paras. 3.48-3.49ahove.
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Sce, paras. 3.50-3.52 above.
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took steps to find a way out of the stalemate existing with respect to the
implementation of the December 1987 Agreement. In thc opening session of the
GCC summit and after an exchange of vieivs amongst its Members on the
reference of the existing disputes between Bahrain and Qatar to the Court, the
Arnir of Qatar declared that he accepted the Bahraini formula, so that there was
no longer any obstacle ta the reference of the disputes to the Court.

The Minutes of 25 December 1990 were subsequently signed. It was
*
agreed in the second sentence of paragraph 2 that after 15 May 1991 "the Parties
may submit the rnatter to the International Court of Justice in accordance with
the Bahraini formula, which has been accepted by Qatar". The Doha Agreement,
therefore, incorporated by reference in paragraph 2 the terms of the Bahraini
formula.
4.55

'.

4.56 In the Annex to its letter addressed to the Registrar of the Court on
18 August 1991, Bahrain did not dispute either the existence or the contents of

the Bahraini formula. Qatar maintains, therefore, that consent was given by Qatar
and Bahrain in the Doha Agreement in respect of the subject and scope of the
disputes to be decided by the Court.
D.

Tbe Seisin of the Court in the Doha Agreement

It will be recalled that in December 1987 the Parties agreed to refer al1
disputed matters to the lnternatjonal Court of Justice and to form a cornrnittee
for the purpose of approaching the Court and satistjing the necessary
requirements to have the disputes submitted to the ~ o u r tIn~the
~ course
~ .
of the
negotiations in the Tripartite Cornmittee in 1988, the draft special agreements
tabled by Bahrain and Qatar, respectively, differed on the way of instituting
proceedings before the Court. In fact, the Bahraini draft of March 1988was silent
as to the notification to the Court of the special agreement, while Article V of the
Qatari draft, on the contrary, provided at first for the special agreement's
notification by a ''joint letter" (paragraph 2) and, failing such joint notification
that, one month from its entry into force, "it may be notified to the Registrar by
either Party" (paragraph 3)232.
4.57
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4.58 In the Minutes agreed by the Parties on 25 Decernber 1990, paragraph 2,
after referrjng to the conti~iuationof the Saurii Mediation until 15 May 1991,
contains the fullowing provision:
"Aftei-the end of this period. the parties inay submit the marter to
the International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini
formula, which has been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings
arisinç therefrom."
9

respect of this provision, the imiin elernent is the agreement that "the parties
niay submit the matter to the International Court of Justice". However, by iising
the expression "in accordance with", two other eleinents are made conditions of
the subrnission of the case t o the Court. Those two elernents are differentiüted by
the word "and": the fiirst is the reference to "the Bahraini formula"; the second is
the expression "the proceedings arising therefrum". Given the cuntext uf this
provision, the orciinaiy ineaning oi these expressions is that the Parties inay
subrnit the case to the Court in accordaiice with the Bahraini formula which
defines the subject and scope of the disputes, and in accordance with the
"proceedings arising thereiï-om". ~ .in accordance
.
with the "proceedings", si terin
including al1 questions of procedure, arising out of the Statute and Rules of Court,
includjng seisin iinder Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute as applied in the
jurisprudence of the ~ o u r t ~ ~ ~ .
111

4.59

As indicüted above, including the expression "and the proceedings arising
therefrom" in the Doha Agreement allowed seisin of the Court in accordance with
Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute, as applied by the Court. Furtherrnore,
Qatar submits that, even if the Parties had .f;liiled to include that provision in the
Doha Agreement, the seisin of the Court by either Party by means of an
application or a separsite notification of the Agreement would be in full
çonformity with Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute, as may be seen in the
jurisprudence of the Court.
With respect to pruceedings instituted by an application, Rosenne has said
with reference to the Curfu Channel, Preliminarv Obiection case, that the Court
"explained that the procedural step is governed by Article 40 of the Statute, and
4.60
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See, paras. 5.60-5.61 helow, and the Opinion of Prof. A.S. El-Kosheri, Annex III.1. Vol.
III, py. 273-278.

'

c

.
thüt the question of jurisdiction is regulated 'exclusively' by Article 3623411
Indeed, according to the statement of the Court jn that case "The Albanian contention that the Application cannot be
entertained becuuse it hcis been filed contrary to the provisions of
Article 40, paragraph 1, and of Article 36, paragraph 2 , of the
Court's Statute, is essentially founded on the assuinption tiiat the
institution of proceedings by application is only possible where
compulsory jurisdiction exists and that, where it does not,
pr(>ceedingscan only be instituted by special agreement.

,.,

3

This is a mere assertion which is not justified by either of the texts
cited. Article 32, p~ir:igr;iph 2, of the Rules does n«t reqi~irethe
Applicant. as an absolute necessity, but only 'as Fdr as possible', to
speciij in the application the provision on which he founds the
jurisdiction of the Court. It clearly implies, both by its actual terms
and by the reasons underlying it, that the institution of proceedings
by application is not
clusively reserved for the dornain of
comp ulsory jurisdiction 253.
11

4.61 With respect to separate notifications of an agreement referring a dispute
to the Court, the Court's Order of 26 October 1990 in the case of the Territorial
Disnute (Libvan Arab JarnahiriyajChad) is worthy of consideration as to the
distinction between "seisin" and "jurisdiction". The Court's Order states that the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya filed with the Registry of the Court on 31 Augiist 1990 a
separste "notification" of an agreement, entitled "Accord-Cadre sur le règlement
pacifique du différend territorial entre la Grande Jamahiriya arabe libyenne
populaire et socialiste et In République du Tchad", concluded at Algiers on
31 August 1989, in which the territorid dispute between the two States was
referred to the Court for decision. But on 1September 1990, an "application" was
also filed with the Registry of the Court on behalf of Chnd, instituting proceedings
against Libya on the basis of the same "Accord-Cadre" of 1989 and, subsidiciriiy,
on the bnsis of a prior treaty. At a later date, hawever, Chad considered that its
application constituted si separate notification of the agreements invoked as titles
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S. Rosenne, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 311. In ils reply to the objection of the Albanian
Government, the United Kingdom Govertirnent went on to state that "Article 40 of the
Slatule merely delines the formal basis for action by the Court in a u s e where
jurisdiction is estatilished by Article 36(1) There is nothing in the Statute or the Rules of
Court which prevents the proceedings being formally insiiiuied by application, even
though the jurisdiclion of llie Couri is established by a 'reference' hy the prlies tir hy a
'special agreement'. Accordingly Lhe Government of ihe Uniled Kingdom, in bringing
this matter belore the Court tiy application, has, il is submilted, proceded currecily."
LC.J. Pleadines. Corfu Channel. Vol. 11, p. 18.

of jui-isdiction, and the Curirt accoi-dingjy clecided that the procedure in the case
shnuld be deterrnined by the Court on the basis of Article 46, paragraph 2, of the
Rules.
4.62 Froin the procedural facts indicated in the Court's Order in the Territorial
Dispute case, three points clearly eitlerge wliich are relevant for the present case.
It should be abserved. first. that two different ways (separate notification and
application) were initially used by the parties for the institution of proceedings,,
both of thenl through unilateral acts, despite the fact that both parties invoked us
the basis of the Court's jurisdicticin the sarne agreement, the "Accord-Cadre" of
1989, althciugh Chad also invnked, subsidiarily, anorher title to jiirisdictinn.
Second, the common title of jurisdiction invoked by the parties, the "AccordCuclre" of 1989, did not contüin a psirticular provision as to the seisin of the Court.
In accordance with the French Eext of this Agreement registered with the United
Natioiis Secretnriat, the dispute is defined iii Article 1, while under Article 2 it was
agreed that -

"... à défaut d'un règlement politique ii leur différend territorial, les
deux parties s'engagent:

a ) ii souinettre le diffkrend au jugement de la Cour Internationale
de Justice."

Finallv, the "Accord-Cddre" of 1989 provides that "the two parties" ("les deux
parties") refer the dispute to the Court, while the seisin of the Court was
perfonned, as indicated above, by acts which were unilateral in character.
The question of the seisin of the Court was alsa dealt with in the Judginent
of 25 March 1948 in the C a ~ f uChannel, Preliminarv Objection case. With regard
to the Security Council resolutiun of 9 April 1947 in which it was recommended
thüt "the United Kingdom and Albanian Governinents should immediately refer
this dispute to the International Cotirt uf Justice in accordance with the provisjons
of the Statute of the C O U I - ~ the
~ ~ ~Court
' ' , affirmeci, in the first place, that
although the bringing of the case before the Court "requires action on the part of
the parties", the Security Councii resolution "does not specifj that this action must
" ~ the
~ ~Court
.
stated thnt be taken j ~ i n t l ~And
4.63

-

>'

"... in t h e second place. the metl~odcif subinitting the case to the
Court is regulated by the texts governing the working of the Court
as was pointed out by the Security Council in its recomrnendation.
The Court cannot therefore llold to be irregulyfbcroceeding whiçli

is not ,precluded by any provision in these texts

.

.

4.64 It moy be concluded, therefore, in the light of the foregoing considerations,
thüt when the parties agree to refer a dispute to the Court's decision, the
jurisdiction of the Court is to be determined in accordance with the intention
expressed in the terins of that agreement, in the Iight of its cibject and purpose.
That is, in the present case, in açcord:ince with the terms, object and purpose of
the December 1987 Agreement and the Doha Agreement. On the other hand, the
seisin of the Court is governed by Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute and the
jurisprudence of the Court if no special provision on this matter hüs been ügreed
by the parties. In the present case. as indicated above. the manner of instituting
proçeedings was agreed in the Minutes signed on 25 December 1990 by the terms
"the parties Jnay submit the matter to the International Court of Justice in
accordance with the Bahraini formula, which bas been accepted by Qatar, and the
proceedings arising therefrom". Thus, as the Parties have not included such a
special provision iri the Doha Agreement, but have provided that the Parties may
submit the matter to the Court, seisin of the Court is governed by Article 40,
paragraph 1, of the Statute. Therefore, the Court has been duly seised by Qatar's
Application filed with the Registry of the Court on 8 July 1991.

f
'

CHAPTER V
OBSERVATIONS ON BAHRAIN'S CONTENTIONS
Introduction..

5.01 In the preceding Chapter, Qatar has demonstrated that its Application is
adinissible and that the legal requirements have been satisfied to secure a basis of
jurisdiction for the Court to entertain the disputes submitted by the Application.
5.02 In two communications to the Registrar of the Court, referred to in the
Court's Order of I l October 1991, Bsihrain has stnted that jt contests the
jurisdiction of the Court. Those coln~nunicationsare:
a letter dated 14 July 1991 from Mohammed bin Mubarak Al-Khülifa,
Minister of Foreign Aftidirs of Bahrain, to the Registrar;
a letter dated 18 Augilst 1991 t'rom Mohammed bin Mubarak Al-Khalit-a,

Minister of Foreign Nfairs of Bahrain, to the Registrar, to which were
appended an Annex and several Attachments 239.
These documents raise the following arguments tu show Bahrain's alleged 1açk of
consent to the jurisdiction of the Court:

-

that the Doha Agreement is not an international agreement;

-

thüt the Doha Agreement is not a binding agreement becnuse it does not
comply with the requirernents of Buhrain's Constitution; and
that the Doha Agreement does not contain any consent by Bahrain thnt
the Court could be seised unilaterally by Qatar.

These arguments will be denlt with in the order set out above in the follawing
Sections. Incidentally, it may be noted that Bahrain has not contested either the
existence of or the commitments made in the December 1987 Agreement.
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A îurlher irregular communication (in a leiter dated 16 Septernber lYYl [rom the'
Minisler of Foreign Affairs of Bahrain to the Registrar) has also been made but is nui
relcrred lo in the Order of the Court.

3

5.03 As stated in the Co~irt'sOrder of 11 Oclober 1991, tlie Parties have agreecl
that the questions of jurisdiction and of adtnissibility shuuld he separateiy
deterinined before any prvceedings oii the 1iierit.s. Qatar rlbttes that soine of the
nbuve-inentioned arguments iiiight have the character of. an issue concerning
adinissibility, although they were not expressly presented as siich by Bahrajn.
Tlierefore, witliout entering into any issue of classification, they will be examinçd
in this Chapter in connection with the question of jurisdiction to which they might
relate.
Sec~icix1.

Bahrain's Denial thnit tlie Doha Agreement is an lnternatiunal
Agreement

5.04 In order to contest the legal character of the Dolia Agreement Büt~rainhas
presented two arguineilts: first, that tliis Agreement has a political character; and
second, that it is not in force.

A.

The AIIeeed "PoliticalCharacter"of the Doha Agreement

5.05

This first argiiment has been couched in the following terms:
"The Minutes were not intended to reflect legal iindertsikings by the
two sides but rüther their pcilitical willingness to continue their
efforts ta açhieve a brotherly mediated solution over the ensuing
five months and, thereafter, if necessaq, E evive their efforts to
agree upon a joint submission to the Court$46
."

T h e argument is repeated further on:

"Ln the circurnstances, the M i n ~ ~ t of
e s 25 December 1990 cannot be
regarded as anything more than a political declaration. They
certainly do not possess the quality of a legally binding international
agreement sufficient tu ~OYJ-!I,
the jurisdiction of the Court undrr
Article 36(1) of the Stütute ."

As can be seen, the aIlegation that the Doha Agreement is a "political"
agreeineiit, instead of a "legal" one, is inerely asserted; it is not siihstantiated.
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Sec. Annex to Bahrain's letlei. of 18 Augusi 1991, p. 3. para. 4.
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&.Anncx to Bahraiu's h i e r of 18 Aususi 1991. p. 5, para. 7.

,.9

The mere facr that the Doha Agreement took the form of "Minutes" does
not deprive it of its quality as :in international agreement under custotnary
international law as reflected in the Vienrizi Convention on the Law of

5-06

~ r e a t i e sAçcording
~ ~ ~ . to Article 2 of the Vienna Convention -

"...'trcaty' means an iiiternational agreement concluded between
States in written forln and governed by international law. whether
elnbodied in a single instrument or in two or more related
instruments and whatever its particulür designation."

a-

3

of this view. the international Law Commission, in its cotninentary on
that Article dealing with "less forma1 types of agreements", notes that 111support

"...some names such as 'agreement',

'exchange of notes', 'exchange
of letters', 'mernnranduin PLfq9greernent'. or 'ngreed minute' may be
inore common than others ."
5.07 The concept of political agreement or political declaration put fonvard by
Bahrain is rather puzzling. Most international agreements have both a political
and a legal character. To be relevant therefore, Bahrain's argument would have
tu be. supported by proof that the Doha Agreement embodied un& purely
political undertakings. This concept of "political agreements" was studied in a
thorough report by the late Professor Virally presented in 1983 at the Cambridge
session of the Institut de droit international. In the final conclusions of the
Rapporteur appended to the Institut's resolution this same point was made and
was contested by no one:

"7. - Comrnitments set forth in the text of an international treaty
within the meaning of the Vienna Convention of 23 May 1969 are
legal commitments unless it follows fl8;estionably from that text
that the intention was to the contrary .
5.08 The Doha Agreement unquestionably contains legal commitments. The
language used could not be clearer in this regard:

B.paras. 4.23-4.30 above.
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Yarhook of the Internaiional Law Commission,19G6, Vol. 11, p. 188, para. 3 (footnote
omitted).

23J

Annuaire de 1'Institul de droit international. Vol. 60,11, 1984, p. 291.

"The foIlowing wüs arrreed:
1) To reaffirin whot was apreed previciusly between the two parties;
2) To continue the good offices ... between the two countries ... .
After the end of this periud the parties inay subrnit the inatter Q
the International Coi~rtof Justice in accordsince with the Bahraini
fortnula, whjch has been accepted by Qatar ... Saudi Arabiü's guod
offices will continue ...
>

3) Should a brotherly solution acceptable to the two parties be
reached, tlie case will be withdrüwn frnm arbitration." (Emphases
added.)

1'

This texi contains a reaffirination of previnus legal ctimmitinents, in particular
those contained in the Decernber 1987 Agreement, whicli is implicitly
incorporated by reference, inter alia that "Al1 the disputed inütters shall be referi-ed to the International Coiirt of
Justice, at The Hague, for a final rtiling binding upon both parties, who
shaH have to execute its terins"; and that

-

the status quo be respected.

Tlie Doha Agreement nlso determined the scope of the disputes through the
incorporation by reference of t h e Bahrsiini formula. It also provided that the
Interntitional Court of Justice lnay be seised by the Parties. Finally, it gives preçise
indications as to the interrelationship of the two modes of settlement of the
existing dispute (mediation and judiçial settlement) and the wüy they are tu
coexist. Tliere is no indication that these undertakings have a purely political
chilracter excluding their obvious legal nature.
5.09

As explained in Professor El-Kosheri's Opinion, the above approach to the
interpretation of this text i s fully consistent with that of the Arabo-Islamic legsil
tradition. In particular, the use of the past tense in an Arabic text of this kind
shows that it contains obligütory undertakings245.
5.10 In view of the abrive, Qatar maintains thüt the Dohü Agreement
constitiites an international agreement governed by international law.
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-See Professor El-Kosheri's Opinion, Anilex 111.1, Vol. III, pl). 266-267.

4

B.

The Allegntion that the Diiha A~reementis net "ln Force"

5.11

Bahrziin has also alleged that the Doha"Agreement has never coine into

force:

"Notwithstandinç the claiin by Qatar that the Minutes entered into
Icirce on the date of their signature, 25 December 1990, any socalleLi 'agreement' cuuld not have. and therefore has not. su
entered into effect 246."
3

Bahruin alieges that the Doha Agreement is not in force becriuse Article 37 of its
Constitution, providing for the enactinent of a law for treaties concerning the
territoiy of the State, has not been cornplied ~ 4 t h Qatar
~ ~ maintains
~ .
that the
question of entry into force must be addressed according to public international
law.
The position in customary international law is reflected in Article 24 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties which reads in part as follows:
5.12

"1. A treaty enters into force in such manner and upon such date as
it may provide or as the negotiating States may agree.

2. FaiIing any such provision or agreement, a treaty enters into
force as soon as consent tu be bound by the treaty has been
established for al1 the negotiating States."

5.33 In the present case, it is clear from the text of the Doha Agreement itself
and fiom the surrounding circumstances that there is no provision concerning the
entry into force of the Agreement. Parügraph 2 of Article 24 of the Vienna
Convention is thus applicable and it must btt examined whether the consent to be
bound is established for the negotiating States.

5.14 The position of Qatar is that the Minutes signed on 25 December 1990
constitute an agreement in sirnplified form which entered into force upon
signature. This position is supported by provisions of the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties whiçh may be considered as declaratory of custornary
international law.
246

This contention is made in the letter from the Permanent Representative o f the Siaie of
Baiuain to the United Nations, düicd 9 August 1991. (&, Atmchment 8 of the Anncx io
Bahrain's Içtter daied 18 Augusl 1991.)
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See, Section 2 below lor a more detailed discussion of lhis issue.

-

:

5.15 The Minutes were signed by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the thi-ee
States ccsncerneci. According to Article 7 o f the Vienna Convention:
"1. A person is considerecl R S repraentjng a State for the purpose
of adopting or authenticating the text of a treaty or fur the purpose
of expressi~ngthe consent (if the State to be hound by a treaty if:

(b) it appears from the practice of the States concernecl or froin
uther circutnstances that theii- intention was to consider that persvn
as representing the Stsite for such piirposes and ta dispense with
f u Il powers.

2. In virtue of their functions and without having to produce full

powers, the followirig are considered as representing their Stüte:
Heads of State,
of Governrnent and Ministers for
bthea)oreign
Affairs, for the pur ose of perf-orming al1 acts relating
P
ct->nclusionof a treaty; ... '.
Hetids

tu

It follows from the above that Bahrain's Minister of Foreign Affairs wüs fully

etnpowered to express the State of Bahrüin's consent to be bviind by the Doha
Agreement.
5.16 Article 12, paragraph 1, of the Vienna Convention, which deals with
consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by signature, reads as follows:

"1. The consent of a State tu be bound by a treaty is expressed by
the signature of its reyresentcttive when:
(a) the treaty provides that signature shall have that effect;
jb) it is othenvise established that the negotiating States were
agreed that signature should have thüt effect; or

(c) the intention of the State to give that effect to the signature
uppears from the full powers of its representative or was expressed
during the negotiation."

The commentüry of the International Law Commission on the draft of this
paragrilph (which was adopterl by the Vienna Conference with no change of
substance) gives the following explünütiuns:

"w

(of the article sidinits the signiiture of a treaty by a
representative as an expression of his State's consent to be bound
by the treaty in three cases. The first is when the treaty itself
provicles that such is to be the eflect of signature as is common in

the case of lnany types of bilateral tresities. The second is when it is
othenvise established that the negotiating States were agreecl that
signature should have that effect. ln this case it is simply a question
of demonstratine the intention from the..evidence. The third case,
which the Commission included in the light of the cornments of
Guve~ninents,is wl-ien the intention of ?in individual State t o give its
signature that effect appears from the full powers '7s ed to its
representative or was expressed during the negotjatiun
.
11

5.17 Consent to be bound hy ratification is treated as follows in Article 14 of the
Viennsi Convention:

J!.

"1. The consent of a State tri be bound by a treaty is expressed by
ratification when:
(a) the treaty provides for such consent to be expressed by means
of ratification;

(b) it is othenvise established that the negotiating States were
agreed that ratification should be required;
(c) the representative of the State has signed the treaty suhject to
ratification; or
(d) the intention of the State tci sign the treaty subject to ratification
nppears from the full powers of its representative or was expressed
during the negotiation."

5.18 In the present case, the Doha Agreement contains no provision with
regard to the consent to be bound. However, the Minutes were not signed with
any condition express or implied that they were subject to ratification; and there
wüs no limitation of the full powers of the signatories involved. In such
circumstünces, as aptly explained by Sir Ian Sinclair "...the Convention, as adopted, makes no attempt to resolve the
doctrinal dispute as tu whether there is a presumption in favour of
signature or ratification as a means of expressing a State's consent
to be bound when the treaty is silent on the inatter ... In this respect,
it may be said to have respected
rinciple of the procedural
autonomy of the negotiating States .

$85
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Yearbook of the lntcrnatiana~Law Commission. 1966. Vol. 11. p. 196, para. 3 (ernphaiis
acided).

246,

Sir Ian Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on the Law o l Treaties, 2nd. ed., Manchester
University Press, 1954, p. JI.

-

Tlierefore. either subparagrapli (b) or (c) of Article 12, psiragrapli 1, of the
Vienna Convention applies in the present case. It the latter applies, it tnust be
taken into consideration that the Minutes weri signed by Bahrriin's Minister of
Foreign Affairs who, iinder Article 7, paragraph 2. subparügraph (a), of the
Convention, enjoys full puwers ex oftïcio. If Article 12, parcigraph 1, suhparagraph
(b) applies, the text of' the Doha Agreeineiit itself provides clear evidence that
ratification was not envisaged by the Parties. There can be no duubt that the
Doha Agreement was to enter into force imrnediately. Before the Parties were?
allowed to seise the Court. a limited period of time was Iett to Saudi Ar a b'ia to
exercise its good offices iii an attempt to reach a settlement of the substance of
the disputes. The façt that the Agreement was to be irnplemented immediately,
and was in fact so i ~ n ~ l e r n e n t e dconfirins
~~?
that the Agreement came into force
upon signature.
5.19

5.20 In view of the above, and leaving aside for the moment any observations
o n thüt part of Bahrain's argurnent concerning Article 37 of Bahrain's
Constitution (yrcividing for the enaçtnlerit. of a Iaw for tesriturial treaties), wliich
will be dealt with in the next Section. Qatar siibmits that the Doha Agreement is
an international agreement in simplified f'orm which entered into force upon
signature on 25 December 1990.
5.21 This is by no ineans an unususïl coiiclusion. Every State enters into
nutnerous agreetnents which coine into effect from the date of their signature.
This practice has also becnme cornmon in the Arabo-Islainic lep1 tradition 25 1.

SI~CTION
2.
Bahrain's Denial tliat the Dulia Agreement is a Binding Agreement
because o
f Lack of Comulinnce with the Reauirements of Bahrnin's
Constitution

5.22 Bsthrain has made reference to Article 37 of its Constitution of 1973 which
reads in part as follows:

"The Ainir shall conclude treaties b decree and shall transmit
<hem imrnediately to the National &uncil with the appropriate
statemerit. A treaty shall have the force of a Iüw after it hris been
signed, ratified and published in the Official Gazette.
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Sm, paras. 3.59-3.65above.
See, Professur El-Kosheri's Opinion. Annex 111.1. Vol. III, pp. 255-260.
-

'i

However. treatitts ... concerning the territory of the State. its naturül
restiurces or ~ 3 y r e i g nrights... shnll corne into effect only when
made by a law '."
Bührain recognizes that iii 1975 the National Council was dissolved by hniri
Decree. but states that the legislative power of the National Council was
transferred tu the Amir and the Counçil of Ministers by Amiri Order No. 4 of
1975.

.

.,
3

5.23 Bahrain alleges that: these constitutiunal requirements have not been
sütisfied in the present case and that this would have been well-known to Qatar.
Bahrain also alleges that Bahrüin's Minister of Foreign Affairs was well aware of
siich constitutional reqtiirements, which were provided fur in the drsift special
agreement sub~nittedby Bahrain on 19 Msirch 1988, arguing that -

"... it is sçarcely tri be

irnapined that he would have entered into a
binciing agreement with Qatar cin such inatters without ensuring
that2J&ihrain's constitutional requirements had been or would be
met
."

According to Bahrain, thetefore "The non-satisfaction of these requirements brings the situtition
within the yyps of Article 46 of the Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treatiês
.
5.24 The whole reasoning of Bahrain is based on a confusion between the
procedure relating to the conclusion of a treaty, whiçh is governed by
international law, and the effect of ü treaty in interna1 iaw, which is reguleted by
constitutional law. The Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties treated the
probleins of the interrelationship between internatirinal 1aw and interna1 law in
treaty-making in depth and adopted a general framework for solution of such
problems.
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*-See

Annex Io Bahrain's leiter or 18 Augusl 199, pp. 13-14, para. 16.

m.,p. 15, para. 18.
Ibid.

'

A.

Tlie Generai Framework of tlie Vieixna Convention

5.25 According to the custnmaiy prinçipies on'the law of treaties, as reflected in
the Viennü Convention, a clear distinction is made between the conclusjan of
trt-:des and tlieir efkct in internal law. The requirements fur the concl~isionof
treaties are set out in Part II - "Conclusion and entry into force of trenties", In Part
III - "Observance, appliçüticin ancl iiiterpretation of treaties" - Article 27. dealing
with "Interna1 law and observance of treaties", reads as fnllows:
<.
"A party may tnot iitvoke the provisions of its interna1 law as
justification fur its failure to perforin a treüty. This rule is without
prejudice to article 46."

Finrilly, in Part V - "Invalidity, termination and suspension of the operation of
treaties" - Article 46 provides as follows with regard to the "Provisions of internal
Iaw regarding competence to conclude treaties":
"1. A State may not jnvoke the fact that its consent tn be bound by a
treaty has heen expressed in violation of :i provision of i t s internai
Isiw regsirding cornpetence tu coilclude treaties as invalidating its
consent unless thnt violation was manifest and concerned a ruIe of
its internal law of fuundci~nentalimportance.

2.A violation is manifest if it would be nbjectively evident tri any
State conducting itself in the inatter in accordance with nornial
practice and in gond friith."
5.26 1t is clear Erom this general frürnework that internal law is taken into
account only in exceptional circumstances ("A State mm not involce... unless"
(emphases added)) and in extremely preçise conditions:

-

-

üs a meüns to invalidate the treaty;
where a prwisiun of interna1 law regnrding co~npetencetu conclude the
treaty was violated;
where that violation is manifest;
and where it concerned a rule of its internal Iaw of fundamental
jingortünce.

B.

Tlie Conclusion of a Treaty is governed bu InternationaI Law

The principle that conclusion of a treaty'is governed' by international Iaw
and proce"dui:es was adopted by the International Law Cornmission, which gave i t s
preference to rlie group of jurists which 5.27

"... considers that international law leaves to each State the
deterinination o f the cirgans and prtlcedures by whiçh its will to
conclude treaties is formed, and is itself concerned exclusively with
the external manifestations of this will on the international plane,
According to this view. international law deterinines the procedures
and conditions under which States express their consent to treaties
on the international plane; and it also reguliites the conditions
under which the variolis categories of Stirte organs and agents will
be reçognized as competent tu çarry out such procedures on behülf
of their State. In consequence, if an agent, competent under
international law to commit the State, expresses the consent af the
Sti~teto a treaty through one of the established procedures, the
State is held bound by the treaty in international Iaw. Under this
view, failure to comply with interna1 requirements may entai1 the
invaIidity of the treaty as domestic law, and may also render the
agent liable to legal consequences under domestic law; but it does
ntit affect the validity of the treaty in international law so long as
the agent acte within the scope of his authority under
international law$5 ."
5.28 As shown in the preceding Section, the Doha Agreement wüs conciuded in
simplified form. The Minutes were signed by the Ministers of Foreign AfIüirs of
the three States involved. According to the rules set out in Article 7, paragraph 2,
subparagraph (a), together with either Article 12, paragraph 1, subpsiragraph (b)
or subparagraph (c), of the Vienna Convention, the Ministers represented their
respective States ex officio and needed no special powers to give the consent of
their respective States to be bound iminediütely by signature of the said
Agreement.
5.29 The International Lsiw Commission was particularly attentive to
international agreements which are binding upon signature:
"Admittedly, in the case of treaties binding upon signature and
more especially those in simplified forin, there may be a siightly
greater risk of a constitutional provision being overlooked. But
even in those cases the Government had the necesssiry ineans uf
controlling the acts of its representative and of giving effect to any
constitutional requirements. In other words, in every case any
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Yearbouk of the International Law Commission, 1966, Vol. 11, p. 241, para. 5.

.,
?

failure to cornply with cur-istitutional provisions in entering into a
treaty will be t ky.r'":is sesponsiiliility of the Governmrnt of the
State concerned - ,

C.

The Requi~~enients
of Balzroin's Coirstitutioii

5.30 The text of Article 37 of Bahrain's Constitution states that "The Alnir shall
-,
conclude treaties by decree ...257". Bahrain's Constitution is not unusual in thet, as
is the case with inust constitutions, it does not include any special provisionjl
relating tu agreements in si~nplifiedforin, in spite of their growing frequency of
usage.
,

5.31 T h e text of Article 37 deals only with the procedures for introduction of
treaties into internai Iüw and, in conseyuence, their internal effect. Two
procedures are envisaged. The first procedure is a decree transmitted to the
National Council. The treaty shall have the force of law after it has been signed,
ratified and published in the Official Gazette. The second procedure requires a
iaw in order to give internal effect to the treaty.

5.32 T h e difference between these procedures for introduction of treaties into
internal law seems to have been rendered rnther minimal, in view r,f the fact that
in 7975 the National Council was dissolved by Alniri Decree No. 14 of 1975 and
its legislative power was transferred to the Amir and the Council of Ministers hy
Ainiri Order No. 4 of the sarne year258.
5.33 Whatever constitutional procedure should have been followed by Bahrajn
in relation to the Doha Agreement, it must be emphasized that Bahrain's
Coristitiitiun cieals vnly with problerns relating to the procedures fur jntroduction
of the treaty into internal Iaw and the internal effeçt af such treaties. As far as
Qatar is aware, the Constitution does not deal with the procedure for the
conclusion of treaties on the international plane. Moreover, the Constitution does
not divide the treaty-making power between two orgsins. Nowhere is it provided,
as in some other cunstitutions, that sinother organ (usually the Parliament) has tu
authorize the Head of State to conclude certain categories of treaties, with the
effect thnt these treaties cantlot be conçluded without the enabling consent given
256
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See, Annex io Bahrain's leucr uf l Y August 1991, p. 14, parü. 16.
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by that organ. Bahrain's Constitution is only concerned with the internal effect of
treaties, where treaty-making power is concentrated in the executive, the sole
organ qualified to bind internationally the State. Thus, it is not a question here of
a procedure opposing two distinct poIitical organs of the State, where one is a
counter-balance to the other. With the 1975 modification of the Constitution the
executive organ in Bahrain also exercises legislative power. It would thus appear
that the constitutional difficulty alleged by Bahrain is self-generated. Such a
situation was envisaged in the 1966 report of the International Law Commission:

?

i

"The second consideration is that the majority of the diplomatic
incidents in which States have invoked their constitutional
requirements as a ground of invalidity have been cases in which for
quite other reasons they have desired to escape from their
obligations under the treaty. Where a Government has genuinely
found itself in constitutional difficulties after concluding a treaty
and has raised the matter promptly, it appears normally to be able
to pet the constitutional obstacle removed by internal action and to
obtain any necessary indulgence in the meanwhile from the other
parties. Confronted with a chalien e under national law of the
constitutional validity of a treaty, a overnment will normally seek
to regularize its position under the treaty $daking appropriate
action in the domestic or international sphere ."

6

D.

Article 46 of the Vienna Convention is not Relevant in the Present Case

Article 46 of the Vienna Convention is presented by Bahrain as a bar to
the effectiveness of the Doha Agreement. Article 46, paragraph 1, reads in part as
follows:
5.34

"A State may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a
treaty has been expressed in violation of a provision of its internal
law...".(Emphasis added.)
As shown above, Bahrain's contention is without substance. The present case

does not raise any problem about the consent to be bound, which was correctly
expressed by the internationally competent organ, or any problem of conclusion
on the international plane of a treaty, a subject over which Bahrain's Constitution
is silent. Rather, Bahrain has raised a problem of the introduction into interna1
law of an international agreement already properly concluded which is not
relevant in the present case. Thus, Article 46 of the \7ienna Convention is just not
applicable.
I
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5.35 Therefoi-e, Qatar subinits that tliere is nu reason to exainine the otl~erconditions provided in Article 46 of the Coi-ivention wliich, in any case, are not
tnet. Wowever, it must be puinted out that the illegation by Bahrain that Qatar
should have .known about these constjtuticinal procedures because they werti
published in the Official Gazette cif the State of Bahrain, fails to appreciate the
very reasnn why Article 46 was adoyted in its present worcling. It is extreinely
difficult for any State tn know exactly how another State interprets its owii
Constitution. In his second report to the International Law Commission an the,
law of treaties. Sir Hulnphrey Waldoçk, the Special Rapporteur, stated as follows
in tliis regard:

"... neither

the texts of constitutions nor the infc)rination made
available by the United Nations are by any mains sufficient to
enable foreign States to appreciate with any degree of certainty
whether or not a partic~ilartreaty hlls within a constitutional
provision. Some provisions sire çap:ihIe of subjective interpretation,
such as a reyiiirernent that 'political' treaties or treaties cif 'speciül
importance' shuuld be submitted tu the legislatiire; stime
constitiitions do not make it clear on their face whether the
limitation reters to the power to coricl~idethe treaty or to its
eft'ectiveness within doinestic law. But even when the constitutional
provisions are apparently uncoin licated and precise, the
superficial clarity and notoriery of t e limitations may be quite
deceptive, as in the case of the United States Constitution. In the
majority of cases where the constitution itself contains apparently
strict and precise limitations, it has nevertheIess been found
necessary to adtnit a wide freedom for the executive to conclude
treaties in simplified forin withou t following the strict procedures
prescribed in the constitution; and this use of the treaty-inaking
power is only reconciled wjth the Ietter of' the ccinstitution either by
5i process of interpretation or by the develop~nentof politiccil
uiiderstandings. Further~nore,the constitutional practice in regard
to treaties in simplified form tends to be somewhat flexible; and the
question whether or not to deal with a psrticuIar treaty under the
procedures laid down in the constitution then becomes ta suine
extent il matter of the political judgement of the executive, whnse
decisiomdnay afterwards be challçngrd in the legislÿture or in the
courts ."

e

5.36 The h c t that the issue raised by Bahrain concerns only the internal ef'ect
of treaties has further conseyuences.
Article 27 of the Vienna Convention
applies without restriction:

m,

"A party rnay not invoke the provisions of its internal lavg sis
justification for its failure to perform a treaty...".

2u0

Ycarbook d l h e Inlcrnalional Law Commission. 1963, Vol. II, p. 43. para. 7.

a

Secrind, in the event that it is ülleged that there is a conflict between internati(inn1

-

coinrnitments and interna1 procedures, the former must prevail. As was snid by
the Permanent Court of International Justice in the case concerning the
Trcatineiit of Polish Nütiunüls and Other Pcrsons of ~ u l i s hO r i ~ i nor Speech in

the Danzig ~ e r r i t o ~ :

"...

ci Stüte cannot adduce as against another State its own
Constituticin with a view to evading oblig*t ns incuinbent upon it
under international law or treaties in force
."

=,

48

Finallv, it is also most improbable that the Doha Agreement was signed without
the consent of the highest authorities in Bahrnin üs the Prime Minister,
representing the Head of State, the Minister of Foreign M a i r s and the Minister
for Lcgal Affüirs were al1 in attendance at the GCC summit.

ln conclusion, Qatar sub~nitsthat the denial by Bahrain that the Doha
Agreement is a binding agreement because of an alleged lack of complisince with
the req~iirementsof Bahrain's Constitiition is withoiit any foundation.
5.37

Sec.riow 3.

Bahrain's Denial that the Text of the Doha Agreement cuntains
Consent by Bahrain to the Unilateral Seisin of the Court bv Oatar

m,

5.38 Bahrain has presented its position in two arguments.
it ülleges that it
would never have accepted that the Court çould be seised except by a special
agreement. Second, it disputes, on various grounds, that the Bahraini formula
e~nbudiedan agreement as to the subject and scope of the disputes. These two
arguments will be examined in turn below.
A.

Bahrnin's Allegation that it never accepted that the Court could be seised
except bv a Swcinl Agreement
1.

Bahrain's contention that the Mediatiun could unly lead to a
special agreement

5.39 In several instances Bahrain insists on the alleged fact that it has never
agreed to anything except to try to reach a special agreement between the Parties

2u1

Advisorv Opinion. 1932 P.C.I.J., Series AB, No. 44, p. 24.

3

i

to submit their differel-icestri the Court. Tliiis, in the Annex tn Bahrain's letter tci
tlie Coiirt of 18 August 1901, l3al.irail-i asserts tliat "The Minutes were ilot intended to retlect legal undei-tnkingsby the
two si'des but rather their political willii~gnessto continue their
efforts tu achieve a brotherly inediated solution over the ensuing
five inonths and. thereafter. if necessaiy,
evive their efforts tci
agree upon a joint submission to the Court i8z'l.I

Bahrain also asserts that "The discussions thnt have been talting place within this früinework
[the Saudi Mediation] have envisaged th
of these
'.bmission
,
differeiices to the Cuiirt jointly by the Parties5841

In i t s irregular crimmunication to the Registrar dated 16 Septeniber 1991,
Bahrain reiterüted this argument "It rnust again be einphasised that in al1 the long negotiations

between the Parties, and in the positions they had assurned vis-&vis
the Mediator, the need to reach agreement on a joint submission to
the Court, under a Special Agreement, had been accepted. The
unilateral application by Qatar thus reiects this comtnon
understündir& and as a inatter of principle it is unacceptable to
Bahrain."

5.40 Bahain fails to mention a basic ele~nentof the Mediation, that is - to use
the wording of the Doha Agreement - the reaffirmation of "what was agreed
previously between the two parties". lt is necessary, therefore, to repeat the
proposüls set out in the identical letters dated 19 December 1987 frum King
Fahd, which were açcepted by Bahrain and Qatar, a fact which Bahrain does not
deny:

"Firstll: Al1 the disputed rnatters shaIl be referred tn the
Internationiil Court of Justice, at The Hague, for a final ruling
binding upon both parties, who shall have to execute its terlns.

Thirdlv: Formation of a corninittee cotnprising rel-iresentatives of
the States of Qatar and Bahrain and of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arahia for the purpose of approaching the International Court of
Justice, and satisfying the necessasi requireinents to have the
--
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dispute submitted tc-, the Court in :icccirdance with its regulations
and iiistructions so that a final ruling, binding upon both parties. be
issued.

Fonrthly: The Kinpdom of Saudi Arabia will conti%s its good
."
offices to guarantee the iinplementation of these terrns
This text sets out two obligations with regard to submittins the case to the Court.
The first one (contained in the first item) describes the ultirnate stage to be
reached as a final and unqualified obligation. which might be called an obli~aticin
<
de résultat. Such an obligation is couched in mandatory langriage which leüves nu '
doubt as to the uitimate stage which the Parties agreed to reach: a final ruling of
the Court.

5.41 The second obligation contained in the third item of the Saudi proposal is
of another nature. It leaves to the Parties the choice of the rneans to achieve the
coinmit~nentset out in the first item of the proposal. To this end a Tripartite
Cornmittee was to be established to approach the Court and to satisQ the
necessary requirements to have the dispute submitted to the Court. The choice of
procedural means or method by which the case would be submitted to the Court unilateral application, separate applications, special agreement or otherwise - was
left open. The Parties were thus only submitting themselves to an obligation to
negotiate in good faith in order to achieve the seisin of the Court in conformity
with Article 40 of the Statute of the Court as applied in the Court's
jurisprudence 265.
5.42

Bührain's contention that the Parties only committed themselves to
negotiate a special agreement is therefore a misrepresentation of whnt hcld been
agreed. The choice of method to seise the Court was entirely open. It is true that
Qatar took the initiative and tried, although ultimately in vain, throughout the
whole of 1958 ta reach a special agreement with Bahrain. However, in view of the
deadlock which was reached, Qatar was entitled to expect thnt Bahrüin would
coinply with its undertaking to go to the Court, by means other thun a special
agreement. That was to be achieved by the Doha Agreement, in which no
reference is made to the conclusion of a special agreement, thus leaving the
Parties free to seise the Court by the means allowed in Article 40, paragraph 1, of
the Statute of the Court.

Annex IL15,Vol. III, pp. 104.

2.
.

Balirain's contentioix tlint the Doha Agreement only conternplntes
a joint submission to the Coiirt on the basis of tlie Arabic
expression "al-tarafan"

5.43 Another contention of Bahrain is that the translation given by Qatar of the
Doha Agreement misrepresents the Arabic original. The Qatari translatiori reads
as follows:

"After the eiid of this periocf, the parties Inay ssubinit the niatter to
the International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini
formula...".
Bahrairi contends that the words in Arabic "ul-tarafnn" should be translated
propçriy by "the two
Bahriiin slleges that, consequently, any
seference of the disputes to the Coiirt should be inade by hnth States acting
jointly. Such ü contention is without foundation for the reasuns çiven helow.
a)

Linguistic rensons

5.44

As will be seen from the expert opinions prodiiçeri hy Qatar with this
Meinorial, this vjew is, to say the least, highly controversia1. In his linguistic
opinion dated 4 January 1992, Professor Ayyad has shown, with reference to tlie
Koran itself, thüt the use of the dual noun in the Arabic Ianguage does not
necessarily mecln joint action but can equally rnean action by one party or
separate action by each of the two parties concerned 267.

5.45 Additionally, Professor El-Krisheri shows that the combined effect of the
use in the Dohü Agreernent of the word "in;ty" and of the verb "submit" used in
the singular rather than in the plural indicates clearly, from a linguistic point of
view, that each party was nt liberty individuülly to submit to the Court its clairns
fi~llingwithin the scope of the Bahraini formula if, by the end of the specified tilne
liniit, there had been no amicable solutiun reached as a result of the Suudi
~ediation~~~.
-

-
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5.46 The artificial chüracter of Bahrain's contention is dernonstratecl by the fact
thnt Btihrain itself has translated the words "al-tarafan" by "Parties" and not "the
two Parties", for examyle in 17 places in wbat is Yeferred to as the English version
of the "original draft Bahraini Special Agreement of 19th Msirch, 1988, as

-

ainended in Octnher 1988" attached to the Annex of Bahrain's letter of 18 August
1991 and in the Bahraini
Tliis proves that a dual noun in Arahic can
correctly be translated by a lnere plural.
5.47 In Arabic legal language the use of the dual to indicate the presence of two
pçrsons does not menn that they have tn take action together. since the context
inay equally well indicate that each one of the two persons inay or has to act
separately. This is particularly true when one of the two persons adopts a position
clifftirent from the other, as in the present case, where Qatar's claims to the Court
are necessarily different from Bahrain's daims. In such circumstances, a single
conjunctive action is impossible. The only possibility is for each Party to seise the
Court with a separate set of claiins.
Accordingly, there is no real difference if the second paragraph of the
Doha Agreement is trünslated to read "Atter the end of this period, the uarties
may submit the matter to the International Court of Justice ..." or "..,the two
parties mny submit..." (emphases added). From a substantive point of view the
difference in the translation is immaterial.
5.45

b)

Reasons taken from the general context of the Agreement

5.49 More significant is the fact that, in the context of the Agreement as a
whole, Bahrain's interpretation of paragrnph 2 of the Doha Agreement does not
make sense at al]:
What would be the point of proclaiming that if after a further five months
the Mediation failed to reach a settlement of the disputes on the merits the
Parties may seise the Court jointly after negotiating a special agreement '?
Such an interpretation makes no sense in view of the fact that the
Mediator's Iasting efforts to bring the twa Parties to an agreed text of a
special agreement had faiied and that to put an end to the deadlock
reached over this method of referring the disputes to the Court, Qatar,
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albeit reluctantly, eventually accepted the Bahraini formula, and signedthe Doha Agreement to refer the disputes to the Court.
Moieover, if the sole coininitment of the Parties under the Doha
Agieer-xient was ta agi-ee to ineet again to resriine negotiations to tiy to
reach a special agreement, the use of the words
subinit" does not
inake sense. This provision clearly allows each of the Parties to seise the
Court after the expiration of the relevant period.
<
-

Again, why provide tbat if the Saudi gond offices succeed, the case shall
he "withdrawn fruin arbitration", if tlie sole coinmitment of the Parties in
t h e Doha Agreement is to resume negotiations to inake a speçial
agreement Y
After the acceptance by Qatar of the Bahraini f(irrnula, the only point of
substance rernaining in coiifIict between the Parties was - according to
Bahrain - the problem of a debatable article which would have reduced the
~ ~ .
Parties' freedorn to suhinit certain evidence to the ~ u u r t If~Bahrain's
(re)construction of the facts were right, and if the purpose of the Minutes
were to induce the Parties to resume negotiations to finalize a specjcil
agreement, it is certain thüt the Minutes would have been phrased totally
differently.

5.50

It cannot but be concluded from the above that the general interpretaticin
proposed by Bahrain effectively reiiders ~neaninglessthree-quarters of the Doha
Agreeinent. As stated by Charles De Vissçher in his book Problèmes
d'inter~rktationiiidiciaire en droit international ~ublic:
"Une interprétation qui conduit
enlever à un traité toute
signification juridique quelconque ne sera jamais accueil
l'absence d'une raison absolument décisive militant en ce sens'4714n
.

The Great Britain-United States Mixed CIaims Commission, in its decision of 22
January 1926 in the Cavuea Indians case, made the same point:
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"Nothinp is better settled. as a canon of interpretation in al1 systems
of law, than that a clause inust be so interpreted as to give it a
meaning rather than s t i as tci depiive it of ineaning. We are not
askecl tci chor~sebetween possible mezinings. We are asked to reject
the apparent mritning an$#
hold thiit the prrivision has iio
~neaning.This we cannot do ."
C)

General rule of interpretation of a trenty
-,

5.51 Açcording to Article 31. paragraph 1, of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties -

?

"A treaty shall be interpreted in gnod faith in accordance with the
ordinary meaning to be given to the terrns of the trenty in their
context and in the light of its object and purpose."
5.52 The first paragraph of the Doha Agreement contains a clear reaffirmation
of "what was agreed previously between the twu parties". As explained above, that

provision refers to the forinal cornmitment to seise the Court embodied in the
December 1987 Agreement.

fn the second paragraph it is stated that the good offices of Saudi Arahia
will continue until 15 May 1991 and that "After the end of this period, the parties
rnay submit the matter to the International Court of Justice in accordance with
the Bahraini formula, whiçh has been accepted by Qatar...". This can only melin
that if the last effort by the Medilitor t o solve the substance of the disputes should
prove unsuccessful, the Parties, each on their side and with their own clnims
under the Baliraini formula, are allowed, after 15 May 1991, to seise the Court.

5.53

5.54 At the end of the second paragraph and in the third pürngraph it is
provided that "Saudi Arabia's good offices will continue during the submission of
the matter to arbitration" and that "Should a brotherly solutiun acceptable to the
two parties be reached, the case wiil be withdrawn from arbitration". Such
wording clearly envisages that, after 15 May 1991, the Court can be seised by
either Party, each with its own claiins under the Bahraini formulq but that a
settlement out of Court, under the auspices of Saudi Arabia, is always possible,
and that, should a solution acceptable to the two Parties be reached, the case
would be withdrawn froin the Court at their reyuest. Such procedure of
settlement out of Court is not witbout precedent.
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5.55 The Internatjonal Court itself has, on varicius occasions, indicated that
sevei-al inethods of peaceful settleinent can he'pursued at the same time. I n its
Juclginent of. 19 December 1978 in the Aerresin Sea Continental Shelf case, the
Court said:
"Negotiation and judicial settlement are enumeruted trigether in
Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations as rnenns for the
peaceful settlement of disputes. The jurisprudence of the Co~irt
provides various exaoiples of cases in which negotiations and
recourse to judicial settleinent have been pursiied pari \?assu.
Several cases, the inost recent being that concerning the Trial of
Pakistani Prisoners of War (1.C.J R e ~ o r t s1973, p. 347), show that
judicial proceedings mciy he discontinued when such negotiations
result in the settlement of the dispute. Consequently, the f'act that
negotiations use being actively piirsued during the paesent
proceedings is not. l e d l ~ ;any
, obstacle to the exercise by the Court
of its judicial hnction .
ln the United States Diploinatic und Consular Staff in Tehsan case, the Court
repeated its Judgment of 19 Deceinber 1978:

"... the jurisprudence

of the Court provides various examples ut'

cases in which negotiations and recour27do judicial settleinent by

the Court have been pursued pari passu

."

The wording of the second and third paragrsiphs of the Doha Agreement
inake fslnciful the contention of Bahrain that the "differences between Bahrain
and Qatar ... still remain the subject of a mediation process which does not permit
ziny unilateral appIication to the Court by the Stote of ~ a t a r ~ ~The
~ ' Dolia
'.
Agreement, far from imposing an obligation to exhaust the mediation process othenvise than up to May 1991 - establishes, on the contrary, a systern with two
parallel lanes of settlement of the dispute and provides for the conditions in
which the one can affect the other. Instead of providing that the continuation of
the inediatiun process after 15 May 1191prohibits the seisin of the Court, the text
psovides that the success of the Mediation after reference to the Court will lead tu
termination of the Court's proceedings.
5.56
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d)

Preparatory works

Article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides as
follows with respect to supplementary means of interpretation:
5.57

"Recourse may be had to supplementary means of interpretation,
including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances
of its conclusion, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the
application of article 31, or to determine the meaning when the
interpretation according to article 31:

3

(a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or
(b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable."

As the Court considered it necessary to Say:
"... the first duty of a tribunal which is called upon to interpret and
apply the provisions of a treaty, is to endeavour to give effect to
them in their natural and ordinasr meaning in the context in which
they occur. If the relevant words in their natural and ordinary
meaning make sense in their context, that is an end of the matter.
If, on the other hand, the words in their natural and ordinary
meaning are ambiguous or lead to an unreasonable result, then,
and then only, must the Court, by resort to other methods of
interpretation, seek to a s c y w what the parties really did mean
when they used these words ."
Qatar submits therefore that it is not necessary to have recourse to such
supplementary means of interpretation, as the conditions laid down by Article 32
of the Vienna Convention and by the Court are not fulfilled in the present case.
The Arabo-lslamic legal tradition is in conformity with this approachu7.
5.58 An account of the circurnstances of the conclusion of the Doha Agreement
has been given a b ~ e and
~ ' it~is unnecessary to repeat it again here. It should be
noted, however, that the so-called Saudi Arabian draft, referred to by Bahrain,
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was never shown t o

.

As to the Omani draft280, which was eventually

amended to become the Doha Agreement, its text makes abundantly clear that it
never envisaged any further negotiations to bring the Parties to finatize a special
agreement or any ''joint submission" by the Parties. Rather it clearly envisaged
seisin of the Court, and the amendments ultimately adopted neither rnodified that
aim nor introduced any hint of the necessity of a special agreement. Qatar
submits therefore that, contrary to Bahrain's contention, the preparatory works ."
do not alter "the meaning resulting from the application of article 31" of thg
Vienna Convention, that is the interpretation given by Qatar.
Bahrain's contention as to the meaning of the words "the
proceedings (or the procedures) arising therefrom"

3.

5.59

Bahrain contends that:
"The phrase 'and the proceedings arising therefrom', which should
more accurately have been translated as 'the procedures arising
therefrom', was inserted in the Minutes at the initiative of Bahrain
in the final stages of the drafting of the Minutes, and was intended
to refer precisely to the further steps that would nee
be taken
by the two parties jointly to bring the case to the Caurt ."

487

According to this argument, the "procedures" referred to in the Minutes refer to
a new round of negotiations between the Parties with a view to reaching a special
agreement to bring the case to the Court jointly,
This argumentation, whether the right transIation of the Arabic word be
'lproceedings" or "procedures", does not fit the context. In context, it is clear that
this phrase refers to the steps which are required for a case to be braught be.fore
the Court. Paragraph 2 of the Doha Agreement reads in part as follows:

5.60

"After the end of this period, the parties may submit the matter ta
the International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini
formula, which has been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings
arising therefrom" [Qatar's translation] or "...the procedures arising
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therefrorn" [Bahrain's translation282] or&jnd with the procedures
consequent on it" [Dr. Holes' translation 1.
The procedures arising therefrom were thus those relating to and arising from the
seisin of the' Court in accordance with its Statute and Rules. This interpretation is
also that which is adopted by a reading made from an Arabo-Zslamic legal
approach284. Should the Parties have agreed to have recourse to a further round
.
of negotiations in order to arrive at a special agreement, the Doha Agreement
would not have failed to spell out such a major requirernent.
i.
i

B.

Bahrain's Denial that the Bahraini Formula is an Agreement on the
Sub-iectof the Disputes to be submitted to the Court

5.61 Bahrain contests the statement made by Qatar in paragraph 40 of its
Application that "By virtue of Qatar's acceptance of the Bahraini formula... the
Parties are now also agreed upon the subject and scope of the disputes to be
referred to the Court". According ta Bahrain "Qatar thereby recognises that its attempt to establish the
jurisdiction of the Court must include a demonstration that the two
sides have agreed upon the subject and scope of the dispute to be
referred to the Court. However, Qatar completely fails to provide
this demonstration. For Qatar to establish that it 'accepted' the
'Bahraini Formula' it must first show that there was a Bahraini
'offer' which was still open for Qatar to accept and, second, that the
'offer' which Qatar 'accepted' was the 'r$&r: which Bahrain had
made. Qatar cannot meet either condition .
Bahrain then asserts that when the Bahraini formula was proposed at the
November 1988 meeting of the Tripartite ~ o m r n i t t e eit~ was
~ ~ ,not agreed to by
Qatar, noting that at the December Meeting of the Tripartite Committee Qatar
had proposcd an amended version of the formula to be accornpanied by two
annexes, in which each State would set out its own claims. Since then, Bahrain
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$,,, Amex to Bahrain's letter of 18 August 1991, p. 10, para. 11.
Qatar has shown that this assertion is not correct. The truth is that the Bahraini formula
("Question")was transmitted by the Heir Apparent of Bahrain to the Heir Apparent of
Qatar on 26 October 1988. See, paras. 3,&-3.49 above.

8

'

notes, the Tripartite Cornmittee did not meet again, and the Mediütor resumed
negotiati~nson the substance of the disputes287,
5.62

In view of the above, according to Bahrain -

"...it is certainly impossible to see in these developments the
survival of the Bahraini Formula for nearly three years as an 'offer'
capable of 'acceptance', without intervening negotiation, as an
essential @ g e n t in the presentation of a unilateral
application +

>

-!

Finally, Bahrain argues that -

"... the wording of the Bahraini Formula ... does not lend itself to a
unilateral ap lication. The text begins with the words 'The parties
request the ourt' ... the Bahraini question was presented as part of
a draft agreement for the joint submission of the case to the Court.
It did not foresee, and theref0r2~50uldnot apply to, a unilateral
submission by way of application
."

8

5.63

Bahrain's argument may be divided into three propositions:

-

that the Bahraini formula had lapsed as an offer;

-

that its acceptance by Qatar is not sufficient to establish acceptance of the
subject and scope of the dispute to be submitted to the Court; and

-

that its text was devised for a special agreement and does not fit a
unilateral application.

These three contentions will be examined in turn below (subsections 1, 2 and 3).
Thereafter, Qatar will examine Bahrain's contentions that Qatar's unilateral
application prevents Bahrain from seising the Court and that it would allow Qatar
ta submit certain evidence in an inadmissible manner (subsections 4 and 5).
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1.

Bahrain's contention that the Bahraini formula had lapsed as an
offer

:

m,

This argument is quite surprising for two reasons.
there is n o
evidence that Bahrain's "offer" of the text of the Bahraini Formula was ever
withdrawn. It will be recalled that the Bahraini formula was first transmitted, on a
separate sheet, during a meeting in Doha on 26 October 1988 between the two
Heirs Apparent of Qatar and Bahrain. It is true that Qatar made a counter- *
proposa1 at the meeting of the Tripartite Cornmittee on 6 Decernber 1988
proposing amendments to the formula and suggesting that each State should
specify in a separate annex to the formula the matters of difference which it
wished to submit to the Court. The text of the signed minutes of this Meeting
states:
5.64

"The Bahraini delegation stated that the Qatari proposal that there
be two separate annexes would be studied along with the Qatari
amendment of the general formula of the proposed Bahraini
question. Therefore, the Bahraini jgkgation asked for enough tirne
to study the proposed amendment

."

Hence, it is Bahrain who xequested time to study Qatar's proposal. It can indeed
be considered that two years was quite sufficient for Bahrain to make up its mind.
However, Bahrain made no reply to Qatar's proposal. Nor on the other hand did
it ever notify Qatar that the formula no longer represented its own position. In
view of this, and in spite of its reservations on the wording of the Bahraini
formula, but in order to allow reference of the disputes to the Court, Qatar
decided to accept the formula and informed Bahrain of this at the GCC summit
meeting in Doha in December 1990. There is nothing in this sequence of events
which would lead to the slightest suspicion that the Bahraini formula had lapsed
as an offer.
The second reason why Bahrain's position about the alleged lapse of the
offer is untenable, is that the Doha Agreement that was signed by Bahrain makes
a formal reference to the Bahraini formula and its acceptance by Qatar. Bahrain
was obviously fully aware of the content of the Bahraini formula and if the
formula had lapsed or if Bahrain had had reservations about the possibility of
Qatar accepting the formula, Bahrain should have raised such major objections at
the time. On the contrary, Bahrain says that the addition of the reference to the '
5.65
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Bahraini formula in the Ornani draft was made at the request of Bahrain 291 1.
There is thus no Iogic whatsoever in Bahrain's contention an this matter.
2.

Bahrain's contention that the acceptance by Qatar of the Bahraini
formula is not sufficlent to establish acceptance of the subject and
scope of the disputes to be submitted to the Court

5.66 To understand Qatar's initial reservations about the Bahraini formula, i l
suffices to recall what has been narrated in paragraphs 3.48-3.50 ahove. In spite ofi
these reservations, Qatar decided to accept the Bahraini formula so that the
existing disputes between the two States could finally be solved by the Court.
Qatar made no reservations whatsoever in accepting the formula. It is certain that
the formula is wide; it is a broad framework, certainly broad enough to allow each
State to present to the Court its own claims. It will then be for the Court to decide
on their admissibility and rnerit.
5.67 In view of the above, Bahrain can hardly claim that Qatar has not proved
that the "offer" which Qatar "accepted" was the offer which Bahrain had
It is clear, therefore, that the offer contained in the Bahraini formula,
which represented Bahrain's views, has been accepted by Qatar and is thus now
binding on both States.

3.

Bahrain's contention that the text of the Bahraini formula was
devised for a special agreement and does not fit a unilateral
application

This further contention again fails to take account of the true nature of the
Doha Agreement. It is not disputed that the Bahraini formula was first devised to
be inserted in a special agreement. But what has been achieved by the Doha
Agreement is an independent agreement to allow the seisin of the Court on the
basis of that text ("The Parties request the Court to decide..."(Emphasis added.)).
The difference between the Doha Agreement and a special agreement or a
compromissory clause is accordingly slight.

5.68
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5.69

The Doha Agreement incorporates the Bahraini formula in the same way

as if it had been included in a special agreement. By virtue of their agreement on
the Bahraini formula, the Parties have agreed bpon the subject and scope of the
disputes to be referred to the Court. What is left to be determined in such a broad
framework - and would have been left in any event had the Parties agreed on a
special agreement containing that formula - is the formulation by each Party of its
own claims. Such claims cannot be formulated except by a unilateral presentation
by each Party.
5.70

This is by no means the first time that the Court has been faced with
l
situations sirnilar to the present one. Thus, in the case concerning the L e ~ aStatus
of the South-Eastern Territorv of Greenland, both Nomay and Denmark
transmitted to the Court separate applications instituting proceedings. For each
State the basis for jurisdiction was the optional clause ta which it had subscribed.
The Court was thus simultaneously sejsed by two applications. The Court noted
the following in its Order of 2 August 1932:
"Whereas it follows that both the Nonvegian and Danish
applications are directed to the same object;
Whereas the situation with which the Court has to deaI closely
approximates, so far as concerns the procedure, to that which
would arise if a special agreement had been submitted to it by the
two Governments, parties to the dispute, indicating the subject of
the dispute and the differing claims of the Parties;
Whereas, in any case, the two a plications should be joined and the
two applicant Governments ield tqg$ simultaneously in the
position of Applicant and Respondent ."

5.71 In the Asvlum case the parties were faced with the following situation. By
an agreement entitled the Act of Lima, the Colombian and Peruvian governments
had agreed as follows:

They have exarnined in a spirit of understanding the existing
dispute which they agree to refer for decision to the International
Court of Justice, in accordance with the agreement concluded by
the two Governments.
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Second:
The Plenipotentiaries of Peru and Colombia having been unable to
reach an agreement on the terms in which they might refer the
dispute jointly to the International Court of Justice, agree that
proceedings before the recognized jurisdiction of the Court may be
instituted on the application of either of the Partie
thout this
being regarded as an unfriendly act toward the other ...5Htt
> .-l

In its application, the Colombian Government requested the Court to answer two
questions. In its rejoinder, Peru presented a counter-claim which Colombi8~ '
asserted was not admissible because of its lack of direct connexion with the
application of the Colombian Government. Eventually the Court fouiid the
In
counter-claim admissible, the direct connexion being clearly e~tablished~ ' ~.
that case, the Act of Lima was thus considered less as a "special agreement" than
as a framework within which to allow either p a r 9 to seise the Court unilaterally,
the precise subject of the dispute being thus defined by the application of
Colombia and by the counter-daim of Peru.
5.72 Another case in point is the case concerning the Arbitral Award Made b~
the King of Spain on 23 December 1906, In this case Honduras and Nicaragua
reached an agreement at Washington by virtue of which they undertook to

submit -

"... 'to

the Tnternational Court of Justice, in accordance with its
Statute and Rules of Court, the disagreement existing between
them with respect to the Arbitral Award handed down by His
Majesty the King of Spain on 23 December 1906, with the
understanding that each, in the exercise of its sovereignty and in
accordance with the procedures outlined in this instrument, shall
facets of the matter in disagreement as it deems
present
."
pertinent'

~3%

Both States attached to the agreement as appendices A and B statements about
their respective positions in resorting to the Court. No problem arose
subsequently.
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pp. BO-281.

Aithough none of the three cases just quoted is a precise precedent for the
present situation, they illustrate the flexibility of practice where determination of
the precise scope of the dispute has been made in various documents: either in
two separate applications which are subsequently joined by the Court, or by an
agreement, insufficient by itself, which is completcd by the subsequent
applications of the parties or by one application and a counter-claim.
5.73

5.74 In conclusion, it is submitted that the Bahraini formula, in spite of its wide
?
champ d'application, is perfectly adequate as far as the definition of the scope

-

and the subject of the disputes is concerned. It is indeed rather extraordinary that
Bahrain, having drafted and proposed that formula, now finds it inadequate.
Whether the formula is inserted in a special agreement or in an agreement which
is the basis of unilateral applications makes no difference. In both cases the Court
can exercise its jurisdiction on the basis of the agreement of the parties on the
scope and subject of the disputes.
4.

5.75

Bahrain's contention that Qatar's unilateral application prevents
Bahrain from seising the Court with its own claims

On several occasions Bahrain has accused Qatar of attempting -

"... through a unilateral application, to shape the case as it wished,
notwithstanding the evident differences on the rnatter between the
two parties",
instead of trying to find -

"...a formula that would have given to each party the opportunity to
present
own case within the framework of a joint
submission'997."
The same point is made again as follows:

-

"The terms of the question described by Qatar as the 'Bahraini
were fomulated by Bahrain in 1988 so as to permit
Formula'
each side to bnng to the Court, within the framework of a joint
submission, the issues on which jt considered itself to be in dispute
in its Application, has identified only those
with the other. Q
issues which suit it .

...-

9.:,
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Thus, Bahrain claims that "the Iirnits of the proceedings are set by the unilateral
application of Qatar and, in particular, the 'Conclusion t h e r e t ~ ~ ~Bahrain
~''.
alleges it has been precluded from presenting its own claims such as "the rights of
Bahrain in the area of ~ u b a r a h ~"since
~ ~ 'an
' item of this kind does nat naturally
fa11 within the concept of counter-claim as covered by Article 80 of the Rules301.
11

5.76 In spite of the explanation given by Qatar in the letter of the Agent of
i
Qatar to the Registrar of 31 August 1991, Bahrain still maintains in the letter to
the Registrar of 16 September 1993 that "it is by no means clear that Bahrain
would be free to raise the question of Zubarah by way of counter-claim3020.
5.77 These staternents have a1ready been dealt with in the preceding
subsection. In particular, there is no round reason why the Bahraini formula, if it
had been inserted in a special agreement, "would have given ta each party the
oppartunity to present its own case303t1,but would not have the same effect when
inserted in the Doha Agreement. It is also surprising that Bahrain should now
allege that the formula which it itself proposed is now regarded as unsuitable to
cover its own claims.
5.78 In any event, being incorporated by reference in the Doha Agreement and
specifically "accepted by Qatar", the formula binds Qatar as well as Bahrain. It
has been shown in the preceding Chapter that there is an inherent aspect of
reciprocity in the Doha Agreement in that each Party may submit its claims to the
~ o u r t ~ 'Neither
~,
Party can no* object to a clairn made by the other if it cornes
within the formula. Of course, if a claim is put forward which one Party alleges is
an admissible claim coming within the formula, and if the other maintains that it is
not, it is then for the Court to decide, after having considered the arguments of
the Parties, whether it is an admissible clairn.
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Obviously it was not up to Qatar to present the claims of Bahrain. Bahrain
is entitled by the Doha Agreement, on the same footing as Qatar, to seise the
Court with its own claims:
5.79

.

:

"Afterthe end of this period, the parties mav submit the matter to
the International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini
formula, which has been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings
arising therefrom." (Emphases added.)
In other words, if Bahrain's claims are not presented to the Court, it is not
because this has become impossible as a consequence of Qatar's action, but
because of Bahrain's inaction, which is, for whatever reason, a pure matter of will
on the part of Bahrain.

"

This is particularly obvious after Bahrain's reaction to the letter frorn the
Agent of Qatar to the Registrar of the Court dated 31 August 1991. Referring to
the Doha Agreement and to the Bahraini formula, the Agent of Qatar clearly
stated:
5.80

"It is Qatar's view that this formula gives each Party an equal right
to present its own claims to the Court and that therefore neither
State can obtain an advantage over the other in the formulation of
its claims. Consequently, Bahrain is not precluded from raising
what it refers to as the 'guestion of Zubarah', - for example by an
application to the Court.

5.81 It is undisputed that the consent af the States parties to a dispute,
whatever the form this consent may take, is the basis of the Court's jurisdiction in
cantentious cases. A statement made by the Agent of Qatar binds the State of
Qatar. It is thercfore not understandable for what reasons Bahrain persists in
stating that "it is by no means clear that Bahrain would be free to raise the
question of Zubarah by way of counter-claim30511.
5.82

Qatar submits that the Doha Agreement which incorporates the Bahraini
formula entitles Bahrain to raise its own claims, for example by way of an
application, which the Court could decide to join to the original proceedings
instituted by Qatar. It is therefore submitted that Qatar has neither tried to shape
the case as it wished nor attempted to preclude Bahrain from presenting its own
claims. For whatever reason, Bahrain has chosen of its own accord to refrain from
seising the Court with its claims.
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5.

5.83

Bnhrain's contention that Qatar's unilateral application would
allow Qatar to submit evidence in an inadmissible manner

In the Annex to its letter of 18 August 1990, Bahrain refers to the fact

that ,d

"One of the points of disagreement bemeen Bahrain and Qatar in
the negotiations that have been taking place for a compromis
leading to a joint submission has been a proposal by Bahrain that
neither party shall introduce into evidence or argument the nature
or content of proposals directed to a settlement of the substantive
issues in the course of discussions prior to the date of the
compromis. Although this proposal is essentially dedaratory of
customary international law.... the Government of Qatar has not
accepted it. ... This attitude leads the Government of Bahrain to
believe that it is likely that the Government of Qatar will allude, in
its Mernorial on the merits, to the course of the negotiations on the
substance of the dJjpnences between the two States in an
inadmissible manner .

5.84 In his letter of 36 September 1991 to the Registrar, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Bahrain referred again to this subject, recalling that Article V of the
draft special agreement proposed by Bahrain was, for Bahrain, an important
element of any agreement:
"Its purpose was to bind both Parties not to divulge to the Court the
terms of any proposals or couriter-proposals as to settlement of the
dispute, made during the negotiations either directly or through the
Mediator."
5.85 Bahrain's contention calls for some brief comrnents. The exact terms of
the Article in question were as follows:

"Article V

Neither party shan introduce into evidence or argument, or publicly
disclose in any rnanner, the nature or content of proposals directed
to a settlement of the issues referred to in Article II of this
Agreement, or responses thereto, in the course of negotiations or
discussions between the parties undertaken pnor to th
te of this
Agreement, whether directly or through any mediation5&#i.
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As can be seen frorn this text, the language of Article V was much wider in
scope than is reported by Bahrain in its letter to the Registrar of 16 September
1991. The text of Article V submitted by Bahrain in March 1988 during the work
of the Tripartite Cornmittee was not limited only to proposals made during the
Mediation with Saudi Arabia. Nor was it limited only to proposals to settle the
substance of the disputes made by the Mediator, but it could have covered any
proposal, even on procedural matters. In this context, this text could have applied
to any proposal and response thereto (which therefore could even include
?
agreements) made between the Parties before the date of the finalization of the
special agreement, under discussion at that time. The dies ad quem is indicated
but not the dies a auo. As the Court is now aware, this provision could have
covered:

.

5.86

a

-

-

-

any proposals and responses thereto (which therefore could even include
agreements) made in any "negotiations or discussions" whether directly
between the Parties or in "aay mediation" - which means that evidence on
mediations and their results undertaken during the past by the British
Government on the main issues of the case would also have been
excluded;
any proposais and responses thereto (which therefore could even include
agreements) "directed to a settlement" could concern not only substance
but also procedural matters this text could thus apply to the very
commitments of the Parties under the December 1987 Agreement ta refer
their existing and established disputes to the Court and to other principles
proposed by Saudi Arabia and accepted by both Parties, such as the
principle that the status quo be maintained.

-

5.87 That Qatar understood the proposed Article V in the way discussed above,
and not in the much more limited - but still partly ambiguous - way now presented
by Bahrain, was made known to Bahrain during the sessions of the Tripartite
~ o m m i t t e e It
~ ~is~worth
.
noting that afier Qatar's strong objections to the
proposed Article V, Bahrain did nothing to raise the matter again.
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and discussed at the Second Meeting of the Tripartite Cornmittee on 3 April1988, setting
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:

In any event, during the Doha meeting in December 1990, Bahrain insisted
- accarding to its own report of the facts - only on an insertion in the Omani draft
of a reference ta the Bahrüini formula. Qatar was therefore confident that
Bahrain had been convinced of the inappropriate character of the proposed
Article V relating to the use of certain evidence in an inadmissible manner.
5.88

5.89 In view of the above, Qatar submits that, in the circumstances, its position
is sound and reasonable. Qatar is confident that the basic custornary rules d r a w
;
from the Court's practice in the matter of evidence are sufficient and appropriate

in the present case. First, there is an obligation for both Parties to contribute to
the evidence of the facts of the case, and second, the Court enjoys fulI freedom in
evaluating the probative value of any evidence adduced by the Parties.

PART 111

The present Mernorial on questions of jurisdiction and adtnissibility
submitted by the State of Qatar in the case concerning Maritime Delimitation and
Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar v. Bahrnin) may be
summürized as follows:
6.01

SK(-*I.IOK
1.
There are Existing Disputes between Qatar ancl Bahrain, and
Qatar's A ~ ~ l i c a t i oisnAdmissible

The history uf the disputes outlined by Qatar hus clearly shown that Qatar
and Bührain had emerged as distinct politicüI and legal entities in the 19th
century. ln the 1930s, the development of oil Ied Bahrain to make claims to
sovereignty over the territory of Qatar itself and also claims to certain rights over
the maritime territory and areas lying between itself and the Qatar peninsula.
6.U2

6.03 On 11 July 1939, Qatar and Bahrain were informed that the British
Government had decided that the Hawar islands belonged to Bahrain and not tu
Qatar. Qatar strongly opposed this decision at the time and has continued to
oppose it and to maintain that it is invalid. On 23 Decernber 1947 Qatar and
Bahrain were informed of the decision of the British Government with regard to
the delimitation of the seabed between the two States, and with regard to Dibal
and Qit'at Jaradah shoals and a line enclaving the Hawar islands. Qatar has
maintuined and continues to maintain that such sovereign rights as exist over
Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah as shoüls belong to Qatar and not to Bührain and has
rejected and continues to reject that part of the line which enclaves the Hawar
islands. Bahrain has claimed that it does not accept the delimitation made by the
British Government.

6.04 The disputes which thus arose concerned sovereignty over the Hawar
islands, the extent and delimitation of the respective maritime areüs of the twu
States and sovereign rights over the shoals of Dibal and Qit'at Jaradah. It is these
disputes which are the subject of Qatar's Application. In spite of efforts at
settlement by negotiation and other means in the 1960s, incIuding an attempt to
arbitrate under the auspices of the British Government, the disputes continued
after the end of the British presence in the area in 1971 and remsiin outstanding

,#

.

today. The events related by Qatar show thüt each of the disputes is si legalt
dispute und thüt the subject of each dispute is indisputably an issue governed by
interiaiional law. The vjews of the Parties on each subject conflict iii matters of
iact as well as in iriatters of law.

6.05 In view of the above, it is submitted that the three subjects on which
Qsitar's Application reqirested the international Court of Justice to pronounce
cire existins disputes of a legal character and are governed by international law;
thrry fulfil, in Qatar's subinission, the requirernents of cidrnissibility in teïms of the
Cuiirt's Statute and Rules.
Srirrrow 2.

-

The Jurisdiction of the Court has been established bv Agreement
between the Parties

6.06 The Mediation of Saudi Arabia in respect of these disputes wüs initiüted in
1976 by agreement and is still continuing. The First Principle of the Frttmework
proposed by Saudi Arabia in 1973 deinonstrated the understanding of the Parties
that the subject matter of the dispute between Qatar and Bahrain was the
question nf sovereignty over certain islands and of maritime boundaries. The
proposed Frarnework wüs under discussion for a number of years until May 1983,
when it was accepted by Bahrairi and Qatar with the amended Fifth Principle
proposed by Qatar. It will be noted that the Parties agreed in 1983 that in the
event of failure to resolve the disputes through negotiation, they would consult
Saudi Arabia to determine the hest possible means to resalve the msitter in
accordance with the provisions of interniitional law. A11 çoncerned were sinxious
to achieve the final resolution of the disputes and it was provided in the Fifth
Principle that "The ruling of the authurity agreed upon for this purpose shnll be
final and binding".
6.07 No rnaterial pragress in negotiations was inade between 1983 and 1986,
The crisis which arase in 1986 between the two States due to the apparent breach
by Bührain of the status _q- principle embodied in the Framework led Saudi
Arabia to take further initiatives finillly to solve the dispute. This eventually led
to the December 1987 Agreement.

6.08 On 19 December 1987 King Fahd of Saudi Arabia wrote a letter in
identical terms to the two Parties containing proposais which were accepted by
both of them and were made the subject of' a public announcement by Saudi

-

:

Aralia on 21 December 1987 in terins of a previously agreed drafr. The Fifth

-

Principle of the Frarnework was expressly invoked in the December 1957
Agreement. The most important pr«vjsions of the December 1957 Agreement
for the present case are contained in the first and third items. The first item
stated expressly that "Al1 the disp~itedmatters shall be referred to the International
Court of Justice, at The Hague, for a final ruling binding upon both
parties, who shall have tu execute its terins."

1.

Qatar submits that by the acceptance of this first item, both Qatar and Bahrain
~inequivocally and unconditionally accepted the reference of their existing
disputes to the International Court of Justice.
SECTION
3.

The Failure of the Tripartite Cornmittee's Appruach to seise the
Court by the Methud of a Sueciai Agreement

6.09 It will be recalled that the third item of the Decernber 1957 Agreement
reads as folIows:

"Thirdlv: Formation cif a corninittee çomprising representatives of
the States of Qutur and Bahrain and of the Kingdom uf Saudi
Arabia for the purpose of approaching the International Court of
Justice, and satis$ing the necessary requirements to have the
dispute submitted tn the Court in accordance with its reguiations
and instructions so that n final ruling, binding upon both parties, be
issued."

Qatar submits that this third item did not impose or select any particular method
or procedure to be followed by the Tripartite Committee for the purpose of
seising the Court in accordance with the commitment set out in the first item. It
will be noted that the terms of the third item are procedural in nature and do not
in any sense detract from the consent and commitment of the Parties to refer
their disputes to the International Court of Justice in accordance with the first
item. The only object of the work of t h e Tripartite Committee, as foreseen in the
1987 Agreement, was to ascertain the procedures necessary to obtain from the
International Court of Justice a final ruling binding upon both Parties; and Saudi
Arabia undertook to continue its good offices to guarantee the implementation of
this Agreement to seise the Court as embodied in the first item.

-.

:

The Tripartite Gominittee held several meetings. At the meeting of 17Januaiy 1988 tlxe participants discussed their respective proposals for the purpose
of communicating tu the Court their agreement in December 1987 to refer their
pendii~gdisputes to the Corirt in accordance with the ccinditions and procedui-es
6. I l

*

of the Court. No agreement on these dratt proposals was reached at this meeting

and it was then decided tl-iilt the Parties shoulci exchange and discuss drafts of a

special agreement for referring the disputes to the Court. However, the Tripartite
Co~nrnitteefailed to reach an agreement on the text of a special agreement as a,
method io seise the Court.
6.11 Eventuülly, as a result of an initiative by Saudi Arabiü, the Heir Apparent
of Bahrain, during a visit to Qatar, transinitted to the Heir Apparent of Qatar a
generaI forinula for reference of the disputes to the Coiirt. This Bahraini forinula
was not accepted by Qatar during the work of the Tripartite Coinmittee. The
meetings of the Tripartite Cornmittee were not successful in reducing the wide
divergence [if views regslrding the definition, scope and extent of the disputes tci
be subinitted to the Court for a final and binding ruling. Thus, Saudi Arabia
indicated at the Fifth meeting of the Tripartite Cornmittee on 5 November 1988
that the GCC suminit to be held in Bahrain in Deceinber 1988 would be the last
date of the Cornmittee's mission whether or not it had succeeded in achieving
what was requested of it, &., to have the Parties agree on a methoci of referring
their disputes ta the Court in accordance with the Statute of the Court. Since nri
agreement had been reached by that time, it was therefore agreed at the GCC
surnmit that Saudi Arabia be given further time to achieve an agreement on the
substance of the disputes through its Mediation. Thus, the first item of the 1987
Agreement to refeer the disputes to the Court was deferred for that perjod.

Sec~rio~
4.

The Doha Azreement nllowed the Seisin of the Court by Qatar

1 2 At the opening session of the GCC summit in Doha, the Ainir of Qatar
rerninded the heads of the delegations that Qatar and Bahrain had agreed in
Deceinber 1987 to put an end tu their disputes and to refer their disputes to the
international Court of Justice for a Bnal and binding ruling. The Amir announced
that Qatar had decided tn accept the Bahraini forlnulti which enabled each Stute
tu raise before the Court whatever clairns it wished falling within that formula. A
final round of consultations to give effect to this decision took place during 2325 December 1990. An agreement in the furm of "Minutes" was reached and
signed. The Minutes, after reaffifirming what wüs previously agreed, provided -

-

:

..

that the good offices of Saudi Arabia would continue until 15 May 1991;

In pursuance of this, and prior to the filjng by Qatar of its Application to
the Court on XJuly 1991, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Bahrain studied
proyosals fur the settleinent of the inerits of the dispute.
J4

-

that after 15May 1991 the Parties may subrnit the matter to the
?.

International Court of Justice in accordance with the Bahraini formula
which had been accepted by Qatar, and the proceedings arising therefrom.
In pursuance of this, Qatar filed its Application to the Court on 8 July 1991
under Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the Court. Qatar
maintains that it was entitled ta take this action. The Doha Agreement was
reached un the basis that each Party had different claims to make and the
Bahraini formula would enable each of them to fraine and pursue its own
separate clairns. Qatar maintains that the Doha Agreement amounted to
a final cornpliance with the reqiiirernents to be fulfilled so as to enable the
Court tu exercise jurisdiction in relation to the existing disputes between
the Parties.
6.13 Qatar maintains that the Application of the State of Qatar is admissible;
that the Court has jurisdiction to entertain the disputes which are referred to in
the Application; and that Bahrain's contentions are unfounded.

i

I n view cif the abvve the State of Qatar respectfully requests the Court to adjudge
and declare, rejkcting al1 c o n t r a i çlaims and s~ibmissions~
that -

The Court has jurisdiction t o entertain the dispute referred to in the Application
filed by Qatar un 5 July 1991 and that Qatar's Application is admissible.
f

(Sigrr cd)

Najeeb ibn Mohainined Al-Nauirni
Legal Adviser,
Agent nf the State of Qatar

'
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